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Diversity
Boutique
shows off
to students

Ashland
residents
don t want
to pass bill

LIABILITY IX THE LIBRARY FIRST IX A THREE PART SERIES

Fifth fashion show
entertains, models
new summer styles
By Nikki Jardine
REPORTER

Students were able to gel a
sneak preview of the new
styles of summer featured on
a runway under bright lights,
accompanied with remixed
old-school funk, hip-hop and
rock tunes.
The new summer styles
of Diversity Boutique were
modeled during "Remix the
Runway.'' featuring remixed
tunes by D) Diamond I <<•
The fashion show, held last
night in Olscamp by Diversity
Boutique and F-'ad Watch, gave
audience members a glimpse
at the variety ofstyles available
at the clothi ng store located on
Main Street.
This is the fifth fashion
show Diversity Boutique has
put on at the University since
it opened in August 2003.
Hrin Norman, owner of
Diversity Boutique, said she
wanted to put on these fashion shows as something entertaining for student-,
"When we started doing
it. there weren't anj going on
here. I thought it would be a
fun thing to do," Norman said,
Norman wanted students in
Ohio to have the chance to
experience a fash ion show like
the ones put on in Los Angeles,
she said.
Jatoya 1 alley, junior, was a
model at the show last night
and previous shows after
attending one of the shows her

freshman year,
"After I saw it, and since
modeling is really my passion,
1 went into Diversity Boutique
FASHIONS, PAGE 8

Dan Myerl BG Ne«s

WATER WORKS: Since its opening in 1967. the Jerome Library has leaked due to the watering of shrubs on the east side of the building. Now. the
building still leaks and has more leaks due to problems such as humidity control.

Leaking out wisdom

FLOODING, PAGE 8

Jerome Library lacks humidity control, dryness
By Dan Myers
RE PORtER

and BudgetTharp
CAMPUS NEKS EDITOR

On a warm lune day in 1967, days after the
new Jerome Library opened, it was already
leaking.
On a warm April day nearly 40 years later,
it still is.
A. Robert Rogers, the library's director
in the 1960s, sent a memo on June 26, 1967
detailing stains caused by dripping water.
The memo states, "Apparently, the trouble
is caused by an overflow when the shrubs on
the east side of the building are watered."
Now, the building still leaks, but the reasons why are more complex.
A bucket sits in the southeast corner of

Jerome's firsti.loor catching drips that fall
from a brown spot in the ceiling.
Next to the drip's source, ceiling panels
are missing, revealing a system of pipes
spaced 12 inches apart.
It's the Kathabar system. While it once
ran a lithium chloride solution to control
humidity, warm water runs through it now.
The chemicals were shut off about 20
years ago, estimated Bob Waddle, assistant
vice president at Capital Planning. While it's
unknown why the University shut off the
system, its stoppage leaves the library without a way to control humidity.
"It helps to control the temperature, but
the warm water doesn't do a doggone thing
for the humidity," Waddle said.
The lack of humidity control comes at a

A thunderous silence
VISION members
use their quiet to get
their voices heard

cost. Extreme humidity can be damaging to
papers and books, said Eric llonneffer, the
document conservator at the library.
"We want to keep humidity under control
because moisture is a catalyst for deterioration," llonneffer said.
While books can adapt to sustained
increases in humidity, wild swings up and
down can be damaging. And the library's
humidity is erratic in months of extreme hot
or cold, llonneffer said.
A 1964 memo from Rogers during the
library's planning stages describes "the ideal
conditions for the preservation of booksand
user comfort" as 72 to 75 degrees and 35 to
40 percent relative humidity.

Color blind to hiring

REPORTER

By Meghan Durbak
REPORTER

Colleen Redmond BG News

SILENCED: James Offenhartz, VISION activism chair, screams to cease
his silence he has held all day for silenced gays and lesbians.
a statement.
Almost every dayOffenhartz
said he is offended by someone on campus who makes a
comment such as "that's so
gay." He wants the public to
know words like "gay" and
"faggot" are just as offensive as
any racial slur.
"We want people to know
that words like that are just
hurtful,"Offenharlzsaid."And
to tell people that homophobia
is not okay."
The big idea is to inform
the community and to eventually phase out homophobia.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™w

Offenhartz said homophobia
keeps people in the gay and
lesbian community from getting married, adopting children and getting respect.
Derrick Daggett, junior, is
going to be the Vice-president
of VISION next year. He liked
the idea of screaming in the
middle of campus so he could
vent everyday frustrations.
"It's a good way to make it
known what our lives are like,"
Daggett said.
But as long as homophobia
SILENCE, PAGE 9

On July 1. a white man will head
the University's ethnic studies
department. That white man is
Timothy Messcr-Kruse. and he
makes no apologies.
In his written response to the
numerous letters he received,
objecting his hire, Messer-Kruse
said, "I won't apologize for being
a 'white man.' I didn't choose it
and I try every day not to let it
define me. I believe in the goal of
a color-blind society and while I
fully agree that 'race does matter' it only matters because of
the intertwined histories of race,
sex and class—the subjects that
I have taken as my life's work. I
hope that some day race will not
matter as much."
For now, Messer-Kruse does
believe it matters, so much that
he made it his life's work to study
the constructions of race and
work for social change.
"Ethnic Studies is something,
which I think everybody should
be aware of, should have some

SATURDAY
Sunny

High: 66'
Low: 41'

flB !^.

JEROME. PAGE 2

GOING WITHOUT:
Migrants boycott
U.S.-made products
to show what the
economy would be
without their contribution; PAGE 18

IMtKSCOl.ui; M.YHKIiv SECOND IN A TURKIC I'Alil SKIUKS

Questions arise over
appointment of new
department head

By Candice Jones

On the count of three, everybody scream.
As part of the national Youth
Day of Silence, VISION invited
students to gather in front
of the Union and "break the
silence" by letting out one big
scream. Youth Day of Silence
is a day where members and
allies of the gay and lesbian
community spend most of the
day in silence and end the day
with a bang.
"We want everyone to hear
us," said James Offenhartz,
Activism Chair of VISION.
VISION is the University's
Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual,
Queer, Intersexual, Asexual,
Questioning
and
Ally
Community.
At 8 p.m. last night about
10 students from VISION and
other campus organizations
gathered in a circic to make
a statement about discrimination. After sharing a loud
scream in unison, they passed
around a microphone to talk
about why they were making

ASIII AND. Ohio (AP) — Less
than 16 months ago. rising
floodwaters from winter
storms forced people in the
north-central Ohio from
their homes.
Now some residents are
opposing a plan that officials
say would pay to reinforce
dams and help alleviate concerns about flooding.
The Muskingum Watershed
Conservancy District has proposed a S270 million property
assessment for residents In the
district, which covers about
one-fifth of the state.
Residential and agricultural
property owners would haw
to pay S12 a year over the next
20 years. Commercial property owners' assessment would
be determined by the amount
of runoff from their property.
As the plan moves toward
approval this summer, some
community members are
worried about how the money
will be spent.

background in, should study," ity woman. Susana Pena and
he said. "We are, and I think we
Sridevi Menon. two other prowant to be a multicultural soci- fessors in the department, felt
the same way.
ety, a society that understands
and welcomes the experiences
While several people objectof all individualsand that means
ing to Messer-Kruse's hire do not
that no one individual can repre- sec how a background in labor
sent all the possible ethnic expe- history — the study of workers'
riences or identities that ethnic
struggles — can coincide with
studies wishes to explore."
ethnic studies, the committee
members saw MesserWhileMesser-Kruse
certainlydoesn'tclaim
Kruse's background as an
to have all lived expeasset to the department.
riences! he believes he
Pena pointed out most
people don't have Ph.D.s
can still help people
understand the conin ethnic studies. The
structions of race on
rest of the faculty have
an intellectual level.
degrees in sociology,
So does Vhiba
American culture studBhalla, an ethnic studies, psychology and variTIMOTHY
ies professor. Bhalla
ous forms of history. It
MESSERdidn't know Messeris their emphasis of race
KRUSE
Kruse was white until
that makes each of them
DEPARTMENT eligible to work in the
she interviewed him
CHAIR
department.
in person. Nor did
Messer-Kruse emphaanyone else on the
search committee, since asking sized race in several articles in
about race on an application is the field of labor history when
illegal. What they did know, was most historians only emphathat he was qualified on paper.
sized class, Pena said.
And after interviewing him,
In addition, Messer-Kruse
Bhalla felt assured that he was has what Pena calls 'real-life
committed to teaching racial experience.'
issues effectively and cared
about her issues as" a minorMESSER-KRUSE, PAGE 8
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No school bus required
Due to lack of money,
virtual field trips offer
solution for classes
By Alison Kemp
RCPOftlEX

With public schools complaining about a loss of money for
field trips. Matt I'arlin, instnic
mi ni biology and the marine
lab coordinator, came up with
the idea for having a virtual
tour of science labs on campus.
This virtual tour, with a common theme of predators, will
be filmed today at 10 a.m. and
aired live on WBGU-TV channel 27. The program is available
for any I'BS viewers to watch.
|oe Raker, horticulturist in
thi' biology department's greenhouse, said the virtual tour will
' show different ways thai plants
and animals are predatory in

order to get their food."
The marine lab. hcrpelology lab and greenhouse will be
shown on a live st ream over the
Internet to six schools in northwest Ohio and one central Ohio
school. Six of the seven schools
are high schools.
Letters were sent to schools
within 30 milesof the University,
asking if they wanted to participate, I'arlin said.
One of the participating
schools is Powell Momentary in
North Raltimore.
Julio Twining, gifted and talented instructor for the school
district, said her third grade
Students have been learning
about marine biology and herpetology in class.
The virtual tour will be projected onto a laigo screen for all
the third through sixth grade
gifted and talented students.

Twining said her students arc too can participate in.
"This is something students
excited, especially because they
can e-mail and phone in ques- do as well." Underwood said.
tions that will be answered at
Raker likes the idea of a virtual tour because classrooms
the end of the program.
One of the animals that the will get to see organisms that
hcrpetology lab is showing is t> pically would not be shown in
a boa constrictor owned by class, such as carnivorous and
Hileen Underwood, University insectivorous plants.
Three plants that will be
biology professor.
Harry, the boa, is eight feet shown are the Venus flytrap,
and 10 inches long and weighs sundews and the pitcher plant.
The versions of the sundew
:tfi pounds. Not only is she the
biggest critter In the herp lab, and pitcher plants to be shown
Underwood said, but Harry is are native to Ohio, but they do
also the oldest, at approximate- grow around the world.
ly 26 years.
Sundews have small leaves '
A high school student with hairs that produce a
will be holding Harry, sticky substance that catches
insects. The leaf then sends out
Underwood said.
By having a high school stu- enzymes to digest the insects.
Instead of catching insects
dent participate in the virtual
tour, Underwood l>elieves that on the leaves, the pitcher plant
the high school viewers will see
FIELD TRIP, PAGE 9
herpetology as a subject they

Leaks jeopardize the future of library
JEROME. FROM PAGE 1
But there are actually large
fluctuations in the library's
humidity, according to records
kept by theatchivists.
For example, at the beginning of lasi October, the
humidity was 69 percent. By
the em\ of the month, it was 31

percent
One of the highest recorded
humidities was last July — 72
percent on luly 25.
But
during
December,
lanuary and February, the
library is usually between 25
and 40 percent humidity.

More problems
I eakage isn't the library's
only structural problem — the
hooks are getting dirty too.
On lerome's fifth floor,
where the Center for Archival
Collections is. Ilonneffer has
taped homemade fabric filters
over all the ceiling vents.
"We put these up not only
to protect ourselves and to
keep the black dust out of our
hair, but to keep debris off the
books," he said. "We don't want
debris on the collect ions
While Ilonneffer couldn't
remember exactly when he put

up the filters, he estimated it
might have been as long as
three years ago.
In that time, the white filters have turned dark gray,
stained by particles that have
blown out of the vents.
It's normal for some particles to float through the air,
according to Chris Keil, an
associate professor of envi
ronmemal health who spi
cializes in indoor pollution.
"If things aren't cleaned regularly, you'd expect a buildup."
Keil said. "If it hasn't hern
done for a year, it nun be
Dan Myers BGfHvs
unsightly hut it's typical."
But on the library's first MISSING: Jerome Library faces numerous problems such as ruined
floor, where many vents don't
ceiling tiles and dirty books along with buckets catching the drips.
have filters over them, more
million dollar estimate from summer, Waddle said.
[ban dust sils on the books.
The University's Building
Black, granular debris can be a Toledo-based engineering
found on the top shelves of the firm, and it could be even lon- Dreams campaign, an active
stacks on lerome's east side.
ger before such improvements fundraising effort, won't con-

make it onto a construction tribute money to the library.
Instead, the Sebo Athletic
schedule.
I here arc a number of ways Center and Wolfe Center for
Tixing all these problems
wouldn't be cheap. It could the library raises money, said the Arts are among those tarcost an estimated S15 mil- Dean of Libraries Lorraine getedjhy the campaign, and are
lion in renovations to stop the Haricombe. but there's no con- both buildings on the Capital
Planning priority list.
plumbing, climate and ventila- centrated effort to raise large
Editors mile: Head llw second
amounts.
tion problems.
And thclibrarycan'l be placed ixirl of this series tomorrow for
There's no immediate plan
to raise that much money, on Capital Planning's priority a closer look at how our library
it's been four years since the list until a new estimation of its ralsesfimdsandhowotherOhio
University received the multi- renovation costs is finished ibis colleges fund their libraries.

Help isn't on the way

Students
Enrolled For
Fall 2006

Weavers offer
more than rugs
eco-friendJy nature of the fabrics
as the weavers use mostly natural
dyes to form the beautiful colors.
Mary Krueger, director of the
Women's Center and member
of yesterday's lunch audience,
By Meagtian Geragrrty
REPOmtR
explained her reasoning for askStanding in front of chairs draped ing Gajjala to present this parwith vibrant fabrics, Radhika ticular product.
Krueger commented that her
Gajjala, associate professor of
communications, presented the reasoning for inviting Gajjala to
last issue of the weekly Brown present at the last Brown Bag
Bag Lunch series sponsored included her hope that with the
by the University's Women's warmer weather members of the
audience would be able to purCenter.
Topics of the hour-long lunch chase some of the fabric she had
discussion surrounded Gajjala's on display, thus furthering the
research in southern India as market for the Indian weavers.
Also, Krueger found it imporan honorary member within
Dastkar Audhra, an Indian tant for the average collegiate stubased
Non-Governmental dent to break away from the need
to always wear brand-names or
Organization.
Goals of the NGO include designer logos in their clothing
helping Indian male and female choices.
"I would want others to think
weavers find sustainable markets for their weaved fabrics, outside of what everything else
both from within India and looks like, and not to be the same
and clones of everyone
globally.
else," said Krueger.
"I land-loom weavers
Concluding
her
represent the second
presentation, Gajjala
largest livelihood in
answered questions
rural India — second
including one from
only to agriculture.
a female member of
However,
because
the audience member
export markets are
who was concerned
fickle (the Dastkar
about the victimizaAudhra] NGO helps to
RADHIKA
tion of the weavers
sustain the weaver's
GAJJALA
through her knowllivelihood by connect- ASSOCIATE
edge of other NGO's.
ing them to markets," PROFESSOR
Gajjala cautioning
explained Gajjala yesagainst individuals and
terday afternoon.
And connecting these fabrics NGO's which would perpetuate
to sustainable markets is where the theme of a third world victim
a part of Gajjala's role in the NGO that rises above their oppressions
comes into play.
as a result of selling products to
She, as an advocate for the the western world.
In Gajjala's eyes this does a
Indian weavers, works to find
entrepreneurial people around huge disservice to the weavers,
Wood County which have ideas because simply selling prodand strategies on how to best ucts will not help these weavers.
market these fabrics made from Rather, what will help them in
the long-term is the creation of
traditional large Indian looms.
It is then her role to act as a a sustainable market both interrepresentative and help see that nally and globally.
orders are placed and the difCurrently Gajjala is continuing
fering ideas which people have, her research and work with the
NGO, as well as accepting ideas
become reality.
Gajjala pointed out that the for marketing improvements
fabrics which the Indians are with the fabric from within the
weaving are very versatile and Bowling Green community.
Editors Note: If faculty,
have an endless potential of use.
Examples of the fabrics versa- students, and/or commutility include the material being nity members have ideas
made into products such as dif- and are personally motiferent styles of clothing and hand vated to fulfill their ideas,
bags, drapery, curtains, table on how to market and sell
runners, and even living room Indian fabrics, they should
contact Radhika Gajjala at
decorations.
Gajjala further addresses the radhik@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Brown Bag Lunch
looks at how women
sustain their markets

Man killed during
paragliding lesson
PERRYSBURG, Ohio (AP) — A
Pennsylvania man taking his
first paragliding lesson was
killed yesterday when his paraglider crashed, authorities said.
Perrysburg Township police
identified the victim as Gerald
Lutz, 61, of Newmanstown, Pa.
Detective Robb Gates said
Lutz took off from a field in

the paraglider, a maneuverable
parachute-like device that rides
on streams of air.
Gates said Lutz was 40 to 50
feet in the air and communicating with his instructor with
headphones when the paraglider crashed.
Attempts to resuscitate Lutz
failed.

If you sleep in a cold room,
***.
you are more likely to
have a bad dream...

Ill

Please anticipate the delivery of your class
schedule to your BGIMet email account on
August 17, 2006. Distribution of class schedule
information in this manner is a complement to
availability of information via MyBGSU.

Any questions may be directed to the Office of
Registration and Records - Registrar@bgsu.edu
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JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE, INC.
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RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319E.WOOSTERST.
(across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Mon to Fri 8:30 to 5:30,
Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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VICE-PRESIDENT HONORED ON ARBOR DAY

CAMPUS

In celebration of Arbor Day Friday, April 28th at 2:30 p.m.
in front of Jerome Library a tree will be planted in honor
of Linda Dobb, Executive Vice President. The tree will be
dedicated to Dobb due to her outstanding performance
at BGSU.

ReNu recalled, links
to rare eye infection
surface, we began a series of
exhaustive tests on our products," Zarrella stated. "Nothing
has yet been found to show that
ReNu with MoistureLoc contributed to these infections in
any way."
_
Zarrella adds that they
pulled the solution and recommend switching to another
product until the investigation
is concluded.
Walter Morrow, optometrist
at Wal-Mart Vision Center in
Bowling Green, recommends
that people stop using all types

By Lsura Collins
IEP0BTEI
Bausch & Lomb recently asked
retailers to remove their ReNu
with Moisturelac contact solution from shelves because it is
being linked to cases of fungal
keratin's, an infection that can
lead to blindness.
Bausch & lamb CEO Ron
Zarrclia explained in a letter on
the company's Web site that the
solution hasn't been proven to
cause the infection — it is only
associated with it.
"When reports of a rare eye
infection, seeming associated
with our product, began to

CONTACTS, PAGE 6
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Music comes naturally to some
Thomas plans to carry
her passion for music
past graduation
By Jacqueline Rabe
RtPORrtR

Not many people can say that
they can play pretty much any
instrument handed to them
— but graduating senior Emily
Thomas can.
She picked up this skill
through her education here at
the University as a double major
in music education and music
performance.
"1 can't play these instruments
perfectly. 1 could just pick one

up and be able to play decently," She plans to go to graduate
she said.
school to continue training in
Thomas said much
music performance at
Michigan Stale.
of her talent and passion for music is from
"Word of mouth has
told me that Michigan
her mother's influence,
who's a music teacher.
State has a grt\ii music
program, I can't wait
"I grew up with
to perfect my performusic, but it wasn't
until high school when
mance skills."
Thomas was the Bis)
I really decided to go
into music, I really
EMILY THOMAS chair clarinet player in
die BGSU 60 member
couldn't have seen
SENIOR
myself in any other
Wind Symphony for
three of her fixe yean
major," she said. " I
don't think I will ever be able to at Uie University. She also won
the concerto competition at the
give it up."
And giving up music is the Uniu'isiiyin December 2004.
last thing on Thomas's agenda.
Even though Thomas has a

For more stories read the graduation
tab-SEEWStRT
major in music education she
does not plan to use this major
an) lime Minn.
Bruce Moss, director and professor ai BGSU. said Thomas is
an amazing performer.
She was good when she
came to BGSU hut now she is
just the finest clarinet player we
have here currently," he said.

"For almost everj performer, you
can never be good enough, you
always need to practice."
\iul practice is what Thomas
will gel .is she continues her

future in the music world

"Fve got the straight edge," a promise to abstain from drugs and alcohol
Substance free lifestyle
mixes hardcore music
with positive message
By lamie Gumbrecht
KR T

LEXINGTON, Ky—Thehandwritten sign taped to the front door of
the old rental house is explicit: "If
you're gonna hang outside please
do it in the backyard. Vie don't
want to get the fuzz called on us.
Inside, about 25 people, some
in their teens, crowd into a living room with furniture pushed
against the walls. It's early evening
on a mild weeknight, but the windows are covered with wood and
foam and the door is tightly shut
to muffle the noise. The music is a
clamorous show of guitars, dnims
and tense, barking vocals that
shakes the block of family homes
and neighborhood shops.
But in Lexington, where country
music is king and indie rock packs

get a

Tife

the clubs, the hard-core music
scene thrives in rental houses,
dark basements and YMCA gyms
— simply because it has nowhere
else to go.
I lard-core musicis die stuff of adolescent aggression, the
perfect heavy-metal
soundtrack for its

explains TTic show can go on, but
die volume has to come down.
Poynter and odiers watch die
officers leave, tallying the recent
warnings from the police — half
a dozen, at least. Once again, a
venue for hard-core music — one
of the few places that welcomes
die young, die misfit, the curious
and die unwanted — is dying.

teenage fan base. But
widiin that group of

Lost and Unwanted

hard-core shows like this one in
the rented house on Lexingtons
(lay Avenue. I lere, they can be
with friendsor find new ones, llicy
organi/e and patrol the shows
themselves, keeping
out dnigs and alcohol
that could mean the
closing of one of die
few places where they
can play dieir music.
family... We
But jusi three songs
into a set In local
band And Bullets EalL
police cars pull up.

"We are
each other's
chosen
have only
each other
to rely on."

fans is a smaller crowd
that takes its affinity
for the music to a different level, adopting
Anthony Poynter, a
tile principles ol songs
26-year-old writ > often
RANDI WILLIAMS,
Uiat rail against drugs,
books shows, rushes
HARDCORE YOUTH
to cut off the music
tobacco, alcohol and
just before police offipromiscuous sex.
It's a lifestyle they call "straight cers step inside. They survey the
dark T-shirts and oid Converse
edge."
But because those who follow shoes, They check foi underage
straight-edge are either too young drinkers, nor realizing alcohol isn't
to go — or don't want to go — to welcome hero
The neighbors complained
venues where liquor is served.
■hey show up at tlic do-it-yourself about the noise, an office!

In Eayette County Ky.. where
about 25.000 people are between
ages 16 and 20, there is no music
club that can legally welcome
people of all ages If you're not an
athlete, an artist or an academic
star. Lexington offers litde to entertain you until you're old enough
to buy a beer. About 600 of the
city's restaurants and bars have
liquor licenses to draw people 21
and older. Of those, 100 are bars
mid can't let in people under 21;
if they lock up (he alcohol, people

STRAIGHT EDGE. PAGE 6

Wisconsin Football Game
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Phi Alpha Theta Book Sale
Union Lobby

Before You
Sign A Lease

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Jock Strap Run Promotion

Calendar OI events Sponsored by WEAL Radio

8 am-5 p.m.
Coach Recruitment/
Recognition
Sponsored by Springboard
Union Lobby

Union Lobby

8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Plant Sale and Recruitment
Sponsored by Society of
Entrepreneurs
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-12 p.m.
Student Voter Registration

Drive
Sponsored by American
Culture Studies Dept.
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-1 p.m.
Football Ticket Sales
Athletics will be selling
tickets for the Sept. 2BGSU-

Brett Marshall KR'

STRAIGHT EDGE: Tim King, 23. of Lexington. Kentucky, displayed his
"drug tree" tattoo.

10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Medallions and cords distribution to seniors
Sponsored by Golden Key
National Honor Society
Union Lobby
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
Photoshoot Sign-up and
Raffle
Sponsored by Reign Fashion
and Beauty Magazine
Union Lobby
12 - 3 p.m.
When You Move Out, Don't
Throw It Out
Residence Life will be recruiting for volunteers for the
program
Union Lobby

Did you ever consider that when you sign a lease you ma) be responsible lor your roommates?
If they do not pay you liave to! If they cause damage you could be held responsible. If your
roompiate does not pay their rent you could be evicted!
Not at The Enclave Apartments. We offer individual leasing by the bed-pan'. You are onlyresponsible for your rental installment. If your roommate decides to skip we take the loss nol you!
DON'T HAVE ROOMMATES? No problem. We offer a roommate matt bin- program!
(,all today to find out more! Enjoy our resort style atmosphere and amenities withoul thi resort
style prici tag!
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OPINION

"We seem to have learned a new Hebrew
word—and from Tom Cruise no less."
An anchorman on Israel's Channel Two, on "Suri," the name Cruise and Katie
Holmes haw chosen for their newborn daughter
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Libraries preserve books, history
In this age of internet resources.
eBook-s and I'D!-' files, the need
to go to a library and check out
books is get ting smaller for some.
Perhaps this is why our own
lerorne Library has been dealing
with deteriorating building conditions which may be putting die
books in danger.
According to Eric llonneffer,
Document Conservator for
the library, ideal conditions
for maintaining book collections are 50 degrees with SO
percent humidity.
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YOU DECIDE
Do you think the library
needs help from the student
body? Send an e-mail to
thenews@bgnews.com and tell
us what you think, or post feedback on our Web site.

This might not be a problem,
except the deluunidifying system
was shut off close to 20 years ago.
The library also lacks the
proper funding to install cooling

towers which would regulate the
temperature inside the building.
(airrently die collections have
been put at risk by violently fluctuating temperature and humidity. In September 2005, the
humidity sank from 68 percent to
44 percent over two weeks, seriously endangering the books.
So why aren't we taking belter
care of our books?
More importantly, why is this
issue just now coming to the
attention of the student body?
This is an issue which should

have special attention. Books
arc still one of our most valuable resources. There is no reason to allow them to deteriorate like this.
In an article in today's lit,
News, evidence is brought to
light dial even before the library
officially opened in 1967, there
were reports of leaks in the pipes.
The leaking has continued
despite intermittent repairs
and has resulted in not only the
need to repair some books, but
also darkening circles and water

ile materials today. Though
damage on the ceiling.
As if this wasn't bad enough, our professors are teaching
the books are subjected to dirt us to do our research online
and dust being blown about by through scholarly journals
and internet resources, we
ceiling vents.
The situation at our library is must respect our books.
Books will always be around,
grave. We need to rise up as a
campus and fight to get these even when technology changes.
They are not only a testament
problems fifed.
Tilings will not change until to our beginnings, but a resource
students express concern to the which does not rely on servers,
administrators. They are the UHI. addresses or even electricity.
Our books deserve a stable
ones who must come up with the
environment so diat we might
money to correct the problems.
Paper is one of the most frag- enjoy them for another 40 years.

TO TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE 'Suri'just the latest
0NTHE STREET in a naming trend

Comedian
was not joking
about racism

I haven't yet replied to a review
of my album, but when I read
lessica Zamampa's piece on
"Cure for die Cable Guy," 1 felt I
had to write to you.
Zamarripa heard words without meaning, writing diat simply
because I discuss racial issues, I
must be a racist.
But more ridiculous is when
she alleged that what makes me
racist is the fact diat I was born

white. She even said she found
my jokes funny, and they'd be
acceptable if told by a member
of the rale I was discussing.
Rarely have I heard such a
ridiculous premise, and it's
that kind of backward thinking that leads to the racial
strife in this country.
I ridicule the practice of racism and prejudice in my comedy, yet her review seems to
support both — as long as the
speaker is of die ethnicity they
are bashing. What a an outlandish idea.
It's not okay to in- racist no
matter who you are, and I even
do a joke about dial. Of course,

Zamarripa wouldn't quote il
since it would weaken her argument against me. In fact, she
didn't quote a single joke in her
entire review.
I have performed in Bowling
Green twice, and your campus is
full of intelligent, forward thinking people. Which is why I was
so shocked at die ignorance displayed by this particular anicle.
Of course, I'm not sure if
I'm allowed to call Zamarripa
ignorant, since I'm not ignorant myself.

STEVE H0FSTETTER
COMEDIAN
stcvc@stcvchofstcttcr.com

Color really should not matter
SHARON
CHITTOCK
Guest Columnist
At first glance, you would probably assume lama typical
white female. While in many
aspects I am "typical," I am also
half Bolivian, and have experiences with people reading
positively or negatively to my
ethnicity when I tell them about
"the other side" of my family.
Because of my mostly
Caucasian features, people
assume they know about me.
People of color have assumed
that I have not experienced
what they have, and that I cannot understand racism like they
do. Regardless if this is t rue or
false, the fact that some assume
they know about me and my
background is wrong, since we
all deserve an equal opportunity to prove who we are.
Why then are we at the
university level assuming
color equals experience with
discrimination, while white
equals no experience with such
a prominent issue?
What does Don Nieman
exactly mean when says he
would have "preferred a person
of color?"
It saddens me that students
and faculty at this school expect
a person of specific physical
characteristics to fulfill certain
job positions.
Are we so closed-minded and
superficial that we only want
those who look like us to represent us? We are only giving in to
the same problematic mind set
of categorizing that those who
have set us back have given into.
We are categorizing a certain

position at this school and are
so brainwashed into wanting it
to be filled by one who resembles us.
We are categorizing if we
assume that if he or she does
not look like us, they do not
have "lived experience" with
suppression and bigotry. Who
are we to assume that we
know something about another to the extent that we are to
judge if they truly understand
what it is liked to be discriminated against?
Racism is relative, and the
person who looks at me and
assumes that I have never
experienced racism because
of my fair skin has no right
to do so, just as I have no
right to look at an African
American and assume that
she has lived experience.
It disgusts me that the ethnic
studies department is shaken
by a "white male" holding the
position of the department
chair. What should really matter
is his teaching capabilities and
knowledge in such an area.
The fact that Timothy MesserKrusc has lived and experienced Mexico certainly cannot
hurt him in his understanding
of such a subject like ethnic
studies, but whether or not he is
actually ethnic should really not
be an issue.
I understand the incredible
injustices of white privilege and
the different perspectives one
of color can have. However, we
can only begin to reverse ethnic
stereotypes and racial profiling
by stopping it at every seemingly minute level.
This includes asking ourselves if we are not profiling
when we prefer someone of

a certain ethnicity to fulfill
certain a role? If Messer-Kruse
is 100% "white" and lived
in Mexico, can he not have
gained the same knowledge
and understanding if he were
100% Mexican?
If this department is so disturbed that a half white male
does not seem to understand
the affect color has on a society,
perhaps they should stop for
some self-reflection of their
own preference for a color
coded environment.
Then perhaps it is perfectly
fine if the computer science
department decides they
would prefer Asians over
Caucasians because of the
Asians' ability to relate to
and represent their assumed
mostly Asian students? Is this
also not stereotyping?
I am greatly disturbed that
those who have experience discrimination and prejudice are
now doing the same to another
person! I am sickened that
those who have been profiled
are now doing the profiling, and
that we as a whole are seeing
the world as black and white,
right and wrong, experience or
no experience.
I hope and pray that my
children will experience a
world where their appearance
and how they will be raised
does not affect what others
think of them.
When will we finally understand what it means to be color
blind and to no longer judge the
character and knowledge of a
person because of their ethnicity or background?

If you were a celebrity,
what would you name
your baby?

TAYLOR
COPELAND
Opinion Columnist

CRISTINAVENABLE
SENIOR, SOCIOLOGY &
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"If it's a boy. Tommy
Vodka. If it's a girl,
Tracy Tequila."
•■

MEGAN MARSHALL
FRESHMAN,
ARCHITECTURE

"Flower."

ALEX ZIMMERMAN
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
"Gaylord Richard."

SAM KINCAID
FRESHMAN, GEOLOGY

"I'd name my son
Roger."

Send comments to Sharon at
schittock@'ligsu.eilu.

So, what do you get when
you cross Katie Holmes
and Tom Cruise? If you
answered the latest in a long
line of strange celebrity baby
names, you guessed right.
Toledo native Katie I lolmes
gave birth to a 7 pound, 7 ounce
baby girl earlier last week, but
die birth wasn't the only thing
making headlines.
The baby's name, Suri, which
is said to mean "princess" in
I lebrcw and "red rose" in Persian,
seemed to draw a great deal of
attention on its own.
Apparendy T'omKat were just
following the newest trend in
1 lollywood these days by choosing an outrageous and unusual
name for their child.
And surprisingly, Suri is not
nearly as extreme as the names
dial some other celebrity couples have come up with.
Even Brooke Shield's new
baby girl, Gricr, who was born
the same day as Holmes' baby,
has a somewhat tame name
compared to many new celebrity babies.
take Will Smith's daughter
Willow for example, or Woody
Allen's son Satchel. It sounds
more like you're talking about a
tree or a bag than a baby. And
the names just continue to get
more unique from there.
1 mean, I wonder what goes
through celebrities' minds
before deciding to name their
child River (Ariyn and John
Phoenix). But then again, I guess
he did get off a bit better than his
siblings Summer loy, Rainbow
loan of Arc, liberty Mariposa
and leaf loaquin.
Then there are always
Gwyneth Paltrow and Chris
Martin's children. Who names
their daughter Apple? Apparendy
the same people who name their
son Moses.
At least Moses was named
after one of his father's songs
Where they came up with Apple
on the other hand, is not really
known. That's just bananas.
Though it's not quite as insane
as naming your child after a
number, which Singer Erykah
Badu did. Now diat's just cruel.
Can you imagine how badly that
kid will be teased?
Odds are not as much
as lermaine lackson's son,
lermajesty. And then there's
always Moon Unit Zappa. Moon
Unit? Come on. If you want to

be clever when naming your
child, that's fine. But Moon Unit?
There's nodiing remotely ingenious about that.
It's almost as if naming children has become a game for
celebrities. Maybe they all got
together when we weren't looking and decided that whoever
could come up with the most
invendvc name for their child
was the winner.
Or perhaps celebrities feel
that by giving their children
outrageous names they are just
expressing dieir artisUc nature.
Newsflash: Naming your child
Pilot Inspektor, as lason Lee did,
is not creative. That's just mean.
As is naming your kid Audio
Science, which yes. Shannon
Sossamon (of A Knight's Tale)
actually did. What are these
people thinking?
Well, at least they are putting some thought into their
children's names, which is more
than can be said for some stars.
Several celebrides have taken
the easy way out by naming dieir
children after themselves
In these cases, no creativity is
used; so nothing can go wrong,
right? Well, think again. It's one
thing to name one child after
you, but George foreman took
diis idea and ran widi it when he
named his children George )r„
George III, George IV George V,
George VI and Georgetta.
Let's not forget Michael
lackson whose sons are
named Prince Michael I and
Prince Michael II. I guess
that's what you can expect
from someone who dangles
his baby over a balcony.
But then, maybe the stars are
on to somediing. All you have to
do when trying to come up with
a name for your baby is either
put togedier two random words,
both of which don't resemble
anything Close to a name, or
simply think of the last food you
just ate. Peaches, Coco, Indiana
August and Blue Angel do all
have a nice ring to them. Or then
again, maybe not.
Whatever the reason for the
recent trend in bizarre baby
names, one thing is certain. At
least after the stars careers are
over and they are long forgotten
they will still be remembered for
the crazy name that they gave
their child.
So, that leaves one last question. What do you get when you
cross Angelina lolie with Brad
Pitt? The worid will just have to
wait and see
Send comments to Taylor at
tdcopelQ'bgsu.edii
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Stop selling religion on campus
KELLIE
P0WEU
U-Wire Columnist
TheDaify'Viaette
Illinois Slate Unhvrsit)'

OUR LEADER
Before the Staff Shake-up

I am one of millions of people in America who were
not raised in the traditions
of any particular faith. As a
child, I went to any church and
every church.

OUR LEADER
After the Staff Shake-up

My roommate summed it up
nicely: I slept around with religions. She. on the other hand,
is currently separated from
Catholicism and thinking about
seeing other churches.
I've never felt like I was
missing anything by not
belonging to one specific
church. I know what I believe.
and my beliefs comfort me
and help me through the hard
times in my life.
But this column is not about
what 1 believe. What I believe
about God(s), sin and what
happens after we die is no one's
business but mine. If someone
asks me. I will tell them, but I
feel it would be wrong for me to
cram my beliefs down anyone
else's throat. There is a time and
place for religious discussion.
But right now in America,
religious evangelism is taking
place where it does not belong.
Hie uber-conservatives are on

KM

Students fend for yourselves
AMANDA
HOOVER
Opinion Columnist
Nine days unlil the end
of the semester and the
mood on campus is a
combination of elation and
anxiousness.
Students are hurrying to finish final projects, pack up their
dorm rooms, cram for finals
and buy as much bulk food as
they can with what's left on their
meal plans.
But what many of them may
not realize is come Friday afternoon, that bulk food will come
in handy.
This is because after 2 p.m.
Friday, most dining halls
will shut down, leaving students without cash on hand
unable to eat until they
move out on Saturday.
Not completely unable, of
course. They can still hike to
the Union or Chily's, which will
remain open until 6 p.m. Or,
those students who read this can
plan ahead and he sure to head
to the ATM so they can hit up
McDonald's on l-'riday night.
But realistically, the dining
halls are just putting students In
a bad position.
The last final of the week
doesn't even end until 5:30, so
those students will be hardpressed to even make it to the
Union and grab some dinner.
While Dining Services surely
has very good reasoning behind

their decision, they should
consider offering a few more
options for students who cannot
leave until Saturday afternoon.
As an out-of-state student. I
know my family has to make
a fairly significant drive down
to get me and all my stuff. A
drive which couldn't be accomplished on a weekday because
of my parent's work schedules
and my younger brothers'
school schedule.
My biggest concern is break
fast, the most important meal of
the day. The University is leaving students with options like a
greasy Burger King Croissanwich
or a McDonald's McGriddle.
I'm not saying they should be
staying open with full hours and
full lines, but at least provide an
option to those students who
are left without the ability to
leave early.
Maybe even opening up one
line in the Sundial for those
3,200 people living in the quads
and one in McDonald, lust
enough to ensure students arc
given the opportunity to eat
something before they spend all
moving out,
I understand the reasoning
that there aren't enough students to financially warrant staying open, but leaving students
24 hours without access to food?
That seems a little cold-hearted
tome.
F.ven during finals week, some
dining centers are shutting
down completely, including
I larshman's Destinations snack
bar and Commons.

Bran Wednesday of finals
week, the Sundial is shutting
down both the Wok and the
Bistro for good.
As a matter of fact, the only
dining center that seems to be
moving in the right direction is
Shadows, Kreischer's late night
snack bar.
I have to give props to this
establishment which actually extended their hours. Yes,
Shadows will be open from 8
p.m. to I a.m. Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday of finals week.
They are also opening one of the
spare rooms, the 9 p.m. room,
for student who want to utilize
the space for studying.
If more dining centers
catered to the needs of students
rather than how much money
they're bringing in, they might
just see an increase in usage of

a mission to turn America into
intimidate others into your line
a Christian theocracy by any
of thinking.
means necessary. They are
According to the Unitarian
determined to eliminate anyUniversalist Association,
thing they perceive as "sinful"
"Unitarian Universalism is a libwithout any regard for the civil
eral religion — that is, a religion
liberties or well-being of this
mat keeps an open mind to the
country's many non-Christians. religious questions people have
There is a faction of America
struggled with in all Umes and
that, instead of learning from
places. We believe that personal
the world's oppressive fascist
experience, conscience and reatheocracies, is trying to re-creson should be the final authoriate the 1950s by emulating the
ties in religion, and that in the
most ass-backwards among
end religious authority lies not
them — Saudi Arabia, anyone?
in a book or person or instituThis country cannot legislate
tion, but in ourselves."
morality, no matter how much
There's the United Church of
Pat Buchanan and lerry Falwell
Christ, whose advertisement for
would like it to. And even if it
their organization that has been
could, we wouldn't want it to.
censored by numerous broadHow did we get to a point
cast and cable networks.
where evangelism is free speech,
In the now famous-on-thebut dissent is treason? And
Intemet "ejector ad." a series
more imponantly, why can't
of people — an Arabic man, a
anyone understand how dansingle woman with a child, and
gerous this is for our naUon?
a gay couple — arc ejected from
Whether an evangelist is
their seats by an unseen party.
preaching fire and brimstone
Text then appears on the screen:
on the Quad, or cornering
"God doesn't reject people.
people in elevators to ask. "Do
Neither do we"
you agree with Kyle? Well, why
There is wfeoV im to be found
not?" their intent is the same: To in any religion. Can't we all find
eliminate all perspectives but
our own path, and lei others do
their own.
the same, without mockery, perEvangelism may recruit a few secution or intimidation?
more members to a religion.
The Wicca faith has one rule:
But it makes that religion seem
"Do what thou wilt, lest thou
judgmental and intolerant.
harm none." Sounds kinda
Being religious does not
like. "Do unto others as you
mean you have to persecute,
would have them do unto you."
mock or try to persuade and
doesn't it?

Rtfe efoi ENRICHMENT PKKRMA

their facilities.
Dining Services needs to
realize this is a hectic time for
students and faculty alike. They
are in need of regular meals
thai re-energize the body and
the mind.
They also need more leniency
with hours. Never is someone
more prone to miss out on a
meal than when they are buried
nose deep in research, flashcards and coffee.
I challenge Dining Services
to go out on a limb for students.
Try it out, just once, and see if
your sales are really as bail as
you think.
Send comments to Amanda at
liooimna("ligsn.eilit.

It's Like Winning
The Lottery.
Consolidating Your Student Loans
With Student Lending Works Can
Help You Save Thousands Of Dollars.

DebtShrinker I BudgetExtender
Get an immediate
principal reduction of

Earn an interest
rate reduction of

6%

1.5%

that becomes permanent
after 36 consecutive
on-time payments.

that becomes permanent
after 36 consecutive
on-time payments.

As the State of Ohio's designated nonprofit student lender, we have a lower cost
of funds which we pass along to you. But you can't save, if you don't act. Do it now.
Let Student Lending Works" help square away your loans before graduation.

1-877-338-3328
www.StudentLendingWorks.org
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Finding happiness without drugs
STRAIGHT EDGE. FROM PAGE 3
as young as in can visit. But no
business has the Hcanse tor an
ail-ago aiiilii'ncv. called ;i fccn
Canteen. So those who subscribe
id the straight-edge lifestyle have
their own concerts,
Straight Edge was the title
nt .t SIIIIJ; by Minoi Threat in
the eariy 1960s, 45 seconds "i
hoarse vocals and shredding
guitars that could have been
ignored by punk rockers. Hut
some took it to heart, its lyrics inspiring a counterculture
io punks Infamous substance
abuse: "I 'in a person just like
you. In it I've got better things to
do, than sit around and smoke
dupe, 'cause I know I e.m cope
... I've got the straight edge."
Iiir I'oyntei. a year of heavy
drinking in high school aged
hint physically and drained him
financially I le knew what years
of addiction had in store for him.
His friends kept drinking, hut
he chose a dillerenl course: In
1MB, he claimed straight edge
and gave up drugs and alcohol. Il was an isolating choice
at first, hia he eventually found
the hard-core and straight-edge
scene in U'xington, and liegan
organizing shows.
Ill2(Kll. he met Haiuli Williams
at a show he booked Williams
had moved to Lexington <n II.
made Mends with a group that
liked drugs and alcohol, was
addicted by 15, awoke at 17 after
"wasting' twoyears. 1 ike Poynter,
she quit and. like him, she lost
friends. Her therapy was hardlore music and all-ages shows.
An unusual feeling passed
between the two hard-core tans.
Trust Within a tew months,
u Dliams claimed Straight edge.
They married in a ceremony
at the Hark County Fairgrounds
in 20(11. lie wore Dickies, a tuxedo T-shirt and a safer) pinned
bow tie: she wore a hot pink

dress that showed off her midriff.
I hey pinky swore their vows and
dined at a vegan politick reccplion with music provided bv a
(leorgia thrash band called 'This
Scares Me.
They wanted a celebration
that welcomed their families but
aba their camouflage-wearing,
bard-core dancing friends who
willingly markX'sun their hands;

Democrats help students
fight soaring interest rates
Bill looks to assist
students in paying off
their college debt
By Meagan Sterner
u WIRE

lonathan Palmer KRI

ROCKING OUT: Ranch Williams (left) and lane Gallon sing along with
the band, Good Clean Fun.
it's an homage to die marks that
music clubs drew to show who
cant buy alcohol.
"We an' each other's chosen
family," says Williams, 21, of both
hei husband and her hard-core
community "Wfc have only each
other to rely on."
"All the unwanteds, togedier,"
Poynter adds,

Subculture of addicts
Lexington is a naniral place for
a straight-edge scene to develop,
says Darrell Irwin, an associate
professor of criminal justice ,n
the I (Diversity of North (arolina
at Wilmington. Straight edge and
hard core have always been the
purview of middle-class, suburban youths. And with so many
high schools and colleges, there
are plenty of young people in die
area trying Io find themselves.
Tobacco and bourbon till the
city's history, too. And, from the
1930s to the IflflOs, the presence
of "N'arco," the government's
addiction-recovery hospital,
left a shadow of drugs over the
community
"There's a long-lived addict
subculture in Lexington," says
Irwin, who studied straight-edge
communities in New York
But where hard-coremusicanil
straight-edge ideas might flourish, they remain underground.
\n legal venue for all-ages shows
— where voting non-drinkers
can gather — exists here, lew
clubs will book hard-core shows.
I hi' youthful c rowds, lived hair.
tattoos, piercings, blaring music
and bnital dancing are a hard sell
to police and parents.

When Denisa Crawford's 16year-old son, |nsh, started listening to the music and going to
concerts, she was skeptical.
"I'm not gonna lie; I was concerned. I savvdioseX'son his shirt
and thought, 'Get that off. You're
not wearing that to school," she
says. "I'd take him to the YMCA.
see the kids in die parking lot and
say, 'l/wk at all those freaks.'
"But I had to eat diose words.
I Tiey're die nicest kids
As losh became more involved
in hard-core music, his mother
saw other changes. I le would cry
before going to middle school in
the mornings, knowing that he
didn't lit in, she says. Now a freshman in high school and a regular
at hard-core shows, he's happy.

Mountain Dew moshing
On a frigid February night,
hundreds of people from their
mid-teens to dieir mid-30s have
crammed into a comer of the
Lexington YMCA to hear six
bands, including Good Clean
Fun, a Washington, D.C., straightedge band. At the door, Williams
is collecting SH admissions and
inking people's hands vvidi a
smiling humble-bee stamp. All
fuchsia hair and bubbling energy,
she hugs the scene regulars and
welcomes hard-core fans from
Uiuisvillc. Ky., and Cincinnati,
but mostly from Lexington.
"People in the scene struggle
to know who they are. I'm 21
and still' struggling," she says.
"When you start, it's a way to
relate ... but then it becomes
more.... If you don't belong here,
where do you belong?"

EORiBOOKS
University Bookstore
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Multi Purpose Room

Picture ID Required

April 26 to May 6
Wednesday & Thursday, April 26 & 27 (9:00 - 7:30)
Friday, April 28
(9:00 - 5:00)
Saturday & Sunday, April 29 & 30
(Noon - 5:30)
Monday - Thursday, May 1 - 4
(9:00 - 7:30)
Friday, May 5
(9:00 - 7:00)
Saturday, May 6
(9:00 - Noon)
Register to Win One of 10 iPod Videos

bookstore
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PHIIADIiLPIIIA
—
Some
Democrats in Congress want students to help them "Reverse the
Raid on Student Aid."
That's the name of a bill introduced earlier this mondi bv Rep.
George Miller (D-Calif.) and Sen.
Dick Durbin (D-IU.l. The legislation would mt Interest rates in half
for federal student loans.
Last week, the Democrats
on the House Committee on
KducaUon and the Work Force
launched a forum on dieir Web
site lhat encourages students and
[Kirents to share written and video
testimonials on the importance
of college affonlability to increase
popular support for die bill.
Beginning July 1, the bill would
reduce I federal Stafford Ixian interest rates to 3.4 percent for needbased loans taken out by students
and lo 4.25 percent for loans taken

out by parents for undergraduate
students, half the current levels.
The Reverse the Raid bill would
cancel interest-rate increases set
to take effect July I.
Students with federal loans
owe an average of $17,500, but
this number will drop by $5,600
widi Reverse the Raid, according
to a press release from Miller, the
senior Democrat on the House
Committee on Fducation and the
Work Force.
Proponents of the bill hope diat
their online forum will help il lo
advance quickly.
"Thediingthat movesmenilx'is
oT Congress and senators to act
faster than anything eke is when
they bear from dieir own constituents," said Ibm Kiley, a spokesman
for die committee's I )en locrals.
larry Zaglanic/ny, director of
congressional relations for the
National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators,
an advocacy group, said the
forum represents an effort to
"use whatever technology is at
hand to increase public support and public pressure for

important legislation."
And die forum has received
dozens of submissions, Kiley said.
Tliougli set to dose tomorrow, it
will likely remain open for an additional week, he added.
Miller views the forum as a way
for more citizens to participate in
financial aid legislation, Kiley said.
Tom Culligan, Legislative
Assistant to Rep. Thomas Petri
(R-Wis.) who is vice chairman of
die Education and die Work Force
Commiltee and opposes the
Raid bill, said proponents haven't
named a source for the $30 billion
that the legislation could cost over
five years.
The Reverse the Raid bill "set
an artificially low interest rate and
didn't talk about where the money
vv as going to come from," (Ailligan
said II the funding was available,
I don't think anyone would be
opposed to dial."
College
sophomore and
Pennsylvania College Democrats
Vice President Nathan Hake said
thai the statewide organization is
urging individual Chapters to back
the bill.

Bausch & Lomb pulls products
CONTACTS,FROM PAGE 3
of Bausch & Lomb solution.
"They arc saying it's only one
particular type of solution, but
we're taking a more aggressive
attitude and not recommending
any Bausch & Lomb solutions
until the problem is resolved,"
Morrow said.
According to Morrow, fungal keratins causes scar tissue to
develop on die cornea, which can
lead to vision loss and blindness.
"When the fungus starts to grow
in the cornea, it causes redness,
pain, irritation and cloudy vision,"
Morrow said. "Not treated properly, it can lead to severe scarring
that causes blindness because die
cornea has to remain clear for you
to be able to see."
In ihe early stages die fungus
can be treated by prescription
mediation, but if scar tissue has
devek>|ted. it would be permanent
unless the person had a cornea
transplant Morrow said.

Jacob Beck, a senior at die
Universilv, uses Bausch and
Daub's contact solution but
doesn't plan on switching any
time soon. He slid he has used
other, cheaper products and likes
Bausch & lamb the best.
"I'm not really worried hemiWf
it's probably only atlecled a small
amount of people and I like the
solution,"' Beck said.
To prevent any type of eye infection, Morrow recommends that
contact wearers use multi-purpose solutions that clean, rinse
and disinfect contact lenses. Also,
wearers should empty dieir contact case and put in new contact
solution every night, they should
clean and rinse the contacts with
the solution before putting them
in, and they shouldn't wear their
contacts to lied.
"Rule number one: Don'i
sleep in your contacts," he said.
"Statistically speaking, yoii'ii' more
likely to get any kind of infection if
you sleep in your contacts."

BRIEFING
IHt BG NEWS

Urban Forestry
Symposium at BG
On Monday, May 1st from
9 a.m. to 12KXJ p.m. a symposium will be held in Olscamp
Hall Room 101 on Urban
Forestry and its impact on
the environment. Speaking at
the event will be Stephanie
Miller and Marianne Prue,
urban foresters from die Ohio
Department of forestry along
with Dave Bienemann, the
City of Bowling Green urban
forester.
Topics covered range from
Ihe impact of construction
siles on surrounding rrees as
well as information about die
impact of the Emerald Ash
Borer on trees in Northwest
Ohio quarantined areas. The
discussion will be followed by
a question and answer seclion.
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Office of Residence Life

Building the premiere Fraternity and Sorority
Community in North America utilizing continuous
improvement that provides the following:

AWARDS

A quality undergraduate residential experience
for the housed fraternities & sororities
A complete quality undergraduate fraternity and
sorority experience that builds community among
all Greeks and that emphasizes our founding
principles of: Scholarship • Service • Leadership
• Brotherhood/Sisterhood
A commitment to furthering the Greek Advising
profession through a quality graduate preparatory
experience, research, conference attendance &
presentation and national leadership
Spring 2006
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Finding happiness without drugs
STRAIGHT EDGE, FROM PAGE 3
as young as in can visit. Bin no
business has ihe license fbt an
all-ages audience, called a lecn
( anteen So those who subscribe
KI the straight-edge lifestyle have
their own concerts.
Straight Edge was the title
cii ,i song In Minor Threat in
the earl) 1980s, 45 seconds ol
hoarse vocals and shredding
guitars that could have been
ignored liv punk rockers, hut
some took it to heart, its lyrics inspiring .i counterculture
to punk's infamous substance
abuse "I'm a person just like
you, hut I've got better things to
do, than sii around and smoke
dope, 'cause I know I can cope
... I've got the straight edge."
iin Poynter, .i year ol heavy
drinking in high school aged
him physically and drained him
financially He knew what years
of addiction had in store for him.
His friends kepi drinking, but
hi' chose ,i different course: in
1998, In' claimed straight edge
and gave up drugs and alcohol. It was ;m isolating choice
ai first, but he eventually found
the hard-core and straight-edge
scene in Lexington, and began
organizing shows.
In 2001, he met Randi Williams
.il a show lit' iMinki'il. Williams
luul moved to Lexington at 14,
made friends with a group that
liked drugs and alcohol, was
addicted by l5,awokeai I7aftet
"wasting" twoyears.LikePo)nter,
she quit and. like him, she lost
friends. Her therapy was hardcore music and all-ages shows.
\n unusual feeling passed
between the two haul core fans,
iiusi. Within a few months,
Williams claimed straight edge
rhey married in a ceremony
ai the Clark i bunt) Fairgrounds
in 2003. He wore I Kckies. a tuxedo l-siiiit and a safety-pinned
how lie: she wore a hot pink
dress that sluiuril off her midriff
[hey pinky swore theit vows and
dined at a vegan poduck reception with music provided In .i
Georgia thrash hand called I his

Si airs Me
Mie\ wanted a celebration
that well (lined their families hut
also theii camouflage wearing,
hard-core dancing friends who
willingly markX's on their hands;

Democrats help students
fight soaring interest rates
Bill looks to assist
students in paying off
their college debt
By Meagan Steiner
u nmt

PHILADELPHIA —
Some
I k'UKKTats in Congress want students to help them "Reverse the
Jonathan Palmer KR1
ROCKING OUT Randi Williams (let!) and lane Garlon sing along with
the band. Good Clean Fun.
it's an homage to the marks that
music dubs draw to show who
cant Inn alcohol.
\\r are each others chosen
family," says Williams, 21, of both
her liiishand and her hard cine
community: "We have only each
iilher to rely on."
"Ml the unwanteds. together,"
Poynter adds.

When Dcnisa (rawlord's lfiveai old sun. |osh, started listening to the music and going lo
concerts, she was skeptical.
"I'm not gonna lie; I was concerned. I sau those .Vsonhisshirt
and thought.'(let that oil You're
nut vu'anng that to school.'" she
saw "I'd take him to the YMCV
see the kids in the parking lot and

Subculture of addicts

say look ai all those freaks.'

Lexington is a natural place loi
astraighl edge scene to develop,
says Darrell Irvvin. an associate
professor ol criminal justice at
the Universit) ol North Carolina
at Wilmington. Straight edge and
hard core have always been the
purview of middle-class, suburban youths, And with so many
high schools and colleges, there
are plenty ofyoung people in the
area trying to find themselves,
tobacco and huurhon lill the
citv's history, too And, from the
1930s to the 1980s, the presence
(il \arco." the governments
addiction recovery
hospital,
left a shadow ol drugs over (he
community.
" I heie's a long-lived addict
subculture in Lexington," savs
Irwin, who studied straight-edge
communities iii New York,
Butwherehard-coremusicand
straight-edge ideas might flourish, they remain underground.
No legal venue for all-ages shows
while wiling iion-driiikcis
can gather - exists hen', lew
dulls will hook hard-core shows.
Ihe youthful crowds, dyed hair,
tattoos, piercings, blaring music
and brutal dam ingaiva hard sell
to poUce and parents.

"Hut I had to eat those words.
Thcv'rc the nicest kids."
As lush became more involved
in hard core music, his mother
saw other changes. I le would ay
before going to middle school in
Ihe mornings, knowing that he
didn't lit in. she SINS Now a freshman in high school and a regular
at hard-core shows, he's happy.

Mountain Dew moshing
tin a frigid February night.
hundreds of people from their
mid-teens to their mid-30s have
crammed into a comer of the
Lexington YMCA to hear six
hands, including Good (lean
I un, a Washington, f>C, straightedge hand. At the door, Williams
is collecting Sii admissions and
inking people's hands with a
smiling bumble-bee stamp. All
fuchsia hair and bubbling energy,
she hugs Ihe scene regulars and
welcomes hard-cnic lans from
Louisville, Ky. aird Cincinnati,
hul mostly from lexington.
"People in lire scene struggle
to know who they arc. I'm 21
and still'struggling," she savs
"When von start, it's a way to
relate ... but then it becomes
more. If you don't lielonghere,
where do you belong?"

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Haul mi Student Aid."
That's the name of a bill introduced earlier ihis month In Hep.
Oeorge Miller ID-Calif.) and Sen.
Dick Durhin (D-lll.l. Ihe legislation would cut interest rail's in half
for federal student loans.
Las) week, the Democrats
on the House Committee on
Education and the Work Force
launched a fonim on their Web
site that encourages students and
parents to share written and video
testimonials on the importance
ol college atfordahilitv to increase
popular support for the bill.
Keginning Inly I, the hill would
reduce Federal Staiford Loan interest rail's lo .1.1 percent for needbased loans taken out by students
and to 4.25 percent loi loans taken

out by riiin'tits for undergraduate
students, half the current levels
The Reverse the Raid bill would
cancel Interest-rate Increases set
to take cllii-l luly I.
Students with federal loans
owe an average of $17,500, but
this number will drop by $5,600
with Reverse the Raid, according
to a press release from Miller, the
senior Democrat on the Mouse
Committee on Education and the

Work lone.
Proponents ol ihi' hill hope thai
their online forum will help il to
advance quickly.
"Ihe thing that moves members
of Congress and senators to act
faster than anything else is when
they hear from their own constituents," said Ibmkilcv. a spokesman
for the committee's Democrats,
Larry Xaglanic/ny. directoi ol
congressional relations for the
National Association ol Student
Financial Aid Administrators,
an advocacy group, said the
forum represents an effort to
"use whatever technology is at
hand to increase public sup
port and public pressure for

important legislation."
And the forum has received
dozens ol submissions, kilev said.
Though sel to close tomorrow, it
will likely remain open fbranaddl
tional week, he added.
Miller views the forum as a way
for more citizens lo participate in
financial aid legislation, kilev said
Tom
Culligan.
Legislative
Assistant to Rep, Thomas Petr!
(R uis: who is vice chairman of
the Education and the Work Force
(ommlttee and opposes the
Raid bill, said proponents haven't
named a source lor the $30 billion
that ihe legislation could cost over
five years.
The Reverse the Raid bill "set
an artificially low Interest rate and
didn't talk about where the money
was going to come Irom." (Mulligan
•slid "If the funding was available.
I don't think anyone would be
opposed in that."
College
sophomore
and
Pennsylvania College Democrats
Vice I'lesidenl Nathan I lake said
that the statewide organization is
urging individual chapters to hack
the bill.

Bausch & Lomb pulls products
CONTACTS, FROM PAGE 3
of Bausch & Lomb solution.
"They are saying it's onlv one
particular type of solution, hut
we're taking a more aggressive

attitude and not recommending
any Bausch & I.onib solutions
until the problem is resolved.
Morrow said.
According to Morrow. Tungal kcralitis causes seal tissue In
develop on the cornea, which can
lead to vision loss and blindness.
"When the fungUS starts In grow
in the cornea, il causes redness,
pain, irritation and cloudy visit m,"
Morrow said. "Not treated properly, it can lead lo severe scarring
that causes blindness because the
comea has to remain clear for you
to be able to see."
In the early stages the fungus
can be treated by prescription
medii ition, but if scar tissue has

developed it would be permanent
unless the person had a cornea
transplant Moirow said.

lacob Keck, a senior al the
University, uses Bausch and
l.omh's contact solution but
doesn't plan on switching any
time soon. Hi' said be lias used
other, cheaper pit nlricts and likes
Bausch & Lomb the best
"I'm not really worried because
its probably only affected a small
amount of people and I like the
solution.' Beck said
loprevent anv type of eye infection, Morrow recommends that
contact wearers use multi-purpose solutions that clean, rinse
and disinfect contact lenses. Also,
wearers should empty theil con
tact case and put in new contact
solution every night, the) should
clean and rinse ihe contacts with
the solution before putting them
in, and they shouldn't wear theil
contacts to bed.
"Rule number one: Don't
sleep in your contacts." he said.
"Statistically speaking, youre more
likely toget anv kindol Infection if
you sleep in your contacts."

BRIEFING
IHE BC NEWS

Urban Forestry
Symposium at BG
On Monday, May 1st from
9 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. a symposium Will he held in Olscamp
Hall Room 101 on Urban
forestry and ils impact on
the environment. Speaking Ed
the event will be Stephanie
Miller and Marianne I'rue,
in ban foresters from the Ohio
Department ot forestry along
with Dave Rienemann, the
(iiv of Bowling (keen urban
forester
topics covered range from
the impact of construction
sites on surrounding trees as
well as information about the
impact of the Emerald Ash
Borer on trees in Northwest
Ohio quarantined areas. The
discussion will be followed by
a question and answer section.
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Runway features diversity
FASHIONS, FROM PAGE 1

and asked Erin if I could be in it
the nexl semester." Talley said.
She likes (he fac! lhal boih the
styles and models in the show
represent diversity.
Hannah Duling, a University
graduate. renimeS for her third
year as a model in ihe Diversity
Boutique fashion show.
"1 think they're a lot of fun. I've
also done a couple of fashion
shows for other companies."
Duling said of her experience
as a model. Duling earned her
degree in fashion merchandising last May.
Five different themes presented the variety of styles available
at Diversity boutique. The first
set, Diver- "City," showed models in a variety of trends of club
fashion, picked by Nomian and
the models to fit their favorite
style.
Unique alterations from classic styles, such as a haiter-top
hooded sweatshirt, were shown
off to a remixed version of"(let

Your Freak On" by Missy Elliot.
New styles of the late' 1960s
Gaucho pants were presented in
many of the outfits.
The second set. titled "Tee
Time," featured the models in
the new variations of vintage Tshirts as casual and comfortable
styles to the Britney Spears song,
"Do Somethin'."
New styles of knee-length
shorts, form fitting jeans, skirts
and pants were shownduring the
"Bottoms-Up" set which featured
a remixed version of Nirvana's
"Smells like Teen Spirit.''
The variety of dresses ranging from casual to semi-formal
styles was presented during the
"Dressed for Gold" set which featured Dl Diamond Leek remix of
"(Sold Digger" by Kanye West.
The finale. "Black and White."
featured models in new variarjons of classic black and white
styles to remixed "Black or White"
by Michael lackson.
All ihe fashions displayed
are available at the Diversity
Boutique.

do not recognize someone who by creating a history club, and
isn't a person of color, who is replacing most graduate assis"I want to see proof, see that sensitive tg these issues of race." tants with full-lime professors lo
teach first year classes. Britton
someone has put sweat into it," Menon said.
said all the changes made by
Pena said. She gave a few examMany students were angered
Messer-Kruse were voted on by
ples including his community that the committee would hire
service work at Toledo where he someone who received a vote ihe faculty.
Carol Bresnahan. UT's vice
taught predominantly black stu- of no confidence from his peers.
dents.
At the University of Toledo, a provost for academic programs
I earning more about Messer- vote of no confidence means and policies, said the only reaKruse's qualifications does not that a majority of
sons she could see
for Mcsser-Kruse's
change how several people, Ihe department has
"If he truly removal from office
including senior Lira Mullins, decided, in this case,
that wanted Messerfeel.
understood was that his ideas
involved change.
"Ff» me, it's not about him per- Kruse removed as
sonally it's the whole structure of chair. A vole like this the structure
"A lot of people are
the department. Until everyone's is binding in Ill's
of race and reluctant to change
equal, it's an issue of white privi- constitution, and the
white power, %%* " *"'
lege," Mullins said.
dean of the college
After reading his written
has to uphold it
Why WOUld
Iiritton did say that
while she moughl
response to her letter, Mullins
Messer-Kruse said
heannlv?"
lie apply.
Messer-Kruse was
the very reasons he
said she believed Messer-Kruse
demonstrated an interest in was given a vote of
TARA MULLINS,
fair in his efforts as
SENIOR
chair, others did not
the study of race, but as a white no confidence were
care for his methods
person herself she would never the same reasons
because he redistribapply for such a position.
he would be a good
"If he truly understood the chair for Ihe ethnic studies uted the workload in the departstructure of race and white power, department He said the men ment. Obviously there were
why would he apply?" she asked. who wanted him removed as plenty of people who felt this
She joined many students in chair did not like his efforts to way.
Despite how these olher facasking (he search committee why diversify the faculty and the curulty members felt, Britton and
they would hire a white person if riculum.
they understood race matters.
Diane iiritton. a history pro- Bresnahan, along with the dean
Mcnon was surprised by the fessor at III, could even name of ihe college and the provost
students' responses to the com- some of the changes Messer- all supported Messer-Kruse and
Kruse made. Resides working to held him in "the highesl regards."
mittee's decision.
"To be told nice matters is gel multicultural and women's
Almost word for word,
Bresnahan and Iiritton said
very puzzling to me, because history courses added to the
here 1 am, a woman of color and curriculum, Iiritton said he also the same about MesserI have to deal with it. I teach eth- worked to build community for Kruse — "Our loss is Bowling
nic studies. That doesn't mean 1
undergraduate history majors Green's gain."
MESSER-KRUSE.FROM PAGE 1

Colleen Redmond BGNews

SHOWY: Diversity Boutique
holds fifth fashion show at
the University to showcase
new summer styles.
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Race causes controversy

s~83StJ

Good Luck
ON YOUR FINALS

NEWI9VE
Rentals

Drink Specials All Weekend!

HOUSES

$1 Draft

1002 E. Woostcr

$1 Coors Light
S2 Captain & Coke
$1 Tooters
$2 Well Drinks

Si050 (Zon.d lor 4| plus LMHn

Door prizes every hour!
Best DJ in Town!
Top 40, Classic Rock and Country

308 N. Enterprise
$675 plus Uiiliiioi

824 N. Mi.a St.
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
5 pm - 2 am

$625 plus Utilities

21 and Over

r>,0 N. Summit
S610 plus Utilities
518 Harvest Lane
$975 plus Utilities

Officials propose
plan to stop flooding
FLOODING, FROM PAGE 1

They've hinted around at what
they would like lo see it used for,
but there's no accountability," resiiicni Soon Levengood said
Opponents B8y the watershed
district is a recreational agency
that oversees the administration
of the district's lakes and campgrounds. Administration of the
dams should lx' left to the Army
Corps of! Jiginccrs, he said.
Darrin lautenschlcgcr, a

spokesman for the watershed

district. Slid that while the Corps
maintains the dams, any plans for
improvements and maintenance
must have a local sponsor.
Citizens met wilh watershed
district representatives and legislator Tuesday night in Ashland.
Senate President Bill I larris said
residents will eventually have to
pay the assessment, but the district should address their concerns
first.
"There's not a comprehensive
budget that shows exactly how
this money will be spent," he said.

Got the munchies? We have the Deals!

721 Jefferson
$855 plus Utilities

111 Ordway
$600 plus Utilities

■HI N. Enterprise
$750 plus Utilities
'■

.

.'■'■ Utah

.u: s */>» 5c
4l9JHi6iO
wmt.aivlovtrt»tal&.ca

2 FREE GYROS!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE!

wwwsoulhs«te6com • 419352863V

E«p 51206

"Where The Party Starts"
www.southside6.com » 419.352 8639

PRIZE WINNERS :
Tyler

- 1st Place

20 Inch TV

Sarah

• 2nd Place

Ipod Nano

Jonathan

- 3rd Place

$50 Best Buy Card

Management Inc.

Tiffany

- 4th Place

Mt. Dew Bike

Now Renting for
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
vww.meceobg.corr

KROGER PLAZA
Management inc.
The Jungle

120 N. Prospect

1062 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green

352-9055

Two 2 hdrrm led

tV75/mo+ Utilities
Close to Campus & Downtown

DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Management Inc.
Knterpr.se House
114 N. Enterprise
Two I bdrms left
Starting at Stf (l/mo + Utilities
Close to Campus and Downtown

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $630.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $630.00 Lease May 13, 2006 to
May 5, 2007
327 E. Evers.#Aand#B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

/CflfcCA

232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. 'Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

Management Inc.
White Castle
610 N Main St.
3 bclrni - 2 baths
Can have up to 5 tenants
Remodeled last summer

Hjuse tor ftnt

614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $800.00 per month,
deposit $800.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5, 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,100.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WO0STER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Students go on field
trip through video

VISION looks
toward others
to help cause

will be given by Mike McKay,
biology professor, will show frog
catches insectsinside the plant. fish, the white spotted bamboo
The plant is slippery so that the shark and coral. Baker added
insects cannot crawl out
that shrimp and starfish will also
The pitcher plant also pro- be televised.
duces enzymes to digest the
Partin is already planning for
another lab tour or even a mini
caught insects.
A bearded dragon
and geckos from the
Ideas that Partin
"lam
herpctology lab will
has for further shows
be shown in addi- conducting are extremophiles,
tion to the boa.
animals adapting to
a survey to their surroundings
The
bearded
dragon is native to
and living fossils. I le
see if this... would
central Australia and
also like to
improves
lives in the desert.
include the physics,
It eats crickets and
chemistry and geolstudents'
greens
ogy departments.
attitudes...'
Underwood will
"I am conducting
have crickets availa survey to see if
MATT PARTIN,
able for the viewers
this Itourl improves
INSTRUCTOR
to sec the bearded
students' attitudes
towards biology," Partin said.
dragon as a predator.
The giant gecko is a predator of
Showing the different labs on
the crested gecko, both of which campus to high school students
are native to New Caledonia and may spark interest in die sciwill be shown on the virtual tour. ences and what die University
The marine lab tour, which has to offer, Baled said.

SILENCE, FROM PAGE 1

FIELD TRIP, FROM PAGE 2

Jenni Boebel BGNews

ADMIRED CREATIVITY: Adam Sansenbacher, a freshman majoring in architectural design, is
admiring Amanda E. Stark's Celestrial/Terrestrial piece at the MFA Thesis Exhibition.

exists, he hopes people will
fight against it.
Offenhartz invited several
groups like both the College
Republicans and College
Democrats on campus to
join VISION in their protest.
Kari Russell, sophomore,
also attended the event and
is a member of Theta Alpha
Phi which is the honorary
theater fraternity on campus.
Earlier this year, she participated in Silent Solidarity, a
day of silence to represent
all minorities, and Russell
thought VISION'S Day of
Silence was an nice extension of that effort.
Another VISION member
Bethany Torres, junior, was
also proud to be a part of the
group which met last night.
"It's not everyday that I can
support in this kind of way,"
she said. "It's so nice to be in
a group."

Jump Start Your
Fall Schedule

on Thursday Night partners..
His estimated that at any one time,
I of the world's population are drunk!!!

Take Summer Classes at
Rhodes State College
fjtOftlti"

Take classes in 5-week, 8-week or 10-week format
Day, evening, weekend and distance education
classes available

Cold Beer
Wine
Cigarettes
Energy drinks
Pop
Snacks
Dairy
Candy
Tobacco

Current tuition is only $87.80 per credit hour

si.
n> rum
Auto Hasn

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Enroll now for Summer Quarter
Classes begin June 19

STATE COLLEGE

o

ECLIPSE
salon / day spa
419.354 2547

2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments
710 and 730 Scon Hamilton

from only

$600 £U/
Spacious, newly remodeled units!
Houses for Rent:
122'/iFrazeeAve.
247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
704 6th St.

2 Bedroom Apartments

J*»l'*

RHODES

(419) 995-8320 • www.RhodesState.edu
4240 Campus Drive, Lima, OH

Stall
Tootie Russell I Stylist/Color Specialist
Michael Stickles I Sylist/Color Spi
Sandy Porter I Sylist'Color Specialist
Dawn Gambill I Color Specialist
Jennifer Whitacre I Foot SNail Technician
Christie Anderson I License Massage Therapist

Define S Create a NEW YOU'

Services
Body
• license massage therapist
• full body waxing
• emopean spa

Grand Opening Special Oilers!

Products We Carry

GRAND OPENING

Hair
OlOl Ispecialtyl
■

• styling
• perms

IfjUmg -^r

$10 off

spa pedicure & spa
manicure package
20% off any hair service
20% off all retail products

JOICO

CREW

J.BIOLAGE Jjgji| OPI

641 and 702 Third Street
8.W Fourth Street

from only

3

$500 CoW
Heal, Water, & Sewer Included!

2 Efficiencies Available for $300 per month
Mid Am Management
641 Third St. #4

352-4380

Campbell Hill

Apartments
2 bedroom townhouses

BOWEN-THOMPSON

WEflUU'S STUDENT UNION
NOW HIRING!!!
Management positions available
0 10 hr per week Student Manager positions.
0 40 hr per week Shift Manager positions.
0 Salaried Career positions.

Good Work Experience-Resume Builder
J
Potential internship
Call for an interview: 1-888-287-3560.
mail your resume to: deblisk@pertoria.com
www.pertoria.com

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!
$1000 DISCOUNT
On rent lor 12 month leases ilarting

Summer 2006
listed below at Campbell Hill Apts.

#113,118,123
E«p*«tV»W

GREEN BRIAR, INC.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
(419)352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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Runway features diversity
FASHIONS, FROM PAGE 1
and asked Erin if I could be in ii
the next semester," lallej said
She likes the fact thai both the
Styles and models in the show

represent diversity.

Hannah Dullng a University
graduate, returned for her third
year as a model in the Diversity
New styles oi knee-length
Boutique fashion show
shorts, form fitting jeans, skins
"I think they're a lot of fun. I've
and pants were shown during the
also done a couple of fashion
shows lor Other companies,' ' Bottoms I lp' set which featured
a remixed version of Nirvanas
Dullng said ol her experience
as a model Dullng earned her "Smells like leen Spirit."
The variety of dresses raiindegree in fashion merchandising irom casual to semi-formal
ing lasl May
Five different themes present- sivles was presented during the
Dressed for Gold" set which lea
ed the variety of styles available
hired Dl Diamond Lees remix ol
at Diversity boutique Ihe liist
set. Diver '( Ity," showed mod- "Gold Digger" by KanyeWfest
The finale, "Black and White.'
els in a variety of trends of dub
featured models in new varia
fashion, puked by Norman and
lions of ilassic black and white
the models to 111 their favorite
styles to remixed "Black Ol White"
style
by Michael laekson.
Unique alterations from clasAll the fashions displayed
sic styles, such as a halter lop
are available ai the Divcisin
hooded sweatshirt, were shown
Boutique.
oft to a remixed version of "Get

T want to see proof, see th.it
someone lias put sweat into it."
I'eua said. She gave a lew exam

pies Including his community
service work at ioledo where he
taught predominantly black students.
I earning more about \lesserKruses qualifications does not
change how several people.
including senior Tan, Mullins,

feel
"Forme, it's not about him pa
sonally it's the whole structure of
die department. Until everyone's

Cotleen Redmond
SHOWY: Diversify Boutique
holds fifth fashion show at
the University to showcase
new summer styles.

*-SS5*
JJ

equal, it's an issue of while privilege," Mullins said
Altct reading his written
response to her letter. Mullins
said she believed Messer-Kruse
demonstrated an interest in
the study of ran', but as a white
person herself she would never
apply for such a position.
"If he truly understood the
structure of race and white power,
wh\ would heapplvV" she asked
She joined mam students in

asking the search committee whj
they would hire a white person if
they understood race matters,
Mellon was surprised In the
students' responses to the committee's decision.
"To be told race matters is
very puzzling to me. because
here I am, a woman of color and
I have lo deal with it. I leach ethnic studies. That doesn't mean I

Good Luck

"■-.—"•

ON YOUR FINALS

NEWI9VE

Drink Specials All Weekend!

Rentals
HOUSES

• SI Draff

1002 E. Wooster
$1050 (Zon»d for i) plus Ulililin

51 Coors Light
52 Captain & Coke

Door priies every how!
Best DJ in Town!

51 footers
52 Well Drinks

Race causes controversy
MESSER-KRUSE. FROM PAGE 1

Your Freak ()n" by Missv Elliot.
New stvles of the late 1960s
(laucho pants were presented in
main of the outfits.
Ihe second set. tided "lee
lime featured (he models in
the new variations ot vintage Tshii is as casual and comfortable
Styles to the Britney Speats song.
"DoSoinelhin.

308 N. Enterprise
$675 plui Ulilili..

Top 40, Classic Rodt and Country.

821 N. Main St.
$625 plus UHliliei

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
5 pm - 2 am

21 and Over

'•-,0 N. Summit
10 plus Utilities
518 Harvest Lane
S975 plus Ui*ti.5

do not recognize someone who by creating a history club, and
isn't a person ol color, who is replacing most graduate assissensitive to these issues of race." tants with full-time professors lo
leach first veal classes. Britton
Mcnonsaid.
said all the changes made by
Mam students were angered
that the committee would hire Messer-Kruse were voted on by
someone who received a vote flic faculty.
Carol Bresnahan, UT"s vice
oi no confidence bom his peers,
At the Universit) of Ioledo. a provosl for academic programs
vote ol no confidence means and policies, said the only tea
sons she could see
that a majority of
for Messei-Kruse's
the department has
removal from office
decided, in this case.
thai wanted Messei
understood was that his ideas
involved change.
Kruse removed as
"A lot of people arc
chair. A vote like this
reluctant to change
is binding in Ill's
or careful or afraid."
constitution, and the
she said.
dean Of the college
Britton did say that
has to uphold il.
while she thought
Messer-Kruse said
.Messer-Kruse was
the very reasons he
fair in bis efforts as
was given a vote ol
TARA MULLINS.
chair, others did not
no confidence were
SENIOR
care for his methods
the same reasons
because he redistribhe would be a good
uted Ihe workload in the depart
chair for the ethnic studies
iiK'til. Obviously there were
department. He said the men
plenty of people who felt this
who wanted him removed as
chair did noi like his efforts to way.
Despite how these other facdiversify the hcultj and the i UP
ulty members felt. Britton and
riciilum.
Diane Id num. a history pro- Bresnahan, along with the dean
ol die college and the provosl
fessor at II I, could even name
all supported Messer-Kruse and
Some of the changes Messei
held him in "the highest regards."
Kruse made. Besides working to
\lmost word for word,
get multicultural and women's
Bresnahan and Britton said
history ionises added lo the
the same about Messei
curriculum, Britton said he also
Kruse —"Our loss is Bowling
worked in hiiild cninintiiiit\ for
undergraduate history majors Green's gain."

"If he truly

the structure
of race and
white power,
why would
he apply?"

Officials propose
plan to stop flooding
FLOODING. FROM PAGE I
"IneyVehinted around at what
they would like to see it used for.
hut there's no accountability," resident Scon I evengood said.
Opponents say ihe watershed
district is a recreational agency
that oversees the administration
of the district's lakes and campgrounds, Administration of the
dams should he lell lo ihe Army

Corps of Engineers, he said
I).uiiii Lautenschlcger,
spokesman I'm

a

ihe watershed

district, said that while the Corps
maintains the dams, any plans for
improvements and maintenance

must have a focal sponsor,
t iu/ens met with watershed
district representatives and legislators luesday night in Ashland.
Senate President Bill I lanis said
residents will eventually nave to
pay die assessment, hut the district should address their concerns
first.
"There's not a comprehensive
budget that shows exactly how
this money will he s|>ent," he said.

Got the munchies? We have the Deals'.

721 Jefferson

$855 plus Utilities
111 Ordway
$600 plus Ulilil

2FRIEGYR0S!
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE!
-wisoulhsidoA.on, ^1935?863v

•Ml N. Enterprise
$750 plus Ulilit'.i
to** Rentjli
332 S. MiJ» Si.
W3S2-HM
tf.»evfoo«re0(<t/j

PRIZE WINNERS

E«p 51206

SOUTH MDii"
"Where The Party Starts"
www.soulhside6 com

•

419.352 8639

Open Everyday
8 am-11 pm

Tyler

1st Place

20 Inch TV

Sarah

- 2nd Place

Ipod Nano

Jonathan

- 3rd Place

S50 Best Buy Card

Management Inc.

Tiffany

- 4th Place

Mt. Dew Bike

Now Renting for
2006/2007

Tfr/rJ&n?

Coll 353.5800

THANK VOU FOR YOUR mm

PARTICIPATION
w
.. •,.',
.

Visit Online
www.maccabg.com

KROGER PLAZA
Management Inc.
The Jungle
120 V Prospect
l\uo 2 rxlrnis left
675/mo + 1 lilities
close to Campus & Downtown

1062 N. MAIN ST.
Bowling Green

352-9055
DUPLEXES AVAILABLE
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

/CJEfcCA
Management Inc.
Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise
|\vo I bdrnu left

Congratulations to
Monster Hodps Winners!

712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $630.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $630.00 Lease May 13. 2006 to
May 5, 2007

Starting ;ii S350/mo + Utilities
Close I i * Campus and Downtowi

327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

/CfE^CA

232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4,
2007.

Management Inc.
White Castle
Mil N Main Si.
.< hdrni - 2 baths
Can have up to 5 tenants
KcniiKliTed lasl summer

tbuse For ftnt
614 Fourth St. - 3 BR. $800.00 per month,
deposit $800.00, Limit 3 people. Lease May 13,
2006 to May 5. 2007.
806 Scott Hamilton - 3BR, study room, 2 baths.
Has washer and dryer. Limit 3 people. $1,100.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.

Management inc.

* a listing

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across Irom Taco Belli
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 4:30
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Students go on field
trip through video

VISION looks
toward others
to help cause

FIELD TRIP. FROM PAGE 2

SILENCE, FROM PAGE 1

cliches insects inside (he plant.
The plant is slippery so that the
insects cannot crawl out
The pitcher plant also pro
diiccs enzymes to digest the
caught insects.
\ bearded dragon
and geckos from the
herpetology lab will
be shown in addition to the boa
The
bearded
dragon is native to
central Australia and
lives in the desert.
It eats crickets and

will lx- given l>> Mike McKay
biology professor, will show frog
fish, the white spotted bamboo
shark and coral. Raker added
that shrimp and startish will also
be televised.
Parviii is already planning for
another lab tour or even a mini

exists, lie hopes people will
fight against it.
t rffenhartz invited several
groups like both the College
Republicans and College
Demoi rats on campus to
join VISION In their protest.
Kan Russell, sophomore,
also attended the event and
is a member ofTheta Alpha
Phi which is the honorary
theatei fraternity on campus.
er this year, she participated in Silent Solidarity, a
da) ol silence to represent
all minorities, and Kussell

ideas thai Partin
has forfurther shows
are extreniophilcs.
animals adapting to
theii surroundings
and living fossils. He
would also like to
include the physics,
chemisin, and geolgreens.
ogy departments.
Underwood will
"i am conducting
have crickets availa survey to SIT it
MATT PARTIN.
able fnr the viewei this itourl improves
INSTRUCTOR
to sec the bearded
students' attitudes
towards biology," Partin said.
dragon as a predator.
Tneglant gecko Isapredatorof
Showing the different labs on
campus to high school students
the crested gecko, both of which
are native ti i New < aledonia and
ma) spark interest in the si
will IK1 shown on the virtual lour. ences and what the Universit)
has to offer. Baker said
The marine lab tour, which

"Iain
conducting
a survey to
see if tin's...
improves
students'
attitudes..."

Jenni Bocbel BuNeos
ADMIRED CREATIVITY: Adam Sansenbacher. a freshman majoring in architectural design, is
admiring Amanda E. Stark's Celestrial/Terrestrial piece at the MFA Thesis Exhibition

though) VISION'S Daj ol
Silence was an nice extension of that effort.
Vnother VISION member
Bethany Torres, junior, was
also proud to be a part of the
group which met last night.
'It's not everyday thai lean
support ill this kind ol way."
she said. "It's SO nice to he in
a group.''

~

for all you Thursday Night partiers.

Jump Start Your
Fall Schedule

It Is estimated that at any one time,
0.7% of the world's population are drunk!!!

Take Summer Classes at
Rhodes State College

tot*"""

Take classes in 5-week, 8-week or 10-week format
Day. evening, weekend and distance education
classes available

Cold Beer
Wine
Cigarettes
Energy drinks

Current tuition is only $87.80 per credit hour

Pop
Snacks
Dairy
Candy
Tobacco

Enroll now for Summer Quarter
Classes begin June 19

RH DES
TE CQlt-tQE

(419) 995-8320 • www.RhodesState.edu
4240 Campus Drive, Lima, OH
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We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

ECLIPSE
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Stall
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Michael Stickles I
Sandy Porter
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Jennifer Whitacre I
Christie Anderson I .
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2 Bedroom Deluxe Apartments

GRAND OPENING

7It) ami 730 Scott Hamilton
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from only
month!
Spurious, newly remodeled units!

H

247 S. Summit
702 6th St.
704 6th St.

Products We Carry

$10 off
20% oft an, I
20% oil all retail pro I

2 Bedroom Apartments
(>4I and 702 Third Street
839 Fourth Street

Houses for Rent:
l22'/4FrazeeAve.

■
■

Grand Opening Special Oilers!

$600

Id Am
anagement

H

•

JOICO
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5 BIOLAGE
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from only

"''Jo,,.,

$500

per
month!

Heat, Water, & Sewer Included'.

2 Efficiencies Available for $300 per month

Mid Am Management
641 Third St. #4
352-4380

PA1

aatlflll C

BOWEN-THOMPSON

WnlPy w STUDENT UNION

NOW HIRING!!!

Management positions available
0 30 hr per week Student Manager positions.
0 40 br per week Shift Manager positions.
0 Salaried Career positions.
Good Work Experience-Resume Builder
Potential Internship
Call for an interview: 1-888-287-3560.
or Email your resume to: deblisk@pertoria.com
www.pertona.com

Bring in this coupon and SAVE!
I

$1000 DISCOUNT ;

I

On rent for 12 month leases starting

I

■

Summer 2006

I

I

listed below at Campbell Hill Apis

I

GREENBRIAR, INC.

I
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I
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I

Bowling Green. OH
(4191352-0717

j

www.greenbriarrentals.com

445 E. Wooster
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Moon GRAM

*F

ENCLAVE
APARTMENTS
2 DAY SPECIAL

THURSDAY APRI L

27

&

FRIDAY APRIL 28

NO application fee | NO administration fee
NO security deposit NO short term lease fee
LOWERED RATES: $325 furnished $300 unfurnished
For these 2 days only, receive all of the above

PLUS: 2 GB IPOD NANO OR $200 VISA GIFT CARD!

D OPENING PAR
FRIDAY 1 TO 3 PM

IVE

•WA

from 92.5 Kiss FM
FREE cook-out and cornhole tournament
Last chance to get lucky! Call for details

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

Office Hours Mon-Fri:
8:30am-7pm
Sat: 10am-4pm
Sun: 12pm-4pm

877-819-6802
706 Napoleon Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
www.collegeparkweb.com

BGSPORTS

BRIEFING

NFL MUCH RESEARCH DONE FOR THIS WEEKEND'S DRAFT. PAGE 12

IHE BG NEWS

Falcons upset Irish
The IK iSI1 baseball learn is
responsible for snapping the
nation's longest win streak, as they
topped No. 8/12 Notre Dame 11 -8
yesterday in South Bend, Ind.
The Falcons struck for seven
runs in the second inning and
held on to halt the Irish's win streak
at 23. Kun Wells was 4-for-5 with
two RBI and Tyler Wasserman had
three hits and scored three runs.
Dusty 1 lawk picked up his first win
of the season on the mound.

THURSDAY
April 27,
. 2006
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Sigalet brothers shining among stars
SIGALET BROTHERS

By Kevin Shields
REPORTER

After being the main guy for
BGSU in net for three seasons,
Ionian Sigalet learned what it was
like to be a team's workhorse, to
have lo play night after night at
a top level.
Now in his rookie season in
the pros he has had to adjust to
being one of many young, talented net-minders in the Boston
Bruins organization and has had
to once again distinguish himself
as one who can handle the full
responsibility of being starling
goaltender.
Sigalet, who is completing his
first season for the Bruins after
finishing as the Neons all-time
career leader in save percentage,
is currently playing for Boston's
American I lockey League team,
the Providence Bruins, where he
appeared in 37 of the team's 80
games during the regular season
going 19-11-2 while compiling
a goals against avenge of 2.55.
He recorded one shutout on the
season and finished with a save
percentage of 0.90 as he played
the most games of the eight goaltenders, which dressed for the
team this year.
"I came in not knowing how
much I was going to play,'' Sigalet
said. "I was here with an experienced guy in Tim Thomas, who
ended up playing the second half
of the year up in Boston. When
he left, I kind of took over from
there as 1 played a large bulk of
the games."
With Sigalet in nel to finish the

Jordan and Jonathan Sigalet
shared lime on the ice al BGSU
and are now teammates at
Providence of the AHL Both
have excelled early on in their
professional careers.
■ Both members ol the Boston
Bruins organization
■ Jonathan scored 31 points
during his career at BG, and
Jordan compiled a record ol
34-46-16 behind the net
■ Jonathan was a fourth round
selection (100th overall) in
the 2005 NHL Entry Draft
■ Jordan was a CCHA firstteam All Star in 2003-04 and
a second-team member in
2004-05
■ Jordan was a finalist for the
Hobey Baker Award as the
top US college hockey player
in 2004-05.
BG News File Photo
IN POSITION: Despite stiff competition at the goalie position within the Bruins organization, Jordan Sigalet
has increased his playing time and has started in three of his team's four playoff games.

year, Providence finished 43-31-1
on the season to finish fourth
in the AHLs Atlantic Division,
earning a spot in the postseason against division champion
Portland. Providence currently
trails 3-1 in a best-of-seven series,
as Sigalet has started in three of
the four games.
"It's been a great experience
gelling to play in die postseason,"
Sigalet said of the three starts.
"Right now we've kind of dug ourselvesa hole, but the intensity and

the atmosphere has been great as
the crowds are bigger and louder
and the teams all have their best
players on the ice."
One of the best players on die
ice for the Providence in front
of Sigalet, has been his younger
brodier Jonathan Sigalet, who is
having a breakout season under
the new National Hockey League
rules.
Jonathan finished the season
eighth on the team in points with
36 as he recorded nine g6«ils and

27 assists.
In the Bruins game four win
over Portland, Jonathan tied the
game up al 1-1 when he stmck
on the power play as die Bruins
went on to win 5-4 in overtime.
"He has done really well."
lordan said of his younger brother. "I think the new rules have
really helped him, he's not the
biggest guy and with the new
rules he gets to use his speed and
has done well on our power play
and really helped die team."

Although lonaihan's rookie
accomplishments have been
impressive, they still are overshadowed a hit by Jordan's ability
to still play at a top level despite
all die off-ice distractions he still
receives due to his continuing

fight with multiple sclerosis.
The disease, however, hasn't
progressed as the last MM Jordan
had in die summer showed no
change in the disease since he
was first diagnosed in March
2004.
"I'm feeling really well," he
said. "My MS hasn't kept me OIII
of any games which has been

BG Htm Pile Photo
NEXT LEVEL: Jonathan Sigalet had
36 points during the season.

exciting for me. "I think not having class and just having games
has helped a lot. I m getting more
rest in between and getting die
chance to nap more."
Being in tip-top shape is going
to continue to be a key for lordan
in the next few seasons as he is in
an organization filled with plenty
of young goaltenders. Besides
having Thomas, who lordan
played alongside in Providence,
Boston's top goalies Andrew
Raycroft and llannu Tbtvonen
SIGALET, PAGE 13

TEN QUESTIONS

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Beach time awaits Brech
By Jackie Giammara
REPORTER

lasonReotner BGNews
VOLLEYING WITH DISCOMFORT: Despite a torn wrist ligament, Heidi Romer has put together a memorable
senior season. She is just one win shy from becoming the sole win leader in the program history.

Romer ignores pain to
ascend atop record book
Falcbn senior puts
surgery on hold to
pursue goals on court
By Matt Oeighton
REPORTER

BGSU tennis captain I leidi Romer
was in the zone once again in last
week's victory against Northern
Illinois, picking up her 17di singles
win of the season, and 79di of
her career, placing her in the company of two other Falcon racketeer
alumnae as the record holder for
most singles wins in program history.
The feat earned her a share of
the Mid American Conference
Player of the Week, and subsequendy our selection for Athlete
of the Week.
Romer, who shares the MAC
Player of the Week honor with
Buffalo's Kristen Ortman, defeated
NIU's Megan Brooks in the No.
3 singles event Friday to tie the
record for most wins in a season,
which was held by two fonner
Falcon greats.

She would later cruise to anodier win alongside lenna Nussbaum
in the first doubles set.
The senior from Illinois found
out earlier this year that she had
a torn wrist ligament, but opted
against having surgery because it
would result in missing her second
consecutive season, and more
importandy her senior year as a
Falcon. She missed all of last year
with constant nagging injuries in
the same location.
"She worked so hard and wanted to get back and have a great
senior year," said BG coach Penny
Dean. "1 was so happy that she
overcame the injuries and tied the
record."
Despite the circumstances,
Romer has endured her senior
season and is finishing on top of
her game, which has transformed
pain into motivation and resulting success to inspiration for her
teammates.
"1 think that the team has seen
me play all year and knows that
no matter how bad my wrist is
hurting or how bad I'm playing,

Rom«r and BG ready lor MAC tourney.
PAGE 13

I'm going to pull out the match
because I always want it more
than my opponent and 1 know I
can out run and outlast anyone,"
Romer said.
Romer feds as though, in spite
of her injury, she has grown more
mature and developed as a "wellrounded" player.
"I find that I am smarter and I
realize that I dont need to be playing my best tennis to close out a
match," Romer said. "I have so
many tools and weapons now that
I dont need to hit the ball as hard
as I can to beat my opponent."
Dean also feels as though her
star player has matured as both an
athlete and a team leader, even in
her senior year.
"She's just worked so hard that
she's become an extremely smart
player," Dean said. "She leads by
attitude and example, and when
you're not on your game, she will
ROMER. PAGE 13

BG News: What arc you looking forward to most this summer?
Alan Brech: No school work
and heading to the lake.
BGN: What arc you going to
miss most about this school
year?
AB: The weekends because
class isn't that fun.
BGN: What's your toughest
final exam going to be?
AB:
Business
Communication.
BGN: What was your favorite
class this semester?
AB: IPC 201. The teacher is
sweet.
BGN: What are some of your
summertime plans?
AB: Not really sure yet.
I lopefully heading down to the
Sean Pierson BGNews
lake and then playing some
baseball.
BREAK FOR BRECH: BGSU pitcher Alan Brech hopes to distance
BGN: What's one memory
himself from learning this summer and head to the lake.
you have of this school year?
AB: All of my teammates Bowling Green,
AB: Too many good memoBGN: What are your final
and others who remain anonyries to just single one out.
words for BG News readers this
BGN: What has your biggest mous.
BGN: Where did you spend school year?
accomplishment been?
AB: "It's like shooting fish in
most of your time?
AB: First-team all-MAC.
AB: Mainly with the guys a barrel, towns die fish, people
BGN: Who has made this year
or out and about throughout the barrel, fish in a barrel."
fun for vou?

Tribe knocks Wakefield s knuckler
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCKTEO PRESS

CLEVELAND — Cliff Lee gave
Cleveland's banged-up bullpen
some needed rest, and Jhonny
Peralta hit a three-run homer to
give the Indians a 7-1 win over
the Boston Red Sox yesterday
night.
Lee (2-1) allowed one run and
four hits in six innings, helping
the Indians end a three-game losing streak and win for just the fifth
time in 14 games.
The left-hander's quality start
was only the second in eight

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COWSPORTS

games for Cleveland's staff,
which has diree relievers on the
disabled list and is still waiting
for ace CC Sahathia to get back
from the DL
Lee was aided by two double
plays and he worked out of trouble in the third and sixth innings,
lason Davis pitched two scoreless inning and Bob Wickman
finished up the five-hitter.
Wily Mo Pena homered for
Boston, which lost for the first
time in seven games at lacobs
Field.
The Indians took a 3-0 lead in

die first on Peralta's homer off
Tim Wakefield (1-4). and they
were also helped by four passed
balls charged to Boston's losh
Bard, who spent the night chasing pitches back to the screen.
Two of Cleveland's nins were
unearned because Bard couldn't
corral floaters by Wakefield, who
gave up three runs and five hits in
5 2-3 innings.
Cleveland was able to take
advantage of Wakefield's soft
tosses, stealing three bases to
match their season total through
20 games.

SPORTS
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Draft weekend not a mockery to teams
CuUer or Young they will take the best player on die board. Rumor has
it Cromartie is the fastest rising player in the draft.
18. Dallas Cowboys - Winston lust lee. OT, Southern California
Mj favorite day ol the yew is right around die comer, as the 2(K)fi
lustice had an unbelievable junior season and Bill Parcells would
target
NFL Draft takes place this weekend. Since the end ol the 20O5
7. Oakland Itaklers - Vince Young, QB. Texas
love to add him to their offensive line.
Ml Draft mj fellow draft gum's— foeSolarzand FrikSweress
19. San Diego Chargers - Tye Hill, CB, Clemson
Young is too hard to pass up for tbe Raiders. The idea
from (Itlk) Siale — and I have researched this upcoming draft,
The biggest need for the Chargers is the secondary.
of a Young to Randy Moss duo is unreal. Raiders may also
pick by |iick. Below is my 2006 mock draft for the firs! round.
consider defensive help because they already have a QB in
20. Kansas City Chiefs - Jonathan Joseph, CB, South Carolina
ll is important to remember thai trades can affect Ihe draft
One of the fastest players in the draft, loseph will start right away in
Aaron Brooks.
board, and I don't have llic scouting resources of Mel Ki|X'r |r.
Kansas City.
8. Buffalo Bills Brodrick Bunkley, III, Florida State
1.1 lousiim Texans - Reggie Bush, fill. Southern (California
21. New England Patriots - Manny I an son 1 Rl DF, North Carolina
Tile Bills have holes to fill on the defensive line. It comes
The [brans do not have die luxury of passing up Ihe nod
State
down to Bunkley or I laloti Ngata
Barry Sanders, Bush has the tools to score a touchdown every
One of the best 3-4 system players in the draft, Lawson will fit right
9. Detroit Lions- Michael Huff, DB, Texas
VINCE YOUNG
lime lie touches [he ball.
It's sale to say Detroit won't draft a wide receiver. The into die Patriots scheme.
2. New Orleans Saints - D'Brickshaw Ferguson. ()T. Virginia
22. San Francisco 49ers - Kamerion Wimblcy LB/DE, Florida
I .ions would be ecstatic if I luff is still on the hoard at No. 9.
If the Saints don't trade out of this pick they will consider
State
10. Arizona Cardinals - lay CuUer, QB, Vanderbilt
defensive end Mario Williams, Inn they already have two solid starters
San Francisco will make Wimbley an immediate starter to
Kurt Warner is getting old and the explosive Cardinal offense can
at thai position. Left tackle is an area of need for the Saints.
replace Julian Peterson.
only get better with Cudet
3.Tennessee Titans - Matt leinarl. QB. Southern (California
23. Tampa Bay Buccaneers - Donte Whltner, I)B, Ohio State
11. St Ixiuis Rams - Jimmy Williams. I )lt, Virginia Tech
I ein.irt won 95 percent of his
Whitner can provide the type of defensive playmaker Ion
The Rains defense is suspect after losing Adam Archuletta.
games in college and two national
Gruden desires.
Williams could lie his replacement
lilies. I miner DSC offensive coor24. Cincinnati Bengals - Leonard Pope. TE, Georgia
12.Cleveland Browns - Chad Greenway, LB, Iowa
dinator Norm Chow is know with
The Browns may trade down and lake linebackers Bobby
The Bengals are the only team in the AFC North without a
the Titans. This should be the
first round pick as their tight end (Winslow, Heap, Miller).
Carpenter. Manny Liwson or Kamerion Wimblcy. If they
deciding factor between drafting
25. New York Giants - Eric Winston, 01, Miami
slay Greenway is the best tackier and inside linebacker on
Leinart or Vlnce Young.
The signing of l.aVar Arrington opens the door for the
the hoard. Greenway and Andra Davis could be the best
4. New York lets - Mario
Giants to bolster their offensive line,
inside tandem in the division.
Williams. DE North Carolina
MATT LEINART
26. Chicago Bears - Sinorice Moss, WR, Miami
13. Baltimore Ravens - llaloti Ngata. D'l, Oregon
State
The Bears tried to sign Antwaan Handle El but failed. A
Ray Lewis has complained recently about the Ravens
CHAD
llie\ may lliil wilh the possiGREENWAY
mirror image of Randle El is Moss.
bility of trading away Uiis pick or trading up for one ol the I ISC studs. defensive line being too small, [he 300-pound Ngata will
27. Carolina Panthers - DeAngelo Williams, RB,
fill that hole.
If they stay put. the get their replacement for lohn Abraham.
Memphis
14. Philadelphia Fagles - Ernie Sims, \K Florida State
5. Green Bay Packers- A| Hawk. I.II, Ohio Slate
The Fagles need a playmaker on defense and Sims is a top prospect.
The panthers will draft a running back because
\iosi \i L-readj player in the draft. Hawk will start immediately for
of the health issues with their current backs.
The Fagles may also consider a wide receiver or offensive lineman.
the Packers.
15. Denver Broncos - Santonk) Williams has the potential to be a Pro Bowl back.
Holmes. VVR, Ohio State
28. lacksonville Jaguars - Bobby Carpenter, LB,
The Broncos tried to sign Terrell Ohio State
The most complete defender in the draft, the
Owens but missed out. Holmes
will provide the Broncos with the Jaguars get a steal at No. 28 with Carpenter.
deep threat thev need.
29. New York Jets - Nick Mangold. C, Ohio State
DEANGELO
16. Miami Dolphins - Chad
The lets lost Kevin Mawac to free-agency, so
WILLIAMS
Mangold will start right
lackson.
WR,
Florida
away.
30.IndianapolisColts- Laurence Maroney,
lackson is anoth12 noon - 5 pm
RB, Minnesota
er tool for Daunte
A solid replacement for Edgcrrin lames.
Culpepper to throw
Historic Downtown Bowling Green
to in Miami. They
Maroney and Dominic Rhodes will split
Maps & details at participating Downtown merchants
may consider a cortime.
31. Seattle Seahawks - lason Allen, DB.
nerback or offensive
line help.
Tennessee
27 Galleries * Over 0 Artists * Youth Gallery A Community Showcase
17. Minnesota
CHAD JACKSON
A nice pick for Seattle if Allen slips this far.
Contemporary Craft Gallery
32. Pittsburgh Steelers - LenDale White,
Vikings - Antonio
Download your brochure at: www downtownbgohio.org
RB, Southern California
Cromartie,
CB,
• downtown@wcnel org • 419.3544332 *
Jerome Bettis retired, and White will be a great change of pace
Florida Stale
If tbe Vikes don't trade up for from Willie Parker.
6. San Francisco 49ers - Vemon Davis, TH. Maryland
Scouts say Davis is the best tight end prospect of all time. He is 6-3,
250 pounds and nins a 1.3 in the 40-yard dash. Alex Smith gets a new

By Matt Riddle
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Sigalet relishes Boston stint Falcons hope to regain form
SIGALET, FROM PAGE 11

are also young and considered
elite talents.
Playing time will be at a premium at both Boston and
Providence as these goalies continue to progress, but it is something Ionian says he can't concern himself with.
"You can't worry about the
other guys in the system," he
said. "You just have to go in and
worry about your game. You
just got to prove yourself and let
things fall into place."
When Toivonen and Raycroft

experienced injuries during the
season, things fell into place
for Jordan to make his Boston
debut and it was an experience
he won't forget.
"1 got called up three different times this year which was
pretty exciting," he said. "I got
to go in for one minute in the
one game and it was probably
the best minute of my career
and experiencing the taste of
the NHL has made me want to
experience it all the time."
During breaks in the season, Ionian still likes to dedicate time and service to the

MS Society where he shares
his story with others suffering
from the condition around the
country. He also continues to
raise money for the organization with different fund raising
activities.
"I've been trying to do as
much as possible," lordan said.
"There'si bislhingcallcd 'Sigalet
Saves for MS' in Providence
here when for about the last
five games I've played every
save I made, Serono, which is
the drug company for the drug
I'm on, donated S20 to the MS
Society."

Romer one win shy from record
ROMER. FROM PAGE 11

let you know and make sure you
are playing at your best"
With a conference championship qualifying match against

Buffalo coming up tomorrow,
Romer hopes to not only break
the win record, but also defeat the
Falcons' closest conference rival.
"I would like to finish my senior
season with B2 wins, which means

that we make ii III the finals and
I win all of my singles matches,"
Homer said. "1 know that we can
get there, and I lx-t ibis time we
will give Western Michigan a run
for ilu'ir money when we do."
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By Brooks Obermeyer
REPORTER

The BGSU tennis team is ready
for the challenge.
With the Mid-American
Conference tournament set to
begin Friday, the seventh-seeded
I alcons are optimistic about their
chances.
After a strong stan to the season, BG struggled down the
stretch losing five straight conference matches before ending the
season with a 7-0 triumph over
Northern Illinois.
No. 2 singles player ]cnna
Nussbaum said there is not as
much pressure on the Falcons as
there is on the other teams.
"We're the underdogs according to our seeding and we're ready
for the challenge." she said.
BG's first round opponent is the
Buffalo Bulls. In their only matchup of the season BG rocked
Buffalo 5-2 at Toledo's Shadow
Valley Tennis and Fitness (loiter
on March 25. After dropping the
doubles point, the Falcons dominated singles competition taking
five of six matches, while conceding just one single set.
Since their last meeting,
though, the teams have headed
in opposite directions. Buffalo
won their final six conference
matches on their way to a second place finish in the MAC.
"I'm excited, we got a good
draw, and we already proved we
can beat Buffalo," Nussbaum
said. "If we stay relaxed and
confident we have a chance to

lasonRentiw BGNew*

TOURNAMENT TIME: lenna Nussbaum and the BG tennis team will
compete in the MAC tournament Friday. BGSU is seeded No. 7.
make it to the finals."

By virtue of their seventh
place finish, the Falcons avoid
playing MAC power and regular season champion Western
Michigan until the finals.
If history repeats itself and
the Falcons get past Buffalo,
BG will get a rematch against
Miami or Ball State.
BG lost lough 4-3 decisions
to both schools a month ago
and would like nothing inure

than lo avenge those defeats.
"It's nice that we have
a chance to play the two
teams we losi to by a point,"
Nussbaum said. "We want to
prove t ti.it we're just as good.
If not better than both of those
teams."
In a season where the program lias experienced main
historical moments, the Falcons
would like to add another — a
conference championship,
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Nurfs death studied
Blood stains appear
to have come from
priest's letter opener
By lotin Seewer
tut »SSOCIAIIO PRESS

Kill IX) — Wood stains on an
altar cloth and the forehead of
a nun slabbed to death in 1980
could have come from a priest's
sword-shaped letter opener, a
medical examiner testified yesterday.
The stains, inchiding one with
a pattern resembling the U.S.
Capitol whose image is on (he Idler opener, were a key reason why
prosecutors decided two years
ago lo charge the Rev. Gerald
Robinson with killing Sisler
Margaret Ann Pahl. They worked
closely at the hospital chapel
where her body was found a day
before Fiaster.
Among the items found by
police back then were a bloody
altar cloth in the chapel and the

letter opener in a desk belonging to Robinson, die hospital's
Roman Catholic chaplain, lie
presided over die funeral of the
nun, who had ben choked and
stabbed.
Authorities have not disclosed
a motive.
Paillette Sutton, a medical
examiner specializing in blood
stain evidence, told jurors she
looked al IBstains, most of which
were on ihe altar cloth, and found
that most could have been made
by die letter opener.
She said one faint stain
showed what looked like the
outline of the Capitol, which was
on a dime-sized medallion on
ihe opener. She also said there
was a blood slain on Sister Cahl's
forehead that could be a match
for the letter opener.
Pictures of die enlarged stains
were shown lo jurors.
Oilier slains on Ihe nearly 10foot-long altar cloth could have
been made by the letter opener's

ribbed handle, Sutton said.
Sutton conceded that another
object could have created the
stains, but said thai the letter
opener could not be ruled Out
"I'm not going to get an absolute
answer," she said.
Under questioning from
defense attorney lohn Thebes,
Sutton said a pair of scissors
could have left one of the stains
found on the cloth. Investigators
have said that a pair of scissors
were missing from the hospital
chapel.
A few of the slains on the cloth
could not have come from die
B-inch-long letter opener, Sutton
said.
F-xperts testified previously
that the letter openers shape was
consistent with punctures in die
altar cloth and the nun's body,
including one lo ihe 71-year-old
nun's jaw. Prosecutors on Tuesday
showed jurors an enlarged picNUN,PAGE 15
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Senators work for STATE
withdrawal of bill BRIEFING
BG NEDS WISE

who favored allowing Taft
some record privacy.
The court's ruling, in which
COLUMBUS — A pair of slate
senators announced yeslcrday one Republican and one
they will pursue a bill strip- Democrat dissented, came in
ping Gov. Bob Taft of the privi- a case Dann filed against Taft
lege he was granted last week seeking memos the governor
by the Ohio Supreme Court had exchanged with his top
staff about investto conceal certain
at the Ohio
policy documents
"...and the ments
Bureau of Workers'
from the public.
law
they
Compensation.
Democratic
The bill proSen. Marc Dann made would
posed by Dann
and Republican
have
made
and
Grendell
Sen. Tim Grendell,
would revoke the
rivals in the race
Richard
privilege granted
for state.attorney
Nixon
by the court under
general, said the
a section of the
court crossed the
gleeful."
state Constitution
line into legislative
territory when it MARC DANN. SENATOR thai says "no special
privileges
created a limited
executive privilege for Taft or immunities shall ever be
dial hadn't existed in Ohio for granted, that may not be
altered, revoked, or repealed
200 years.
live Republican justices by the general assembly."
Both expressed support for
"who were elected by the
people of this stale lo inter- allowing the governor to shield
pret the law, instead decided certain sensitive records in the
lo make some — and Ihe law process of making key decithey made would have made sions, such as atlracting new
Richard Nixon gleeful," Dann
BILL, PAGE 15
said, referring lo ihe justices
By Julie Carr Smyth
IHE ASSOCIAIE0 PRESS
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Online registry for
sex offenders fixed

COLUMBUS (AP) — The
state attorney general's office
has fixed a flaw in Ohio's
online sex offender registry that omitted numerous
offenders from results for one
type of search, a spokesman
said yesterday.
Searching the Web site by
entering only a five-digit ZIP
code would exclude offenders in the database, depending on how individual sheriff's
offices entered the data. Some
counties added die extra four
digits that the U.S. Postal
Service relies on lo subdivide
ZIP codes.
Users would have to enter
all nine digits to retrieve all
offenders in a neighborhood
— and know all the four-digit
add-oas to get every offender
in a ZIP coda
Attorney General Jim Petro's
office fixed the problem on
Tuesday after The Columbus
Dispatch inquired about it. the
newspaper said. The search
engine pays attention to only
the first five digits now.
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Bill allowing governor Taft DNA not substantial
record privacy challenged

STATE

NUN, FROM PAGE 14

BRIEFING
BC, NEKS WIRE SOURCES
Penix lures cousin
to eventual murder

BIIL, FROM PAGE 14

AKRON (AP) — A woman
accused of luring her cousin
lo a home where he was killed
has been sentenced lo life
in prison with a chance for
parole after serving 23 years.
Lisa Penix. 21, of Akron,
was sentenced Tuesday on
aggravated murder, kidnapping, tampering with evidence and abuse of a corpse
convictions in the death of
Steven Spade of Mogadore,
an Akron suburb.
Spade. 20. was beaten, shot
and beheaded. His body was
set on fire and left in a field
near Mineral Wells. W.Va.,
where the remains were found
Feb. 5,2005.
The body was not identified until August, after Penix
went to Akron police and
named herself and four men
as witnesses or participants
in his death.
Penix sobbed during the
sentencing hearing in Summit
County Common Pleas Court
and apologized to friends and
family of Spade.

immediately available for comment on the prospects of the
bill, which will be sponsored
by Grendell as a member of the
majority party.
State Hep. Bill Seitz, a
Cincinnati Republican who
often serves as a sounding
board on legal matters in the
House, said he supports the
idea of better denning the
governor's executive privilege
in law. He disagrees, however, that the high court overstepped its bounds.
' "I think it makes sense to
codify the doctrine of privilege and put parameters on it."
he said. "But I don't think the
court came out of left field on
this, and I'm not going to join
in their parade of Supreme
Court bashing, if that's what
it is."
Dann and Grendell — who
each face a rival for their party's nomination in Tuesday's
primary — said they engaged
in their joint effort because
they consider the matter more
important than politics.
Mark Weaver, a campaign
spokesman for Auditor Betty

ing new businesses. But the
senators said the Legislature,
not the court, should decide
exactly what records should
be protected.
"The governor is not the
emperor of the slate of Ohio,
he is not the chief of the armed
forces of the state of Ohio,"
Grcndell said.
Taft, who leaves office early
next year, supports the court's
ruling as striking the right balance between public access
and the efficient functioning of
government, spokesman Mark
Rickel said. He declined to
speculate on what the governor
would do if the Legislature sent
him a bill reversing the ruling.
In its ruling, which relied
heavily on the 1973 United
States v. Nixon case involving
the Watergate tapes, the court
said the public can see certain
records only after proving a
"particularized need." The senators want the burden on the
governor instead.
Senate President Bill Harris
and his spokeswoman were not
■
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Montgomery, a Republican
who once was the attorney
general and is favored to win
back that job in November,
said Dann and Grendell are
desperate for press attention.
Weaver said Montgomery
didn't want to give her impression of the proposal since she
might be called upon to give
an official opinion about it
as attorney general. He said
the legislative and judicial
branches already have some
limited privilege to shield
their working policy communications, however, and that it
is not out of line for the executive branch to have something
similar.

turc of the letter opener inserted
in the wound.
A DNA expert testified yesterday that the altar cloth and the
nun's underwear had traces of
DNA that did not come from her
or Robinson, 68.
The DNA found on Sister
I'ahl was likely from a man, but
tests did not link the sample lo
Robinson, said Cassandra Agosti,
a forensic analyst with the state's
crime lab.
Prosecutors said the trace
of DNA was so small that tests
showing it came from a man
might have been wrong, or the
sample could haw been left by
someone who moved her body
after the crime.
Sister Pahl was not sexually
assaulted, but her body was

posed to look as though she had
been, investigators said.
Agosti could not determine
what the substance was on the
nun's underwear. "I couldn't tell
what it is or where it came from.
It could be many things," she
said.
Agosti also tested the letter
opener and found a substance
that might have been blood. But
she could not prove that.
It could be a lot of
things?" Thebes asked. Agosti
answered yes.
Prosecutors pointed out thai
Agosti did not tesl the entire cloth
lor Robinsons DNA.
But Agosti agreed with Thebes
that the tests show "he's not on il
(the cloth)."
Robinson was a suspect earh
on because he was near the chapel al the time of the death.
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The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be cancelled due to low enrollment.
Session

Course

Time/Days

Session

5/8-S/26 ACS2S0
CHEM 100
ECON 202
EDFI 301
EOFI 408
ETHN101
HDFS 106
HDFS 423
MGMT 360
PSYC 310
SOC101
WS200

6-9 pm MTWRF
9 am-12 pm MTWRF
8 30-11:30 am MTWRF
1 -4 pm MTWRF
8 30-11:30 am MTWRF
6-9.45 pm MTWR
8 30-1130 am MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
6-9 pm MTWRF
9:30 am-12:30 pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
9 am-12 pm MTWRF

S/30-6/30 HIST 206
IPC 102
MATH 090
MATH 115
MATH 120
MATH 213
PHIL 101
PHIL 219
POLS 110
PSYC 101
SOC 101

6-9 pm TWR
8-10 am MTWR; 8 am F
6-9 pm TWR
10 am-1 pm TWR
8:15 am-12 pm MTWR
6-9 pm MTW
6-10:30 pmTR
6-10:30 pm MW
10 am-1 pmTWR
10 am-1 pm MTWR
6-9 pm TWR

5/8-6/9

3-6 pm TR

EDHD 201

5/30-6/30 ACCT 221
BIOL 101
CHEM 100
CRJU 395
ECON 203
EDTt 204

EN0111

ENG200
ENG200
ENG 342
FSN 207
GEOG 230
HDFS 220
HDFS 221
HDFS 225
HDFS 303
HIST 205

6-9 pm MWR
8 am-12 pm MWF
6-9 pm TWR
MpmTWR
6-9 pm MWR
10 am-1 pm MWF
7:45-10 am MTWR
10 am-1 pmTWR
6-9 pm TWR
7 45-10 am MTWR
1-4 pm MWF
1-4 pm MTW
2-5 pm TWR
10 am-1 pm TWR
8-11am TWR
2-5 pm TWR
9 am-12 pm MTW

Course

Time/Days

5/31-6/15 CS 180

10 am-12 pm MWR

6/12-8/4 ACS 230
BIOL 205
BIOL 332
EDTL 303

1-3 pm MTW
1-4:30 pm MTWR
8:30 am-12:30 pmTWR
10 am-12 pm MTW

7/3-8/4

6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pm MTWR
1-4 pmTWR
7 45-10 am MTWR
6-9 pm TWR
6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pmTWR
6-9 pm TWR
1-4 pmTWR
5:30-9:15 pm MTWR
1-4 pm MWR

ACCT 222
ART 101
EDAS 409
ENG 112
ENG 200
IK 102
MATH 095
MATH OSS
MATH 115
MATH 126
MIS 200

BGSU Firelands reserves the right to cancel a class for non-enrollment reasons beyond our control, such as
death or illness of f culty members, etc.
Course descriptions are available )n-llne at www.bgsu.edu/catalog.
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Nurfs death studied
Blood stains appear
to have come from
priest's letter opener

letter opener in a desk lu'longIng to Robinson, the hospital's
Roman Catholic chaplain. He
presided over the hineral of the
nun, who had been choked and

By John Seewer

stabbed

•HI »SSOCIATf0 PRtSS

Authorities have not disclosed
a motive.
Paulette Sntton. a medical
examiner specializing m blood
stain evidence, told jurors she
looked at 1H stains, most of which
were on the altar cloth, and found
that most could have been made
by the letter opener.
She said one faint slain
showed what looked like the
outline of the ( apitol. which was
on a dime-sized medallion on
the opener. She also said there
was a blood stain on Sister I'ahl's
forehead that could be a match
for the letter opener.
Pictures of the enlarged siains
were shown to jurors
Oilier siains on the nearly 10foot-long altar cloth could have
been made by the letter opener's

nil I ix) — HIIKKI stains on an
altai doth and die forehead ol
a mm stabbed to death in l'liw
could have come &om a priesrt
sword shaped letter opener, a
medical examiner testified yesterda)
i lu- stains, Including one with
a pattern resembling the U.S.
i apitol whose image is (in the letter opener, were a ke) reason why
prosecutors decided two years
ago iu charge the Rev. (icrald
Robinson with killing Sister
Margaret Ann I'ahl. i hey worked
Closely al tIn- hospital chapel
where her body was found a day
before Easts
Among the items found bj
police hack then were a hloody
altar cloth in the chapel and the

ribbed handle, Sutton said.
Sutton conceded that another
object could have created the
stains, but said that the letter
opener could not be ruled out.
"I'm not going to get an absolute
answer." she said.
Under
questioning
from
defense attorney lohn Thebes,
Sutton said a pair of scissors
could have leli one of the siains
found on the doth. Investigators
have said thai a pair of scissors
were missing from the hospital
chapel.
A few of the stains on the cloth
could not have come from the
8-inch-long letter opener, Sutton
said.
Experts testified previously
that the letter opener's shape was
consistent with punctures in the
altar cloth and the nun's body,
including one In the 71 year-old
mm's jaw. Prosecutors on Tuesday
showed jurors an enlarged picNUN, PAGE 15
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Senators work for
withdrawal of bill
who favored allowing Taft
IHt »SSOC'ATfO PRESS
some record privacy.
The court's ruling, in which
COLUMBUS — A pair of state
one Republican and one
senalors announced yesterday
Democrat dissented, came in
they will pursue a hill stripa case Dann filed against Taft
ping Ciov. Hob raft of the priviseeking memos the governor
lege he was granted last week
had exchanged with bis top
D) the Ohio Supreme Court
staff about Investto conceal certain
at the Ohio
policy documents
"...and the ments
Bureau of Workers'
from the public.
law
they
Compensation.
Democrat I c
The bill proSen Marc Dann
made would posed
by Dann
and
Republican
have
made
and
(.lendell
Sen. Tim Grenddl,
would
revoke
the
rivals in the race
Richard
privilege granted
for state attorney
Nixon
by the court under
general, said the
a section of the
court crossed the
gleeful."
State Constitution
line into legislative
MARC DANN, SENATOR that says "no speterritory when ii
cial
privileges
cleared a limited
or immunities shall ever be
executive privilege for Taft
granted, that may not be
that hadn't existed in Ohio for
altered, revoked, or repealed
200 yens
by the general assembly."
Five Republican justices
Both expressed support for
"who were elected by the
allowing the governor to shield
people of this state to intercertain sensitive records in the
pret the law. insie.nl decided
process of making key decito make some — and die law
sions, such as attracting new
they made would have made

STATE
BRIEFING
BG «£*S WIRE S0URCIS
Online registry for
sex offenders fixed

By Julie Carr Smyth

Richard Nixon gleeful." Hann
said, referring to the justices

^ U ffl *

Friday- April 28th
Sunday- April 30th

Bill, PAGE 15

COLUMBUS (AP) — The
state attorney general's office
has fixed a flaw in Ohio's
online sex offender registry that omitlcd numerous
offenders from results for one
type of search, a spokesman
said yesterday.
Searching the Wfeb site by
entering only a five-digit ZIP
code would exclude offendeis in the database, depending on how individual sheriff's
offices entered the data. Some
counties added the extra four
digits that the U.S. Postal
Service relies on to subdivide
ZIP codes.
Users would have to enter
all nine digits to retrieve all
offenders in a neighborhood
— and know all the four-digit
add-ons to get every offender
in a ZIP code.
Attorney General Jim Petro's
office fixed the problem on
Tuesday after The Columbus
Dispatch inquired about it. the
newspaper said. The search
engine pays attention to only
the first five digits now.
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Bill allowing governor Taft DNA not substantial
record privacy challenged

STATE

NUN, FROM PAGE 14

BRIEFING
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ture of the letter opener inserted
in the wound.

Penix lures cousin
to eventual murder

BILL, FROM PAGE M

AKRON (AP) — A woman
accused of luring her cousin
to a home where he was killed
has been sentenced (o life
in prison with a chance for
parole after serving 23 years.
Iisa Penix, 21, ol Akron,
was sentenced Tuesday on
aggravated murder, kidnapping, tampering with evidence and abuse of a corpse
convictions in the death of
Steven Spade of Mogadore,
an Akron suburb.
Spade. 20. was beaten, shot
and beheaded His body was
set on fire and left in a field
near Mineral Wells. W.Va.,
where the remains were found
Feb. 5,2005.
The body was not identified until August, after Penix
went to Akron police and
named herself and four men
as witnesses or participants
in his death.
Penix sobl)ed during the
sentencing hearing in Summit
County Common Pleas Court
and apologized to friends and
family of Spade.

ing new businesses. Hut the
senators said the legislature,
not the court, should decide
exactly what records should

be protected,
"The governor is not the
emperor of the state ol Ohio,
he is not the chief of the armed
forces of the state of Ohio,"
Grcndcll said.
Taft, who leaves office early
next year, supports the court's
ruling as striking the right balance between public access
and I he efficient functioning ol
government, spokesman Mark
Itickcl said. He declined to

speculate on what the govern™
would do if the Legislature sent
him a hill reversing the ruling.
In its ruling, which relied
heavirj on the 1973 United
States v, Nixon case involving
the Watergate tapes, the conn
said the public can see certain
records only alter proving a
"particularized need." The sen
ators want the burden on the
governor instead
Senate President Hill Harris
and his spokeswoman were not

Immediately available for comment on the prospects of the
bill, which will be sponsored
in Grenddl as a member of the
majority party.
State Rep, Hill SeitZ, a
Cincinnati Republican who
often serves as a sounding
hoard on legal matters in the
House, said he supports the
idea of better defining the
governor's executive privilege
in law. He disagrees, however, thai the high court overstepped its bounds.
' "I think it makes sense to
codify the doctrine of privilege and put parameters on It,"
he said. "But I don't think the
court came out of left field on
this, and I'm not going to join
in their parade of Supreme
Court hashing, if that's what

Montgomery, a Republican
who once was the attorney
general and is favored to win
back that job in November,
said Dann and Grcndcll are
desperate for press attention.
Weaver said Montgomery
didn't want to give her impression of the proposal since she
might be called upon to give
an official opinion about it
as attorney general. He said
the legislative and judicial
branches already have some
limited privilege to shield
their working policy communications, however, and that it
is not out ol line for the executive branch ro have something
similar.

A l).\.\ expert testified yesterday that the altar cloth and die
nun's underwear had traces of
DNA that did not come from her
or Robinson, 68.
The DNA found on Sister
1'ahl was likely from a man, bur
tests did not link the sample to
Robinson, said (.iissandra Agosii.
a forensic analyst with the state's
crime lab.
Prosecutors said the trace
of DNA was so small thai tests
showing it came from a man
might have been wrong, or the
sample could have been lilt bj
someone who moved her IMKIV
.liter the crime.
Sister Pali] was not sexuallv
assaulted, hut her buck was

posed to look as though she had
been, investigators said.
Agosti could not determine
what die substance was on the
nun's underwear. "I couldn't tell
what it is or where it came from
It could be many things." she
said.

Agosti also tested the letter
opener and found a substance
that might have been blood. Hut
she could ml prove that
"It could be a lot ol
things?" I hebes asked. Agosii
answered yes.
Prosecutors pointed oui that
\gusii did not icsi the entire cloth
for Robinsons DNA,
Hut Agosti agreed with rhebes
dial the tests show "he's not on it
the doth)."
Robinson was a suspect earlj
on because he was near the i ha
pel at the time of the death.

it is."

Dann and Grcndoll — who
each face a rival for their party's nomination in Tuesdaj S
primary — said they engaged
in their joint effort because
they consider the matter more
important than politics.
Mark Weaver, a campaign
spokesman for Auditor Hem
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The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be cancelled due to low enrollment.
Session

Course

Time/Days

Session

5/8-5/26 ACS 250
CHEM 100
ECON 202
EDFI 301
EDFI408
ETHN 101
HDFS 106
HDFS 423
MGMT 360
PSYC 310
SOC 101
WS200

6-9 pm MTWRF
9 am-12 pm MTWRF
8:30-11 30 am MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
8 30-11 30 am MTWRF
6-9 45 pm MTWR
8 30-11 30 am MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
6-9 pm MTWRF
9:30 am-12:30pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
9 am-12 pm MTWRF

5/30-6/30 HIST 206
IPC 102
MATH 090
MATH 115
MATH 120
MATH 213
PHIL 101
PHIL 219
POLS 110
PSYC 101
SOC 101

5/8-6/9

3-6 pm TR

EOHD201

5/30-6/30 ACCT 221
BIOL 101
CHEM100
CFtJU 395
ECON 203
EDTL 204
ENG111
ENG 200
ENG 200
ENG 342
F&N 207
GEOG230
HDFS 220
HDFS 221
HDFS 225
HDFS 303
HIST 205

6-9 pm MWR
8am-12pmMWF
6-9 pm TWR
1-4pmTWR
6-9 pm MWR
10am-1 pmMWF
7:45-10 am MTWR
10 am-1 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
7.45-10 am MTWR
l-4pmMWF
1-4pmMTW
2-5 pm TWR
10 am-1 pmTWR
8-11 am TWR
2-5 pm TWR
9 am-12 pm MTW

Course

Time/Days
6-9 pm TWR
8-10 am MTWR; 8 am F
6-9 pm TWR
10 am-1 pm TWR
8:15 am-12 pm MTWR
6-9 pm MTW
6-10:30 pm TR
6-10:30 pm MW
10 am-1 pm TWR
10 am-1 pm MTWR
6-9 pm TWR

5/31-6715 CS 180

10am-12pmMWR

6/12-8/4 ACS 230
BIOL 205
BIOL 332
EDTL 303

1-3 pm MTW
1 -4 30 pm MTWR
8:30 am-12 30 pm TWR
10am-l2pmMTW

7/3-8/4

6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pm MTWR
1-4 pm TWR
745-IOamMTWR
6-9 pm TWR
6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pm TWR
6-9 pm TWR
1-4 pm TWR
5 30-9 15 pm MTWR
1 -4 pm MWR

ACCI222
ART 101
EDAS409
ENG 112
ENG 200
IPC 1C2
MATH 095
MATH 095
MATH 115
MATH 126
MIS 200
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ROVE UNDERGOES INTENSE QUESTIONING
WASHINGTON (AP) — Top White House aide Karl
Hove made his fifth grand jury appearance in the
Valerie Planie affair yesterday, undergoing several
hours of questioning about a new issue that has come
to light since the last time he testified. Special Counsel
Patrick Fitzgerald declined to comment.

NATION
BRIEFING
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MediaNews Group
looks to expand
NEW YORK (AP) MediaNews (iroup Inc.. publisher of The Denver Post and
dozens of oilier newspapers,
is close to an agreement to
acc|uirefouriiewspapersfroni
McClatchy Co. for SI billion,
strengthening its presence in
northern California, according to a person familiar with

the matter.
Assuming a deal is finalized, MediaNews will own
the San lose Mercury News,
the Contra Costa Times, the
Monterey County Herald as
well as the St. Paul Pioneer
Press, according to a person
familiar with the matter who
insisted on anonymity since
nothing had been formally
announced.
MediaNews. a privately
held newspaper publisher
based in Denver, would
acquire the papers in a complex transaction along with
the backing ol'its two existing
partners in other California
newspapers, Gannett Co.
and Stephens Media Croup,
as well as Hearst Corp., this
person said.
The four newspapers arc
among 12 being sold by
McClatchy as it acquires
Knight Ridder Inc., the second-largest
newspaper
company in the country.
McClatchy has said the 12
papers didn't meet its acquisition criteria, which include
being located in rapidly
growing markets.
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2006/2007
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Enron investigation continues
Lay provoked by
prosecutors during
cross-examination
By Kristen Hays
IB! ASSOCIAKD PRfSS

HOUSTON — Huron Corp.
founder Kenneth lay dropped
Ins famous affable persona as his
cross-examination licgan yesterday, snarling at a prosecutor who
accused him of witness tampering when the ex-chairman and
chief executive called several
potential witnesses during his
fraud and conspiracy trial.
lurors who had been listening Impassively snapped to
attention.
"Did you have any conversations to get your story straight
for trial?" asked prosecutor
John llucston, equally primed
for battle.
"Can you elaborate on that
Mr. Ilueston?" Lay shot back.
"I'm not sure what story you're
talking about."
The prosecutor noted that Lay
called iwo Goldman Sachs & Go.
executives during the trial regarding a September 2(X)l meeting
about Huron.
Homier Huron Chief Financial
Officer Andrew Hastow — whom
Lay has dubbed a traitor, liar ami
crook — testified that he and
Lay met with the executives to

discuss restructuring Enron at
the same time l.i\ was telling
employees and reporters that the
company was sound. lay says
the executives called the meeting
to discuss Huron's vulnerability to
a takeover.
Lay said he called the executives in March—the same month
l-astow testified — but he said he
didn't try to align their memories

By lim Ahrams
IKt ASSOCIAIE0 PRESS WRITER
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of die meeting with his.
"I was trying to make sure some
facts I had about a meeting we
had in the fall of 2001 was right. I
was just trying to make sure that
all of my facts were as accurate
as they could be," he declared,
noting further that Hastow "gave a
fake version of that meeting."
I lueston noted dial Goldman
Sachs attorneys warned lay to
stop calling the executives directly, a fact to wiiich lay glumly
replied, 'Uli, yeah."
lay, known in Houston for his
avuncular, polite persona and
who frequently headlined charity events, shed any pretenses
to his usual diplomacy when
faced with the prosecutor who
secured his indictment in July
2004. Lay's visible anger and

llueston's rapid-fire questioning produced an electricity that
has been absent from the trial,
even during almost eight days
of testimony from his far scrappier co-defendant, former Chief
Executive Jeffrey Skilling.
After a short afternoon break,
lay appeared to calm down.
Lay also acknowledged he tried
to contact Vince Kaminski, a former top risk analyst for Enron
nine days before Kaminski testified fortheprosecution. Kaminski
told jurors he got a cold reaction
when he told I ay and other executives in October 2001 diat Enron
needed to "come clean" on questionable financial structures in
the weeks before it dashed into
liankruptcy proceedings.
"I was trying to reach Vince

artmenft
451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5395
One Year - One Person Rate 5365

1 Bedroom Apartments
517 REED STREET - 4r Thursr/n.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5465
One Year - One Person Rate 5400
707-727 THIRD STREET - One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5395
One Year - One Person Rate - 5350
825 THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5465
One Year - One Person Rate - 5410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - 5350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- 5460
One Year - One Person Rate - 5395

University Hills Apartments

615 SECOND STREET - Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year -Two Person Rate- 5620
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5520
402 HIGH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- 5590
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5490
701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w/Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- 5620
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5520
835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- 5580
One Year -Two Person Rate - 5480
840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- 5640
One Year - Two Person fate - 5530
810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- 5560
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5470

2 Bedroom Apartments

831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $555
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5480

505 CLOUGH-Behind KMos.
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- 5620
One Year - Two Person Rate - 5520

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE
Unfurnished. 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- 5630
One Year Two Person Rate - 5530

with $250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777,733, 755 Manville,
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INf
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (located A<
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354-2260
Hours-Monday to Friday 8:30 "5:30 5a:
www.johnnewlowr'
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Kaminski a long time ago lute n e I
even knew he would testify. I was
trying to reconnect with Vince,
to talk to him about some issues
I wanted to talk to him about,"
Lay said.
Kaminski has been on the
prosecution's witness list since
the government released its
first version in November, lay
acknowledged trying to reach
Kaminski March (i through one
of his colleagues. He didn't say.
nor did I lueston ask, whether he
reached Kaminski.
lay recalled that he has said he
endured some character assassination. I lueston asked ifhehad
engaged in character assassination of others during the trial.

WASHINGTON —The House
yesterday approved legislation to tighten sanctions
against Iran, rejecting administration arguments that
tougher sanctions could bean obstacle to international
efforts to prevent the Tehran
government from developing
nuclear weapons.
The bill, said House
Majority
Leader
John
Boehner, R-Ohio, sends "a
strong message that the
United States expects Iran
to be a responsible member of the international
community."
The vote was overwhelming, 397-21 in favor, but there
was also a vocal minority in
opposition who drew comparisons to a 1998. congressional resolution calling for
regime change in Iraq.
Many voted in good faith
for that resolution, said Rep.
Dennis Kucinich. D-Ohio,
"not knowing that later on it
would be invoked as a cause
for the prosecution of war
against Iraq."
Supporters emphasized
that the legislation does not
authorize the use of force
in Iran and was a proper
response to the Tehran
government's nuclear ambitions. A nuclear Iran, said
Rep. Christopher Smith, R-

PROVOKING QUESTIONS: This courtroom sketch shows lead prosecutor Sean Berkowitz, left, as he cross
examines former Enron executive Jeffrey Skilling, during his fraud and conspiracy trial.
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Need a Summer Home in Toledo?
Inexpensive Summer Session Rates!
•
•
•
•
•
•

On the beautiful north side of the University of Toledo campus.
Closer to classrooms than UT residence halls.
Extremely inexpensive short-term summer session leases.
$1,100 for a whole one-bedroom apartment.
$1,500 for a whole two-bedroom/two bath apartment.
Rates are per apartment for the whole UT summer session.

Noneman
Real Estate Company
2301 University Hills Blvd. • (419) 536-1241 • www.universityhills.com

Brand New for Fall '06
321 South Mercer Road
•ONLY 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!
• Furnished Available

Stating at
$460/month
plus Utilities
GRF.ENBRIAR, INC.
445 East Wooster St. • 352-0717
Mww.greenbriarrentals.com
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Cancer cases link Enron ex-top aggressively
to old textile plant defends himself, comments
Possible connection
between cancer and
Ashland company
By Mark Jewell
IK[ ASSOCIATCD PRESS

BOSTON — A disturbingly high
number of cancer cases have been
linked lo a former textile dye-making plant and its waste ponds,
where several people now battling
cancer swam when they were children, state health officials say.
A seven-year study found that
people who grew up in Ashland
between the late 1960s and early
'80s and swam in contaminated
ponds were two to three times
more likely to develop cancer than
those who had no contact with
the water.
The cancer rate was nearly four
times greater among people with
a family history of cancer and
who also swam or waded in waste
lagoons and contaminated wetlands near the Nyanza Inc. dye

plant, the Department of Public
Health said Tuesday.
Investigators interviewed 1387
people who were aged 10 to 18
years old during the period 1965 to
1985 and lived in Ashland.
The study found 73 cases of
cancer and eight cancer-related
deaths. About two-thirds of the
cancers were diagnosed before age
35, and many involved rare formsAlthough the contamination was
well-known, some residents didn't
consider it a risk.
"We had reports to us that one
of the things that the old Ashland
high school football team used to
do when they won a big game was
to go jump into the lagoons." said
Suzanne Condon, state assistant
commissioner of public health.
The study was launched after
Ashland resident Kevin Kane, who
played sports near the site as a
child and once fell in a lagoon,
developed a rare cancer as a young
man. along with four childhood
friends, in the 1990s.

Negotiations continue
over union contracts
By Dee-Ann Durbin
THE ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

DETROIT — With less than two
weeks to go before Delphi Corp.
plans to ask a federal judge to
cancel its union contracts, the
auto supplier is still negotiating
with its major unions and General
Motors Corp. over wage cuts.
Delphi's second-largest labor
union confirmed yesterday that
it's still in talks with the company. Union executive Robert
Sutton made the comments
yesterday after a media report
suggested the International
Union of Electronic WorkersCommunications Workers of
America had broken off talks
because of a lack of progress.
Sutton, secretary of the
union's automotive conference
board, said the union is not in

negotiations this week because
it is providing depositions to
Delphi attorneys as part of the
auto supplier's bankruptcy case.
Sutton said eight local shop
chairmen and union leaders are
meeting with Delphi attorneys
this week in Troy, where Delphi
is headquartered.
Sutton said those local leaders
also prepared documents for the
court last week that argue against
the wage cuts Delphi hasproposed
as part of its reorganization. The
communications workers branch
represents about 8,000 of Delphi's
33,000 U.S. hourly workers.
"The declarations say to the
judge and to the opposing parties
what we have done and haven't
done and what we plan on doing
to keep Delphi viable and competitive," Sutton said.

eral prosecutors.
The ex-chairman also snapped.
"Are you considering yourself "I can't take full responsibility
in that league?" the ex-chairman for what my lawyers say and do"
said slyly.
when Hueston asked about lead
"I am a United States attorney. Lay lawyer Michael Ramsey callThis is my job, and you can call ing Glisan a "monkey." Ramsey
me anything you want," Hueston has been absent from the trial
retorted. I le then pressed Lay on since early April, recovering from
whether he denounced former cardiac procedures. •
Enron Treasurer Ben i .lis.ii i jr. as
Under questioning earlier in
he testified for the government the day from defense lawyer
that he warned lay die
George Secrest,
"I can't
Lay insisted he
company was in dire
straits throughout tin'
borrowed $77.5
take
full
fall of 2001.
million
from
"I don't recall what responsibility Enron in the
I said," Lay said. "I do for what my
months before
think Mr. Glisan lied."
the company
lawyers say imploded to pay
During Glisan's testimony, Lay told reportpersonal debt
and do."
— not because
ers, "I've never heard
he knew disaster
so many lies in one day
loomed.
in my whole life."
KENNETH LAY, ENRON
Prosecutors
Lay then acknowlEX-CHAIRMAN
edged
that
he
have highlighted
approached Glisan
through witnessnear a bathroom and a witness es that lay, 64, repaid S70 milarea during a break in the ex- lion of those company loans with
treasurer's testimony and tried to Enron stock. But the ex-chairman
didn't tell employees or investors
soothe him.
Lay said yesterday he thought about that activity even as he
Glisan, who is serving a pris- encouraged workers to buy more
on term for creating one of shares two months before the
the structures Kaminski com- energy giant sought bankmptcy
plained about, has been under protection in December 2001.
Lay told jurors he tried'to repay
"enormous pressure" from fedENRON,FROM PAGE 16

the rest, but Hueston blocked
him from doing so shortly before
he was indicted.
1 lueston took up that mantle.
"As of today, you have not
repaid one dime of the principle loan of that S7.5 million?"
I lueston asked.
"We tried and you blocked
it," Lay snapped, adding later,
"Mr. Hueston, you know you
blocked it" — though he didn't
explain how.
"It's a simple question,"
I lueston pressed.
"It's a simple answer," Lay
retorted. "Mr. Hueston, when I
was sworn in here, I swore to tell
the truth and the whole truth, not
the partial truth."
Lay faces six counts of fraud
and conspiracy from when he
reprised the role of CEO following Skilling's abnipt resignation
in mid-August 2001. Skilling faces
28 counts of fraud, conspiracy,
insider trading and lying to audi'tors related to his activities from
1999 to 2001.
Once jurors in the LaySkilling case begin deliberating. Lay faces a trial without a
jury before lake on bank fraud
charges for allegedly reneging
on an agreement with banks
not to use S75 million in loans
to buy Enron stock on margin.

Iran required to dismantle its
weapons of mass destruction
IRAN, FROM PAGE 16

N.J. "will be a devastating blow
to peace and security, not only
in the Middle East, but in the
entire world."
The legislation, sponsored
by Rep. lleana Ros-Lehtinen,
R-Fla., in effect alters the IranLibya Sanctions Act of 10 years
ago by strengthening sanctions
against Iran while taking away
restrictions on Libya, which
is now cooperating with the

West in eliminating weapons of
mass destruction.
It states that weapons of
mass destruction-related sanctions against Iran remain in
effect until Iran has verified
that it is dismantling its WMD
programs. It requires that sanctions be imposed on any person who exports or supplies to
Iran goods or technology that
help Iran obtain WMDs.
The measure also states
that the names of individuals.

governments and companies
that have invested at least $20
million in Iran's energy sector
be published in the Federal
Register. It denies U.S. aid to
countries that are invested in
Iran's energy sector, but gives
the president the authority to
waive such a ban on national
security grounds.
It also authorizes the president to provide assistance to
peaceful pro-democracy and
human rights groups in Iran.
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Several gay rights
activists detained
WEST POINT, N.Y. —
Twenty-one gay rights activists were detained at the
U.S. Military Academy and
issued federal citations yesterday while protesting the
Pentagon's "don't ask, don't
teU" policy.
The academy was their last
stop on a cross-country tour
of 20 conservative Christian
and military colleges that protest organizers say discriminate against gay. bisexual and
transgendered people.
Members of the protest
group Soulforce Equality
Riders have laced charges for
protests at five of the campuses. Ten were handcuffed
and charged with disorderly
conduct after demonstrating
April 14 at the U.S. Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs,
Cola
Yesterday, about 50 protesters arrived on buses at the
gate that separates the storied
U.S. Military Academy from
the village of Highland Falls.
The 21 detained had entered
campus grounds and were
warned they risked federal
charges if they continued to
try to protest inside the post.
After several trips through
the gate, they were cited by
military police for entry to
military property for unlawful purposes, a misdemeanor.
Federal law prohibits protests
on military installations
"1 felt it was definitely something 1 should be doing," said
protester Chad Brady, 20, of
Mount Pleasant, Mich., who
was among those ticketed. "To
sec government-sanctioned
discrimination, it really bothers me."
The "don't ask, don't tell"
policy for the U.S. military
and its service academies, set
by Congress and signed by
President Clinton, allows gays
to serve in the armed forces if
they abstain from homosexual activity and do not disclose
their sexual orientation.
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ROVE UNDERGOES INTENSE QUESTIONING

NATION

\\ \SIII.\(,I()\ (AP) — Top Whin- House aide Karl
Rove made his tilth grand jury appearance in the
Valerie Plame affair yesterday, undergoing several
hours of questioning about a new issue thai has tome
to light since the last time he testified. Special Counsel
Patrick Fitzgerald declined to comment.
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MediaNews Group
looks to expand
NEW
VOHK
(AP)
MediaNews Group Inc., publishei iil l'lii' Denva I'o-a and
dozens of oilier newspapers.
is dose in an agreement ID
acquirefournewspapetsfrom
McClatchy Ca for SI billion,
strengthening its presence in
northern California, according to a person familiar with
ibe matter.
Assuming a deal is finalized, MediaNews will own
the San lose Mercury News,
the Contra Costa limes, the
Monterey Count) Herald as
well as the St. Paul Pioneer
Press, according to a person
familiar with the matter who
insisted on anonymity since
nothing had been formally
announced.
MediaNews, a privately
held newspaper publisher
based in Denver, would
acquire the papers in a complex transaction along with
the backing of its two existing
partners In other California
newspapers, Gannett Co.
and Stephens Media Group,

as well as I ti-ai-.1 Corp., lllis
person said.
The four newspapers are
among 12 being sold by
McClatchy as it acquires
Knight Didder Inc., the second-largesl
newspaper
company In the country.
McClatchy has said the 12
papers didn't meet Its acquisition criteria, which include
being located in rapidly
growing markets.

Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007

Enron investigation continues
Lay provoked by
prosecutors during
cross-examination

Congress;
Bare down
on Iranian
technology

By Knsten Hays
By Jim Abrams

vlAIIO PRISS

HOUSTON
- Enron Corp.
founder Kenneth Lay dropped
his famous affable persona as his
cross-examination began yesterday, snarling at a prosecutoi who
accused him ol witness tampering when the ex-chairman and
chiel executive called several
potential witnesses during his
hand and conspiracy (rial.
lurors who had been listening impassively snapped to
attention.
Did you have any conversations in get your story straight
lor trial?" asked prosecutor
lohn Hueston, equally primed
tin battle.
"Can you elaborate on that
Mr. Hueston?" Lay shot back.
"I'm inn sure what story you're
talking about."
fhe prosecutor noted that Lay
called two Goldman Sachs & (»».
exei uth^duringthe trial regarding a September 2001 meeting
about Enron.
Former Enron Chiel financial
Office) tndrevi Fastow—whom
Lay has dubbed a traitor, liar ami
crook
testified thai he and
Lay met with the executives to
discuss restructuring Enron ai
the same lime Lay was telling
employees and reporters that the
company was sound Lay says
the executives called the meeting
10 discuss Enron's vulnerability to
a takeover.
I ay said he railed the iM'i ii
lives ill March — the same month
Fastow testified
bin he said he
didn'i iry to align their memoi les

IHE ASS0CUUD PRESS WRITER

Pal tope; AP Photo

PROVOKING QUESTIONS: This courtroom sketch shows lead prosecutor Sean Berkowitz. left, as he cross
examines former Enron executive Jeffrey Shilling, during his fraud and conspiracy trial.
of the meeting with his.
"I was trying to make sure some
facts I had about a meeting we
had in the fall of 2001 was right 1
was |USI trying to make sure thai
all of my bets were as accurate
as they could he." lie declared.
noting liiitlienliat Fastow'gavea
fake version ol that meeting,"
Hueston noted thai Goldman
Sachs attorneys warned Lay to
stop calling the executives directly, a fact in which Lay glumly
replied, "lib. yeah."
I ay, known in Houston foi his
avuncular, polite persona and
who frequently headlined charit) events, shed am ptelenses
to his usual diplomacy when
laved with the prosecutor who

secured his Indictment in July
2004. lay's visible anger and

Hueston's rapid-tire questioning produced an electricity that
has been absent from the Dial,
even during almost eight days
ol testimony from his far scrappier co-defendant, former Chief
Executive (eflrey skilling.
Afler a short afternoon break,
lay appeared to calm down.
Lay also acknowledged belt inl
lo contact Vince Kaminski, a former lop risk analyst for Enron,
nine days before Kaminski testified for the prosecution. Kaminski
(old jurors he gol a cold reaction
when he told Lay and other executivesin0ctober2001 that Enron
needed to "come clean" on questionable financial structures in
the weeks before it crashed into
bankruptcy proceedings.
"I was trying lo reach Vinos

Kaminski a long time ago bclorc I
oven knew he would testily. I was
trying to reconnect with Vince,
to talk lo him about some issues
1 wanted to talk to him about,"
Lay said
Kaminski has been on the
prosecution's witness list since
the government released its
first version in November. Lay
acknowledged trying to reach
Kaminski March li through one
of his colleagues, lie didn'i say,
nor did I luesion ask, whether be
reached Kaminski.
lay recalled that he has said he
endured some character assassination. Hueston asked if In- li.nl
engaged in character assassination of others during the trial.

against Iraq."
Supporters emphasized
that the legislation does not
authorize the use of force
in Iran and was a proper
response to the Tehran
governments nuclear ambitions. A nuclear Iran, said
Rep Christopher Smith, R-

ENRON.PAGE 1/
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WASIUNGTON —The I louse
yesterday approved legislation to lighten sanctions
against Iran, rejecting administration arguments that
tougher sanctions could be
an obstacle lo international
efforts to prevent the lehran
governtnenl Iroin developing
nuclear weapons.
The bill, said House
Majority
leader
lohn
Boehner, R-Ohio, sends "a
Strong message that the
United Slates expects Iran
to be a responsible inein
her of the international
community.''
ihe vote was overwhelming, 397-21 in favor, but there
was also a vocal minority In
opposition who drew comparisons to a 1998, congressional resolution calling for
regime change In Iraq.
Many voted in good faith
lor that resolution, said Hep
Dennis Kucinich, D-Ohlo,
"not knowing thai later on it
would be invoked as a cause
for the prosecution of war
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Need a Summer Home in Toledo?
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•
•
•
•
•

One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.

• Rates are per apartment for the whole UT summer session.

I & : bdrmapt.
Dishwasher/GarbaseDisposal
vc rwasher, Dryer in 2 bdrms.

Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.

835 FOURTH STREET

School Year - One Person Rate S395

Furn. or Unfum, Two Bedroom.

Free Iniernei/Walk 10 Campus

One Year - One Person Rate - S350

School Year - Two Person Rate- $580
One Year -Two Person Rate - $480

825 THIRD STREET -Pets Allowed!

Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm \pi 2 bdrm TWnh
I bath/close lodowntown

Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.

840-850 SIXTH STREET

School Year - One Person Rate S465

Furn. or Unfurn, Two Full baths.

One Year -One Person Rate -S410

School Year - Two Person Rate $640
One Year -Two Person Pate - $530

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.

.nent Inc.
ZISE.Poe
III l bdrm/2bdrms
Starting at $25.Vmo
Laundry on site
l.s minute ^alk to campus
BGSI Bus Route

/CfrfccA
Management Inc.
I rej Aiibrei
842/846/850 Seventh St.
Inn Mor) duplexes
.' bdrm/ 2 baths/ dishwasher/
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Laundry on site

On the beautiful north side of the University of Toledo campus.
Closet to classrooms than UT residence halls.
Extremely inexpensive short-term summer session teases.
$1,100 for a whole one-bedroom apartment.
$1,500 for a whole two-bedroom/two bath apartment.

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH; 818 SEV-

School Year - One Person Rate- $385

ENTH

One Year - One Person Rate $350

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $560

839 SEVENTH STREET

One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460

831 SEVENTH

One Year - One Person Rate - $395

Furn. or Unfurn, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year-Two Person Rate-$555

2 Bedroom Apartments

One Year - Two Person Rate - $480

505 CL0UGH-Behind Kintos.

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

Two Furn. ot Unfurn, One bath & Vanity.

Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.

School Year - Two Person Rate- $620

School Year-Two Person Rate $630

One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

One Year - Two Person Rate - $530
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Brand New for Fall '06
321 South Mercer Road
■ONLY 2 blocks from campus

1 Bedroom Apartments
• 1 Full Bath • Air Conditioning
•Microwaves • Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal
Unfurnished • Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!
• Furnished Available

with $250 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these locations:
831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777,733, 755 Manville,
825 Third, 802 Sixth & 725 Ninth

Starting at
$460/ month
plus Utilities

IOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATF, INC
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Cancer cases link Enron ex-top aggressively
to old textile plant defends himself, comments
Possible connection
between cancer and
Ashland company
By Mark Jewell
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BOSTON — A disturbingly high
number of cancer cases have been
linked lo a former textile dye-making plant and its waste ponds,
where several people now battling
cancer swam when they were children, state health officials say.
A seven-year study found that
people who grew up in Ashland
between the late 1960s and early
'80s and swam in contaminated
ponds were two to three times
more likely to develop cancer than
those who had no contact with
the water.
The cancer rate was nearly four
times greater among people with
a family history of cancer and
who also swam or waded in waste
lagoons and contaminated wetlands near the Nyanza Inc. dye

plant, the Department of Public
1 lealth said Tuesday.
Investigators interviewed 1387
people who were aged 10 to 18
years old during the period 1965 to
1985 and lived in Ashland.
The study found 73 cases of
cancer and eight cancer-related
deaths. About two-thirds of the
cancers were diagnosed before age
35, arid many involved rare formsAlthough the contamination was
well-known, some residents didn't
consider it a risk.
"We had reports to us that one
of the things that the old Ashland
high school football team used to
do when they won a big game was
to go jump into the lagoons,' said
Suzanne Condon, state assistant
commissioner of public health.
The study was launched after
Ashland resident Kevin Kane, who
played sports near the site as a
child and once fell in a lagoon,
developed a rare cancer as a young
man, along with four childhood
friends, in the 1990s.

Negotiations continue
over union contracts
By Dee-Ann Durhin
IH! ASSOCIATED PRESS

DETROIT — With less than two
weeks to go before Delphi Corp.
plans to ask a federal judge to
cancel its union contracts, the
auto supplier is still negotiating
with its major unions and General
Motors (inp. over wage cuts.
Delphi's second-largest labor
union confirmed yesterday that
it's still in talks with the company. Union executive Robert
Sutton made the comments
yesterday after a media report
suggested the International
Union of Electronic WorkersCommunications Workers of
America had broken off talks
because of a lack of progress.
Sutton, secretary of the
union's automotive conference
board, said the union is not in

negotiations this week because
it is providing depositions to
Delphi attorneys as part of the
auto supplier's bankruptcy case.
Sutton said eight local shop
chairmen and union leaders arc
meeting with Delphi attorneys
this week in Troy, where Delphi
is headquartered.
Sutton said those local leaders
also prepared documents for the
court last week that argue against
the wage cuts Delphi has proposed
as part of its reorganization. The
communications workers branch
represents about 8,000 of Delphi's
33,000 U.S. hourly workers.
"The declarations say to the
judge and to the opposing parties
what we have done and haven't
done and what we plan on doing
to keep Delphi viable and competitive," Sutton said.

ENRON, FROM PAGE 16

eral prosecutors.
The ex-chainnan also snapiml,
"I can't take full responsihilin
for what my lawyers say and do"
when I lueston asked about lead
lay lawyer Michael Ramsey calling Glisan a "monkey." Ramsey
has been absent from the trial
since early April, recovering from
cardiac procedures. •
Under questioning e;trlier in
the day from defense lawyer
George Secrest,

"Are you considering yourself
in that league?" the ex-chairman
said slyly.
"I am a United States attorney.
This is my job, and you can call
me anything you want," Hueslon
retorted. I le then pressed lay on
whether he denounced leaner
Enron Treasurer Ben Glisan )r. as
he testified for the government
that he warned lay the
"I can't
company was in dire
Lay Insisted he
straits throughout the
borrowed S77.5
take full
fall of 2001.
million
from
responsibility
"1 don't recall what
Enron in the
I said," Lay said. "I do for what my
months before
think Mr. Glisan lied."
the
company
lawyers
say
During Glisan's testiimploded to pay
mony, lay told reportpersonal debt
and do."
ers, "I've never heard
— not because
so many besin one day
he knew disaster
in my whole life."
loomed
KENNETH LAY, ENRON
lay then acknowlProsecutors
EX-CHAIRMAN
edged
that
he
have highlighted
approached Glisan
through witnessnear a bathroom and a witness es that Lay 64, repaid S70 milarea during a break in the ex- lion of those company loans with
treasurer's testimony and tried to Enron stock. But the ex-chainnan
didn't tell employees or investors
soothe him.
Lay said yesterday he thought about thai activity even as he
Glisan. who is serving a pris- encouraged workers to buy more
on term for creating one of shares two months before the
the structures Kaminski com- energy giant sought bankniptcy
plained about, has been under pnxectkminrjecember2001,
"enormous pressure" from fedI ay told jurors he tried'to repay

the rest, but I lueston blocked
him from doing so shortly before
he was indicted.
I lueston took up that mantle.
"As of today, you have not
repaid one dime of the principle loan of that $7.5 million?"
I lueston asked.
"We tried and you blocked
it," Lay snapped, adding later,
"Mr. Ilueston, you know you
blocked it" — though he didn't
explain how.
"It's a simple question,
Ilueston pressed.
"It's a simple answer," Lay
retoned. "Mr. I lueston, when I
was sworn in here, I swore to tell
the tnitli and the whole truth, not
the partial mith."
Lay laces six counts Of fraud
and conspiracy from when he
reprised the role of CEO following Skilling's abnrpt resignation
in mid-August 2001. Stalling faces
28 counts of fraud, conspiracy
insider trading and lying to auditors related to his activities from
1999 to 2001.
Once jurors in the LaySkilling case begin deliberating, Lay faces a trial without a
jury before lake on bank fraud
charges for allegedly reneging
on an agreement with hanks
not to use S75 million in loans
to buy Enron stock on margin.

Iran required to dismantle its
weapons of mass destruction
IRAN, FROM PAGE 16

N.|. "will be a devastating blow
to peace and security, not only
in the Middle East, but in the
entire world."
The legislation, sponsored
by Rep. Ileana Ros-l.ehtinen,
R-I'la., in effect alters the IranLibya Sanctions Act of 10 years
ago by strengthening sanctions
against Iran while taking away
restrictions on Libya, which
is now cooperating with the

I

West in eliminating weapons of
mass destruction.
It states that weapons of
mass destruction-related sanctions against Iran remain in
effect until Iran has verified
that it is dismantling its WMD
programs, li requires thai sanctions be imposed on any person who exports or supplies to
Iran goods or technology that
help Iran obtain WMDs.
The measure also states
diat the names of individuals.

governments and companies
that have invested at least S20
million in Iran's energy sector
be published in the federal
Register, It denies U.S. aid to
countries that are invested in
Iran's energy sector, but gives
the president the authority to
waive such a ban on national
security grounds.
li also authorizes the president to provide assistance to
peaceful pro-democracy and
human rights groups in Iran.

NATION
BRIEFING
60 NEWS WIRE SOURCES

Several gay rights
activists detained
WEST POINT, N.Y. —
Twenty-one gay rights activists were detained at the
U.S. Military Academy and
issued federal citations yesterday while protesting the
Pentagon's "don't ask, don't
tell" policy.
The academy was their last
stop on a cross-country tour
of 20 conservative Christian
and military colleges that protest organizers say discriminate against gay. bisexual and
Iransgendered people.
Members of the protest
group Soulforce Equality
Riders have faced charges for
protests at five of the campuses. Ten were handcuffed
and charged with disorderly
conduct after demonstrating
April 14 at the U.S. Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs.
Colo.
Yesterday, about 50 protesters arrived on buses at the
gate that separates die storied
U.S. Military Academy from
the village of Highland Palls
The 21 detained had entered
campus grounds and were
warned they risked federal
charges if they continued to
try to protest inside the post.
After several trips through
the gate, they were cited by
military police for entry to
military property for unlawful purposes, a misdemeanor.
Federal law prohibits protests
on military installations.
"1 felt it was definitely something 1 should be doing" said
protester Chad Brady, 20, of
Mount Pleasant, Mich., who
was among those ticketed. "To
see government-sanctioned
discrimination, it really bothers me."
The "don't ask, don't tell"
policy for the U.S. military
and its service academies, sel
by Congress and signed by
President Clinton, allows gays
to serve in the anned forces if
diey abstain from homosexual activity and do not disclose
their sexual orientation.
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EU BODY: RENDERING FLIGHTS NOT A MYTH

WORLD

BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — The CIA has conducted
more than 1,000 clandestine flights in Europe since
2001, and some of them secretly took away terror
suspects to countries where they could face torture,
European Union lawmakers said yesterday. legislators
said flight data showed a pattern of hidden operations.

With death,
Iraqis hope
parties will
soon agree
By lee Kcatli
IHt «SS0CI»IE0 PRESS

Marco Ugarle AP Photo

BOLD EATING: Two customers. Oscar and Irma, eat in a Burger King restaurant in Mexico City, Mexico. U.S. lobbyists lashed out yesterday at the Mexican "Nothing Gringo" campaign
timed for May 1 to coincide with the "Day Without Immigrants" boycott in the United States. Migrants and their supporters in the United States are being encouraged to skip work
and school and not spend money for one day to demonstrate the migrants' importance to the U.S. economy.

Punching below the border
Planned boycott of
U.S. products causes
fears of polarization
By Alan Clendenning
rHf ASSOCMIfD PRESS

MEXICO CITY — U.S. lobbyists lashed oul yesterday al the
Mexican "Nothing Gringo"
campaign timed for May I to
coincide with the "Day Without
Immigrants" boycott in the
United States.
The American Chamber
of Commerce in Mexico said
organizers are risking a backlash and foolishly targeting
some of their best allies, since
U.S. corporations have actively
lobbied the U.S. Congress for
immigration reform including

legalization for many of the
estimated II million undocumented migrants.
Mexicans' refusal to "buy
American'' on May 1 could
further polarize the debate
and make reform supporters
seem anti-American at the very
moment that lobbyists are trying to persuade lawmakers in
Washington to pass a bill that
would benefit migrants, worries Larry Rubin, the chamber's
president.
"This is like shooting oneself
in the fool," Rubin said. "U.S.
companies have been the first
to lobby, launching a huge lobbying effort for immigration
reform. ... Why hurt something
that is helping you?"

Mignuits and their supporters

in the United States are being
encouraged to skip work and
school and not spend mane]
for one day to demonstrate the
migrants' importance to the
U.S. economy.
South of the border, Mexicans
are targeting American stores
and chain restaurants — "That
means no Dunkin' Donuts,
no McDonald's, Burger King,
Starbucks, Sears, Krispy Kreme
or Wal-Mart," reads one e-mail
making the rounds.
But even activists are confused about which companies
are U.S.-owned. Sears is cited by
boycott organizers, despite the
fact that Sears' Mexico stores
were bought by Mexican billionaire Carlos Slim in 1997.
And few organizers mention

Vips — the chain of ubiquitous
Mexican diners — even though
they are owned by Wal-Mart
Stores Inc.
A quarter of Mexico's formal
private-sector jobs with regular
pay are provided by U.S. firms,
according to the chamber,
including Walmex, the Mexican
Wal-Mart subsidiary that is tlunation's biggest private employer with I4CMXM workers. Delphi
Corp., the U.S. auto parts maker,
is second with 70,(100 workers.
"Certainly, companies could
be hurt," Rubin said at a news
conference yesterday.
The chamber represents
more than 2,000 American and
other foreign companies doing
business in Mexico, and says
its members are responsible for

Consolidate your federal student loans

today...
before rates go up July 11

BAGHDAD — U.S. troops backed
by a helicopter and jets struck a
suspected safehouse of foreign
insurgents, killing 12 militants
and a woman in a raid near the
site where an American helicopter crashed, die U.S. military said
yesterday.
In Baghdad, a bomb ripped
through a minibus carrying passengers to their Shiite neighborhood, killing four people, and
police found 10 bodies dumped
in Baghdad and elsewhere, the
apparent victims of sectarian
killings.
The violence came as Shiite,
Sunnl and Kurdish politicians
haggled over forming a new government aimed at stopping the
bloodshed.
The new Sunni vice'president,
Tariqal-I lashimi, madeashowof
unity with his Kurdish and Shiite
colleagues, calling for Iraq's insurgency to be put down by force.
Al-llashimi shrugged off a videotape by Abu Musab al-Zarqawi
in which the al-Qaida in Iraq
leader tried to rally Sunni Arabs
to fight the new government and
denounced Sunnis who cooperIRAQ, PAGE 19

SI00 billion of investment in
the country.
The companies say they're
helping Mexico by providing
jobs, but activists counter they
pay so little that Mexicans have
little choice but to head north.
Backers of the Mexican boycott insisted yesterday that
the protest could send a message that American companies
should offer better pay and benefits to their Mexican workers.
"They continue to exploit
Mexicans with badly paid
jobs and no labor rights," said
Roberto Vigil, who works in
the Mexico City office of the
California-based immigrants
rights group llermandad
Mexicans. "They're kind of
two-faced: they support, but
they exploit."
Unskilled workers at U.S.
companies usually start with
Mexico's minimum wage of
S4.35 a day. While many earn
more, such as seamstresses
making an average of S5.89
a day — even these wages
pale in comparison to paychecks offered by the same
companies north of the border, conceded the chamber's
Humberto Banuelos.
A cashier at Subway (or
"sandwich artist," as the
company refers to them)
earns about S189 a month
in Mexico City. In Colorado,
Subway cashiers make four
limes that —$824.

Terrorist hit
at cleavages
between rich
and destitute
By WMIa Thayer
I HE ASS0CIA1ED PRESS

CAIRO, Egypt — Two days after
a deadly resort bombing, suicide attackers targeted international peacekeepers and policeyesterday in the Sinai, a barren
expanse where Bedouin tribesmen eke out a meager existence
and tourists luxuriate in seaside
hotels.
The largely impoverished
region has become fertile
ground for terrorists, who have
hit the Multinational Force and
Observer peacekeepers twice in
less than a year — both times
after larger and bloodier attacks
on Sinai resorts.
Yesterday's attacks were unsophisticated — one bomber was
riding a bicycle — and only the
militants died.
The death and destruction
were far greater Monday, when
three bombs shattered a peaceful holiday weekend, killing 21
people in the Dahab resort 190
miles to the south.
EGYPT, PAGE 19

Graduate Student Housing
Historic Milliken Hotel
101 S. Main Street
• Renovated and Remodeled
■ Efficiencies
• One Bedroom Apartments
• A/C, garbage disposals & parking
close to downtown
• on site laundry

Rent from $385/mo.
Hours:
M-F9am-5pm
Sat 9am- 1pm

445 E. Wooster St.

Bowling Gtwn. OH 43402
419-352-0717

CailMMIAa. INC

WOULD
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Iraqis searching for
consensus, stability
as reduce Shiite-Sunni violence that has flared in the past
ate with it as "agents" of the two months.
Coalition forces hit the susAmericans.
"I say, yes, we're agents. pected safehouse Tuesday in
We're agents for Islam, for the Youssifiyah, 12 miles south ol
oppressed. We have to defend Baghdad, near where a U.S.
the future of our people," al- Apache helicopter crashed
Hashimi said at a news con- April I.The U.S. command said
ference with President Jalal the helicopter was believed to
Talabani, a Kurd, and his fel- have been shot down.
The Mujahedeen Shura
low vice president, Shiite Adil
Council, purportedly a new
Abdul-Mahdi.
"We believe that Iraq's inter- umbrella organization that
est now is to normalize the sit- includes al-Qaida in Iraq and
uation and maintain stability, smaller insurgent groups,
as well as to impose security claimed responsibility for
that attack, and Al-Iazcera TV
and peace by force," he said.
The three spoke after meet- aired footage provided by the
ing with Secretary of State insurgents which they claimed
Condoleezza Rica and Defense showed parts of the wreckage.
The U.S. military did not say
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld,
who made an unannounced whether the suspected milivisit to Iraq for talks on the tants killed in the raid were
believed to have been involved
new government.
U.S. officials are hop- in the helicopter crash. The
ing Sunni participation in a area is part of the infamous
national unity governmenl led "triangle of death" and scene ol
by Shiite Prime Minister Nouri numerous ambushes against
al-Maliki will undermine Ihc U.S. and Iraqi troops, foreignSunni-Ied insurgency as well ers and Shiite civilians.

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

GRADUATION TICKETS NEEDED
4:30 ceremony WILLING TO PAY'

Desk Clerk Needed 3 DaysWeek
Weekends a Must! Additional Shifts
Possible Please stop by Buckeye
Inn & Studios, 1740 E Wooster to
apply. (419)352-1520.

RECREATION ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT
Parks and Recreat-on Department
(Pay Band 1 - Starting Rate. $11.66
per hour)
(1 full-time and 1 part-time position
available)
These positions are responsible for
planning, promoting, publicizing and
implementing assistance and sup
port to the Parks & Recreation Director and Department, Hours ol
work are subject to modification, and
will vary (com week to ween depending upon the workload Inputs.
maintains registration and reservation records; provides assistance
and support to staff; prepares reports, rosters, and daily receipts, as
sists the general public, formats and
types documents; may deal with
sensitive and confidential personnel
matters: composes correspondence:
serves as sports liaison, and performs other related duties as assigned Two-year associate degree
or equivalent: three to five years
progressive experience including se
mor level administration and clencal
support: a valid Ohio Driver's License; or any combination ol education, training and work experience
which provides the required skill
sets to perform the essential functions ot the job Qualified persons
must complete an application that is
available m the Personnel Department of Ihe City of Bowling Green.
304 North Church Street. Bowling
Green. OH 43402-2399 Resumes
alone will not be considered Telephone: (419) 354-6200 web;
wwwboohioore email
BGPersonnei@bpoh|Q org Copy ot
the |00 description will be provided
to applicants. The deadline for making application is 430pm May 4,
2006. AAEEO

'BARTENDING' up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.

Call Gabe 330-340-4506
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Egyptians get
nervous about
terrorism and
their tourism

Thursday. April 27.2006 19

Wantec-Graduation Tickets lor
4:30pm Ceremony. Price Negotiable

Call Jessica 1330) 360-3252
Help Wanted
Cleaning & misc. help needed
starling 5 06 for 2 weeks1

(419)353-0325
COSI Toledo is now hinng outgoing
individuals to deliver science conlenl
to visitors in a tun and engaging
manner Will work weekends with
occasional weekdays. 12-24
hours/week. Send resume to .
f rank@cositoledo. org
HELP WANTED! NOW AND DURING SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
to preform unskilled light production
work. We otter flexible hours- will
work around your schedule- available shifts: 7 30am- 8:30am; 8:30am1V30am; 12:00 noon- 2:30 pm; 2:30
pm- 5:00pm: 5:30pm- 8 30pm. Many
BGSU students work here. Easy
walk from campus Pay is S6.00 per
hour providing you work a minimum
of 15 hours per week. Work a minimum of 15 hours per week or over
40 hours with overtime. Pick- up an
application at out office Advanced
Specialty Products. Inc.. 428 Clough
St.. Bowling Green. OH 43402..

Fun Summer Jobs located on
Lake Erie's Shore!!! Artists & Art
Enthusiasts Apply!!! Housing
Available!!! Call (574) 532 9437
Visit www.kamansart.com
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDIES The Pfizer Research Clinic in Ann Arbor is seeking healthy men and women, ages
18 to 55. for participation in upcoming drug research studies. Study
participation requires a stay of 10 to
20 days m the Research Clinic. Individuals will be paid for participating
in study activity. Payment for study
participation ranges from.$1800$2500 You must not take dally
prescription medications or have
any chronic illness. You must be
a non-smoker or light smoker to
be eligible. A pre screening proc
ess is required. For more information, call the Research Recruiters at
1-800-567-8804. Pfizer Research
Clinic. 2800 Plymouth Rd.. Ann Arbor. Ml 48105
Rapidly growing gymnastics facility
is seeking qualified applicants for
part-time coaches Responsibilities
include instruction of rec classes
and compulsory team practices. Experience coaching USAG compulsory levels is a MUST! 419-873-0511

Looking for Bartenders and waitresses Call 419-823-4081 after
3pm
Summer Childcare needed in our
BG Home beg. June 8. Prev. exp.
w/children & transp req. Call
Heather (419) 206-1327
Summer Job Opportunity
Looking for exceptional person to
spend 30 hrs'wk w'2 children. 7 & 9
in our BG home. You must be dependable with own transportation.
Flexible hours, exc pay. ref req'd
Resume to Bobl96@aol com.
Call 419-346-7508
Summer Work
$15.25 Base- Appt
FT'PT with flex sched . customer
sales'svc. No soliciting or canvassing, all ages 17 and Older, sholarships awarded, conditions exist.
Apply no. start after finals
419-861 3855 or
Online www.wofkforstudents.com

The BG News is now

372-6977
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accepting applications for

Summer & Fall 2006
Staffs

E6YPT, FROM PAGE 18

Authorities have rounded
up dozens of suspects and are
studying the dismembered
remainsoflhree men to learn
if they were suicide bombers
in the Dahab attacks.
Egypt's intelligence chief,
Omar Suleiman, flew tq
Yemen on yesterday for talks
on the Dahab bombings,
according to intelligence
officials who spoke on condition of anonymity because
of the sensitive nature of
the information. They said
Egypt wants to know if alQaida activists who escaped
from a prison in Yemen
might be connected to Sinai
terror cells.
Egyptian authorities —
eager not to further damage
the Sinai's vital tourist trade
by linking al-Qaida to the
bombings — have blamed
Bedouins for past attacks.
But some outside intelligence
officials have said groups
linked to Osama bin I-aden's
terror organization were the
more likely suspects.
"It's clear these people are
from some al-Qaida derivative group," terrorism expert
Steven Emerson said by telephone from Washington.

AUTO-CAD
Entry Level position for N Toledo Co
Engineering skills recommended
and basic computer knowledge
Temp to perm, positions.
Please send resume to
Precision Steel HR Dept
31 E Sylvania Toledo. OH 43612.

Lost/Found
LOST FLUTE! Last seen on Thurs
day. March 2, 2006 (right before
spring break!) at Ihe SUNDIAL at
the table next to Shadows' If found,
please contact Michael Lui al 419490-6862 or luih@bgsuedu Reward Provided' (Sentimental Value1)

Reporters
Staff Editors

Web Staff
Copy Editors

Personals
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Home o) Ihe World Famous
Slulfed Breadstick'

Photographers
Graphic Designers

352-9638
FREE T-Shlrts
Sign Up To Coach Springboard
Table In Union
Thursday & Friday
12N-SPM

BG

Applications are available in 210 or 204
West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 17.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.

FREE T-Shirts
Sign Up To Coach Springboard
Table In Union
Thursday & Friday
12N - 5PM
Having a party?
Call DiBenedetto's'
Sub trays, party subs, pasia salads,
fresh baked cookies.
(419)352-4663
Call to have menu faxed1

Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

'lend a Hand"

&sk$

Help Light Up The Community
Fundraising Campaign

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS!
Super Jeds I: 2531 S. Reynolds Rd.
Toledo, OH 43614

Super Jeds II: 35 E. Alexis Rd.
Toledo OH 43612

Apply al either Super Jed's Locations
"Land a Mind"
Fundraising Campaign

H Portrait of the Community,

1468 Brookwood
$1,050 + utilities
5/8/06-5/7/07
Burrwood subdivision
• 4 Bedroom House
■ 2 Car garage w/automalic opener
•Microwaves, garbage disposals, dishwashers
• Washer & dryer in every home
• Walk-in closets, ample storage
• 2 blocks from campus w/shuttle service

Pc# Ho.dProj#c1
ICCO Fin* Art* Cfrter
Bowling GiMn Sale University
Bowlmo. Gi»«n. 01.0 43403

poeroad.org
How would you like to promote your
student organization, while also helping
to fund a public art project?

"Lend a Hand'' Order Form

With a donation of $35. we will place your handpnnt and
name on Ihe Poe Road Project (The People") This public
art project. with completion expected Summer 2006, will
soon become a landmark in the Bowling Green community.

Where will this be located?
The wall will be located on the southwest corner of Poe
Road and North College.

What is The Poe Road Improvement Project?
The Poe Road Improvement Project, aka "The People" is a
public art commission designed and (to be) built by five students from The Bowling Green State University School of Art.

What will it look like?
The final plan is to construct a 360ft wall lined with lasercut silhouettes of people from the community. The middle
portion of the wall. 70 feet, is a silhouette design that embraces the areas history Focusing on the Black Swamp, the
image is a collage of trees, plants and animals. Also included
are many of Bowling Greens distinguishing landmarks

HOURS:
M-F 9am - 5pm
Sat. 9am- 1pm

445E.WoosterSt.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419-352-0717

Jerome Library, the windmills, and the courthouse are just a
few of the featured landmarks The remaining 290 feet will be
covered with people from the Bowling Green community. Not
just local celebrities, but everyday people.
GIIENIIIAI. INC.

Patron Status
r~| tn dividual

□[~*| Business
'' '
[~1 Ot"«i

Mathod of Paymant
Q Chad. #_
~| Monay Ordar
# ol Hands
X 135 pai Hand
Total

Make checks payable to BGSU Pot Road Projact
Attach a Wan* aha at of paper with a tracing of
your hand.

I
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Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

Babysitter |or 13 S 9 yi old MF
Summer 10:30-2 15. Haskins. must
have transportation 419-823-1809

91 Blue Corvette Coupe, Auto. All
Pwr. Blk Leather, 77,000 miles.
Stored Winter. $7,900 OBO
(4191308-0079

"HausSS Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU
5-6 bdrm 321 E. Merry »C
3 bdrm 315 S 309 1* E Merry
2bdrm211 E.Reeddown
fijas.1 4 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry
• More see Canyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Summer &1sl session leases avail.

Camp Aldersgate is seeking
liteguads (t lemale & 1 male)
and counselors lor male campers
1-330-627 4369
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other students
Earn S3000 - $5000. Advancement
opportunities 1-888-277-9787
www collegepro com

For Rent
Male has furnished room to rent with
treedom ol house to clean, neat &
honest student $200 deposit. $250
rent. No other bills. 1419) 354-6117
2 bedroom house 131 Crim.
W/D, Non-smoking, quiet area.
$700 mo . utilities 419 353-3855

GREAT JOB

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

OPPORTUNITIES!
Home Oity Ice
Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

2Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
^
(419)352-1150
Jf

$7.00-$12.00+ Per Hour

Part-Time, Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecityice.com
Lock in your summer job now!

1-800-899-8070

BUILD YOUR

fT MONTH FREE*

FUTURE!

Great Location. Great dates!

I ^ r> £ ^ <£ r> r£
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Have your loans paid.
ott by graduation

without the stress of
having to find a job!

Start now and see
how rewarding your
future can be.

IbVotauStudiflilpartnHi&nowMbblf
Pnm nifli lion
lUq.W

6-9-I? Month
ItgCliW

jKMSt
■H rrmnmaitttarri]

We Help.
YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS

CALL 1-866-572-4964 I

419—352—7691

Must be ix or Older

Retired teacher and professor will
snare house with graduate student
or other prolessor 5 bdrm. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot
$255' mo. inc'jdes all utilities. Call
after 7 and leave message
(4191352-5523.

Shamrock Condos 1 or 2 bedroom
units $650 * Quiet lenants desired
419 3540070 wvYw.shamroclwillaoacondominiumaxflin
3BR Hse . 1-1/2 Blocks from S Central Campus. Nice n'bhood.. Ig.
ktchn.. LR. utility. $870. 352-7090
4 Summer Subleasers Needed-4BR.
4-1/2 BA, Fully Furnished, Copper
Beech. (440)823-9108
418 S. Summit Street
2 bedrooms. Great Location
one comes w/ garage
washer & dryer'dishwasher
Highland Management

419-354-6036
832 3rd St Close to BGSU Newly
painted. 3BR. 1 BA, AC. privacy,
fenced in back yard. $870/mo. * dep
You pay util. Call 419-392-2812.
Apartments & Houses
May & August
wwwliterentals.com
419-353 8206 for appointment

Summer Mforlt Available

Intermhij"..-\*.Hlj|ilc ' Out $6^70bl Vholarvhip* Awarded '
VUuablc Wotk Eipcriotcc ' BudtaH Income ' Enfoyibk W*i Atmotpha
Fhribfa Schedule ' Improve WHIT People skill* ■ hcrautlbur Return* VUi
l-leuhlc Start Data

Company Expansion in Progress
DueioanliicrarMtaPiDdud Un^ Our Graving < ompan)
Need! Men lad Women io 1 ill Immediate Opadnv In:
Set up jiui Display,CuttonK! ViM-i.Sjlcv.jnd Management

I

Hiring !■" Ml Uprtnicnlsltiimediulelv ■ \o PNVkMU HapcneiKeor Degree
Kt.|iui.«! " I nil l ompjin Irjinmi; ■ Iminxiuti l.irmnp jn.t BonUKl "
•; U7 Week M Sou ■' t .ill mimcdiaielv i*»r inn i

419-776-4012 ". 800-809-9006

Summer Roommate Needed. MayAug 2 BR 2 bath, close lo campus
$280'mo » electric and cable.

Call 330-730-0596
Female Subleaser needed for summer ol 06 at College Park Community Enclave Rent normally 326 now
only 250 plus utilities. For further details call Morgan 419-512 4853

From Only $480!
On selected floor plans

BG STUDENTS

MMITT SQUMI

Internships & summer work, including career management track

I Icsihle schedules

:■

Significant bonuses lo help »ilh tuition
Musi haw own transportation
Fret training provided h\ company

■ '..

□

CALL NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW: SIERRA INDUSTRIES.
MAUMEE OHIO

1-888-893-4670
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

419-353-7715 til*
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ACROSS
48
49
51
54
58
62
64

ACROSS
1 Blanchett of "Elizabeth"
5 Medieval club
9 Lava before exposure

14 Muscat's place
15
16
17
20
21

Israeli port
Havelock or Perry
Start of Abe Lincoln quip
Sort of cream?
Type of acid

Bambi's aunt
Laurie of "Roseanne"
To shelter
Magna
System of moral values
West Coast seagull
Supplicant's request
Oversupply

13 Soot-covered
18 Old Chinese money
19 Two quartets combined
24 Maxima maker
26 Emmets
28 Mini drinks
30 Greek letters
, Man." Stanton film
31
32 Part of U.A.E.
33 Soccer great
34 Audit pros
35 Singer Guthrie
36 Commercial district

Poetic form
Lady of Spain
Wort of "Star Trek: TNG"
Winter apple
Lhasa
Cooks in the oven
Refrain syllable

65 End of quip
68 Seasonal worker
69 Funnyman Laurel

22 Don't go
23
25
27
29
34
37
40

■

■

'

■■

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12 Isinglass

t.i

70 Bruhn of ballet
71 Provide with a source of
income
72 French actor Jacques

Eye membrane
Recorded proceedings
Misfortunes
Snare
Part 2 of quip
Part 3 of quip
Novel writing?
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44 Part 4 of quip
47 Part 5 of quip

38 Coll. seniors' test
Busted clods
Watched closely
Tale
Cocktail choice
Requisite
Perch
Tariff-eliminating pact
Cubic meter
Banks of baseball
Jobs to do
Church part
A. e.g.
Broadcast
Suspicious of
Three-handed card
game
Shooter marble
AT&T part

39
41
45
46
50
52
53
55
56

ANSWERS

73 Dregs

42 Quid __ quo
43 Calyx part
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
"HK.III R SCORES GUARANTIED OR YOUR MONEY BACK"

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TKST

•

WWW.KAPTIiST.COM

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments
Newly Remodeled Quiet Area
Laundry on site.
Highland Management.

Summer Subleaser Needed
Copper Beech. Own BR/BA, Avail
2ndwk,May. Aug Rent already
paid. (330)607-6439

Subleaser needed either May-July
or June-July. $300/mo + util. Manville Ave. Call 740-407-5085.

419-354-6036
Jay-Mar

2 bedroom apartments
Great location w, university shuttle
- pick-up. Central air/dishwasher
Laundry on sile.
Highland Management
419-354-6036

The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom loft apartments.
Newly remodeled.
Close to downtown. Laundry on site,
with extra storage.
Highland Management

419-354-6036
Liberty Street
1 bedroom apartments.
Quiet area. New kitchen. Bath
Highland Management

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smilh Contracting. LLC
419 352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 10-2M - F
www bgapartments com
Large 3 bedroom. C/A 125 Crim.
12 mo. lease, available in August
$1000/mo. . util. (734)-789-8477

419-354-6036

Two Bedroom House
Close 10 Campus
(419)376-3399

3 Bedroom House at
718 3rd Street
Call 308-2457

2 4 people, 28R. new carpet, stove.
AC. May 06 Aug 06. 218 N Enterprise. (330) 608 8748

2 BR Apt behind Quarters Bar.
$460 furnished (Gas & Cable incl).
May 14 - Aug 6, (419) 908-0627

^_£ a t m/Ac• {f //t em tf*)

BUCKEYE
SELF-STORAGE
2 New Buildings

FUN, EXCITING AND
EXHILARATING NOW
QUAUFIES AS A
JOB DESCRIPTION

Lg. EH. Apt.. Priv.. 1/2 blk-BGSU.
AC/No Smok. Grad Pre!.. $395 .
util- 1 yr. lease. (419) 353-3855

\ AtaiUMr at www.rarmikf.il in t

^r!)a*»U/ce /& W-IM
Currier of I-75 and Rt 324
tvaOaMa r.n- Wiiliilnj
B» »innll , , . ..I,.
MI.11,..I,

' .11 ror mi...

Advance Tickets for Mission Impossible
3 are Now Available

FREE HEAT

H

■■M

1

• Pets welcome!

Gain \aluablc sales experience & learn business management skills

A*>*

LH"

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

• Spacious kitchen

1
"

^H

AI .1. STADIUM SEATING

• Patio

3 More docile

^H

■■■•

fTf3fTj>
^j^jya^^jL^. r

DOWN
1 Like dunce caps
2 BP merger partner

H

1

^ 1

i>.ri>

• Private entrance

team the ins A out', ol" customer sen ice

■

LH"

.

IVAU1159
I

• Ground floor ranch

SUMMER WORK PROGRAM
Earn Up to $12,000 (May/August)

76
■

^H

■

Close to campus. $490 mo. plus all
util. Small pets OK w dep Available
immed . May or Aug. 419-409-1110.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

ATTENTION!

H
■

■

H

LH
■

■

Brand new apt in walking distance
from campus. 1 bdrm. Ig living room,
no pels, off slreet parking. S450'mo.
Available now. 419-654-5716

Summer Sublease-May 4th-July 15th
IBR'BAApl unlurnished. $250'mo .
price negotiable. (419) 656-6069

"

LH"
1"

Seeking 1 additional female roommate. 3 bdrm. 1.5 bath, house on S.
Summit, from 8 15 06-8 15 07 Rent
is $350/month . utilities Call Krisli
for details at 419 494-6911

'
"

IIS

■

Needed Female Summer Roommate, LJ Apt, Imm. Occup . $212/m
. util Call Laura 440)785 4820

•

'

■

IS

352-5239

HOUSE 4 bedim.. $900 » utilities
Pels neg. Available 6/1/06.
802 Napoleon Rd 419-352-5026

lVrm.mcni FuU-Hnw Puitioni .is Well

■
■

'

1. 2 & 3 BR Apartments by
Water Tower on Manville

Female Summer Subleaser Needed
$267 50/mo. . util.. 1 Roommate.
Avail. 5'8, (419) 354-9740

Attention Students

[I

The Daily Crossword
Fix
brought to you by

• SILEMTHILL(R)
1504 307:20 1000
INSIDE MAN IRI
3 30930
FAILURETO LAUNCH|Pe-U|l 304 15700945
THE SENTINEL(PG-13) 1 45 4 15 7 00930
SCARY MOVIE 4|PC-13| 1:15 145 315 3 50
5155:557158009151000
THEWIID(C|
100300500700900
THE 8ENCHWAR«IEHS|P0-1J|
1103 20

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

5 30 7 40 9:50
LUCKY NUMBEfl SLEVIN IRI I 50 4.45 720 9.55
TA«: 'HE LEAD (PG-13) 1304 15700940
ICE AGE THE MELTDOWN |PS|
1001.30
305335510540715745920950
LARRY THE CABLE GUY: HEALTH
INSPECTORiPC-131
120 710

WSuSaa
6
r

423-286
HI y.

1 AIM \« \i ,11

MUMH\ Mil HSIHt til SHIN Ml SHn\\s.| "i;,
(KIIH\ SI SI)\V VII SI MS \l I SHOWS -l.^O

GLORY ROAD (PGI
4:00 7.009:15
THE HILLS HAVE EYESIRI
4 00 7109:30
EIGHT BELOW tPGi
4 00700920
THE PINK PANTHER |P0)
5:10 7:109:10
FINAL DESTINATION 3 |R)
5 20 7 20 9:20
WHEN A STRANGER CALLS lPO-111
5 30
7309:30

Summer
Storage!
Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

llri(rhl *0*Ujofal|1 BmgstiC? rVrtcit
llov> ahoul IISID); >our uknis u> help
oprcad the word about Red Bull'.'
We're looking fa perwuubk and
hi|!hi> motivated people lopiin in*
Red Hull \l«*ik-luKfuy Te«n.
Yout pan-iimc joh will he 10 hn the
«tirti« delivering enenjv wherever if'i
needed. At work, u whool, *t tlic gym.
on Hie nwd. you'll go anywiienr jnd
everywhere in search ot people who
might he tired and in need of energy.
A couple ol rulev You vhould hr al
leiivl 1H. have a good driving moid
jnd he ahle lo work rtexihle hour v.
including wcekendv and evening*.
Rut movl importantly, you ihotild tin e
a ii»»l allilude. High energy IS A
(il\ l*A we'll Mipply ihc wiiingi!
II Mi soumh like tun. you can downHKXI .in application al
»«v- nxruil redbullnieii.siiii.

Red Bull
ENERGY DRINK

Management Inc.
vnivw.meccabg.com
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork ana other info to make
your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com
NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
Stop by office for listing!

1045N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

/

419.353 5800
info@meccabg.com

IN LOVING MEMORY: TOM HAYN
RUE LIFE: I'M A GRADUATING SENI

SUPER SENIORS

A
.GMA

Nu

CHARTERS

PHOTOS OF THE MONTH

■OTHHB

MI^HIWMHMHWMHBB

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

20 Thursday. April 27.2006

Help Wanted

For Sale

For Rent

Babysiller tor 13 & 9 yr old M-F
Summer 10 30 2 15 Haskins. musl
have Iransporlalion 419-823 1809

91 Blue Corvene Coupe. Aulo. All
Pwr. Blk Leather. 77.000 miles
Stored Winter $7 900 OBO
(419) 308 0079

"tdfluses Avail 06 07 Next to BGSU
5 6 bdrm 321 E Merry »C
3 bdrm 315 S 309 t 2 E. Merry
2bdrm211 E.Reed down

Camp Aldersgale ts seeking
lifeguads H lemale & 1 male)
and counselors lor male campers
1 330 627 4369

For Rent

Apis 1 & 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E Merry
» More see Cartyrentals.com or
call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm Also
Summer &1st session leases avail

Male has furnished room to rent with
freedom of house to clean, neat &
honest student $200 deposit. $250
rent. No other bills. |419i 354-6117

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
College Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other students
Earn S3000 - $5000 Advancement
opportunities 1 888 277-9787
www cotlegeprocom

2 bedroom house 131 Cum
W D. Non smoking, quiel area
$700 mo . utilities 419-353 3855

The Daily Crossword
Fix
brought to you by

1
I

1. 2 « 3 BR Apartments by
Water Tower on Manville
352-5239

1
I

I
I

Needed Female Summer Roommate. LJ Apt. Imm Occup $212 m
• util Call Laura(440|785 4520
Retired teacher and professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor 5 bdrm. 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot
$255 mo inc'jdes all utilities Call
after 7 and leave message

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

'

I

I

p

1

1

(419)352-5523.

2Bdrm.,2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
SSOO/month

$7.00-S12.00+Per Hour

units $650 t Quiel tenants desired
419 354 0070 www.shamrockvillagecondominiums.com

Full Year Lease

Part-Time. Year Round
Full Time in the summer
www.homecityice.com
Lock In your summer job now!
18008998070

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1 -800 829-8638
or Steve at

V

is $350 month . utilities Call Kristi
for details at 419 494 69"

(419)352-1150

^

fT MONTH FREE*

BUILD YOUR

FUTURE!

tiMl loulion. Great (riles!

Mutt

4>vJ) JJvpvPCpCp
ul

I Liu v'

' l"."'^ paid

fflt

nil hy graduation
without tin- Mioxol
h.n jig In lltld a job!

Start now and see

I Bedroom k StudioApartments nowdvaildble

how rewarding your
future can be.
We Help.

Piiiiiiiri(fliM
!)W 5IS

6-9 -V Month
tafsn**

l}S6(lnt>St.
(within mmwitilMwtui)

fOUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS

CALL 1-866-572-4964 I

419—352—7691

Shamrock Condos 1 or 2 bedroom

3BR Hse 112 Blocks from S Cen
tral Campus. Nice nbhood.. tg
klchn . LR. utility. $870. 352-7090
4 Summer Subleasers Needed 4BR
4 1 2 BA. Fully Furnished. Copper
Beech. (4401 823-9108
418 S Summit Street
2 bedrooms Great Location
one comes w garage
washer & dryer dishwasher
Highland Management
419354 6036
832 3rd St Close to BGSU Newly
painted 3BR l BA. AC. privacy.
fenced in back yard. $870 mo. * dep
You pay util. Call 419-392-2812
Apartments & Houses
May & August
www literentals com
419 353 8206 for appointment
Brand new apt in walking distance
from campus 1 bdrm. Ig living room,
no pets, off street parking. $450 mo.
8 now 419-654-5716
Close to campus $490 mo plus all
util Small pets OK w dep Available
immed . May or Aug 419-409-1110
Female Summer Subleaser Needed

Attention Students

$267.50 mo • util. 1 Roommate.
Avail 5'8. (419| 3549740

Musi be ISorOUei

HOUSE 4 bedrm . S900 . utilities
Pets neg Available 6 1 06
802 Napoleon Rd 419 35? 5026

Summer Work Available
IVrmancnl lull fimeift»iiionsasWdl

Summer Sublease May 4th July 15th

Internthipi Ivjilablc 'OwrSi
'■ wnJed'
VjliubleWjrl I upttkact' I nrtlcnl liKome * 1 II»».N,' Wotk Aimoiphi
KcJubtW Schedule* ■ Impnnv Your People SUIb ' IncnMseftui Re

H

* ompan) Expansion in Progress
□

cmueln Pn duel Un Our*
*ta|
lo Fill Immediate Openingi in
'i-pl.til 'usiMiiwr Vtiki.Vi
.!■-■..

I

.

.;■■

k

* iiiiitu.ii.tt.-1 arningsand Bornuo '

1BR BA Apt unfurnished. $250 mo
price negotiable. (419) 656-6069
Summer Roommate Needed May
Aug. 2 BR 2 bath, close to campus
$280 mo • electric and cable.

Call 330 730 0596
Female Subleaser needed for sum
mer ot 06 at College Park Communi
ty Enclave Rent normally 326 now
only 250 plus utilities For further de
tails call Morgan 419 512 4853

ACROSS
ACROSS
1
5
9
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
25
27
29
34
37
40
42
43
44
47

Blanchett of "Elizabeth"
Medieval club
Lava before exposure
Muscat's place
Israeli port
Havelock or Perry
Start of Abe Lincoln quip
Sort of cream?
Type of acid
Don't go
Eye membrane
Recorded proceedings
Misfortunes
Snare
Part 2 of quip
Part 3 of quip
Novel writing?
Quid
quo
Calyx pan
Part 4 of quip
Part 5 of quip

On selected floor plans

48
49
51
54
58
62
64
65
68
69
70
71

Poetic form
Lady of Spain
Wort of "Star Trek; TNG"
Winter apple
Lhasa
Cooks m the oven
Refrain syllable
End ot quip
Seasonal worker
Funnyman Laurel
Bruhn of ballet
Provide with a source of
income
72 French actor Jacques
;:■■ Dregs

BG STUDENTS

i«

Leant the in- A out! of cutoma -en ke
(i.iin \ aliuibic nki experience & learn business tmnaaenieM "-kills

■' ....
□

Internship- A summer work, tncludiiij! career nianapeiiKTii track
Flexible sthwMci
Significant bonuses to help \\ ith tuition
Musi hive own transportation
I ICC training provided by company

N

(All NOW FOR W INTERVIEW SIERRA INDUSTRIES,
MM Ml I OHIO

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

i^ 1-888-893-4670 IS^
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WWW.KAPTEST.COM

For Rent

The Highlands
1 bedroom apartments.
Newly Remodeled Quiet Area
Laundry on site.
Highland Management.

Summer Subleaser Needed
Copper Beech. Own BR BA Avail
2nd wk May. Aug. Rent already
paid. (3301607-6439

or June-July $300/mo ♦ util Manville Ave Call 740-407-5085

419-354 6036
Jay-Mar
2 bedroom apartments
ocatjon w university shuttle
up. Central air.dishwasher
Laundry on site
Highland Management
419354 6036
Lg Eft Apt Pnv 1 2 blk-BGSU.
AC No Smok. Grad Pre!.. $395 .
util.. 1 yr lease. (419) 353 3855
3 Bedroom House at
718 3rd Street
Call 308 2457

The Homestead
1 & 2 bedroom lolt apartments
Newly remodeled.
Close to downtown Laundry on site.
with extra storage
Highland Management

419-354-6036
Liberty Street
1 bedroom apartments
Quiet area New kitchen Bath
Highland Management

Y&aimtitfi /2 423-?4>4
*lo(i INTKKMATF. DRIVF'

,.

• SILENT HILL IRI
150 4:30 7 201000
INSIDE MAN |K|
3 30930
FAILURE TOLAUHCHiPG-l]|l 304 15700945
TH£ SENTINEL<PG-13| I 45 4 15 7 009:30
SCARY MOVIE 4 (PG-1J) I 15145315350
5155557158009:151000
THE WILDiCl
100300500700900
tHEBfNCHwARMERS|P0-13}
110320

yfcuOza

419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
OHiceOpen 10 -2M-F
■ ■■•••■ pgaparlments.cprn
Large 3 bedroom. C A 125 Cnm.
12 mo. lease, available in August
51000.mo. .util (734)-789-8477

419-354-6036

2 BR Apt behind Quarters Bar.
$460 furnished (Gas & Cable incl).
May 14 Aug 6. (419) 908 0627

SELF-STORAGE
2 New Buildings
•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes
Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

FUN, EXCITING AND
EXHILARATING NOW
QUALIFIES AS A
JOB DESCRIPTION
BfljjM ' 1 'un.'nim-' EnrrgvtK ' Peffed
I), A IKIIK iiMit,' \IHIJ rjk'niNiohclp
iprcad Ihc «i«it JINHH Htil Hull'
■'kttiv l.ir rjWnOMbkwd
higblj moUvakd people 10 |oinUM
Red Bull Mobile Eno
Yoai parMMc |ot) will *v i<> im ih.MtecuoVlhwiaf MMii) whenvei ii'i
M wotk. M Kfaooi .,1 tin- urn
i -t. itv rt '»l. > 011" 11 ijo jn>» here jnJ
AC in MtWOflOl |i»iplc«ho
fad md in needo! ■

,\couple ol mki VbHdmildiMtf
ii.i-i i^. hevc ipjooddrivini rvcord
md lv ibk in work rtcxihk* hour*..

Summer
Storage!

423-2861

GLORY ROAD IPG)
4 00 7 00 9 15
THE HILLS HAVE EYESlR]
4 00710930
EIGHT BELOWlPCi
400700920
THE PINK PANTHER |PC|
510 7 10910
FINAL DESTINATION 3 IRI
5 20 7 20920
WHEN A STRANGER CAILSiHS-131
530
7 30930

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting. LLC

2 4 people. 2BR. new carpet stove.
AC. May 06-Aug. 06. 218 N Enter
prise (3301 608 8748

530740950
LUCK' NUMBER SlEVINlAI 1 50 4.45 7 20 9 55
TAKE THE LEADIPtS-UI 130 4 15 700940
ICE AGE 1HE MELTDOWN i PCI
I 00 I 30
15 9 20 9 50
LARRY THE CABLE GUY HEALTH
INSPECTOR iPC-131

Subleaser needed either May-July

Two Bedroom House
Close to Campus
(419) 376 3399

ETIEPm

( 1,111...-...I..rm

-FREE HEAT-

I

i 1

For Rent

Advance Tickets toi Mission Impossible
3 aie Now Available

• Pets welcome!

I
H

N

For Rent

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

•Spacious kitchen

1
1

6

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST •

ALL STADIUM SEATING

• Patio

-

SCORES GUARANTFFD OR YOUR MONFY BACK"

• Private entrance

SUMMER WORK PROGRAM
Earn Up to $12,000 (May/August)

ANSWERS
s

v

i \ii i,v>riiriuTun--5iimi m m
•Groundfloor ranch

Coll. seniors' test
Busted clods
Watched closely
Tale
Cocktail choice
Requisite
Perch
Tariff-eliminating pact
Cubic meter
Banks ot baseball
Jobs to do
Church part
A. e.g.
Broadcast
Suspicious of
Three-handed card
game
Shooter marble
AT&T pad

IHINKING ABOUT GRAI) SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
"HM.IH

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

ATTENTION!

DOWN
1 Like dunce caps
2 BP merger partner
3 More docile
4 Bambi's aunt
5 Laurie ol "Roseanne"
6 To shelter
7 Magna _
8 System ot moral values
9 West Coast seagull
10 Supplicant's request
11 Oversupply
12 Isinglass
38
13 Soot-covered
39
18 Old Chinese money
A1
19 Two quartets com45
bined
46
24 Maxima maker
50
26 Emmets
52
28 Mini drinks
53
30 Greek letters
55
31
Man," Stanton film 56
32 Part of U.A.E.
33 Soccer great
34 Audit pros
35 Singer Guthne
36 Commercial district

V

419-776-4012 oi 800-809-9006

From Only $480!

I''

■

Seeking 1 additional female roommate 3 bdrm. 1 5 bath, house on S
Summit, from 8 1506-8 15 07. Rent

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

■

tfJJJFT>
^^j^^j^^a^

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

nHiiidin^ wMkeodi ndevenh
Rui most mtp.in.inil>. you \IKIUM ttwc
a good .iintink- Highcnenrj is.\
GIVEN *c,Dsupph fawungil
u tins mndi hi.- inn. ytM can download an appN
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This year is seriously over?
Are you kidding?
April can pretty much be
described as a ying-yang of
emotions for Greeks.
The good? Greek week of
course!
Between the awesome
philanthropies, Greek Awards
and countless hours of planning
strategy tactics, not to mention
the trips to Sam's Club to amp
up your arsenal of toilet paper,
April has been a time for Greeks
to shine, be a little lighthearted
and just have fun.

However, there have also
been bad times in April. This
is the month that many of our
seniors go out into the real
world and leave the back row
of our chapters and our chapter
homes.
Thank you to all of the
outstanding seniors who have
made Greek life the best it can
be for their active years! We will
all truly miss you, wish you the
best of luck and remember to
come back and see us as often as
possible!
Also remember that because
you become alumni, doesn't
mean that you should stop being
Greek!
Get involved in your alumni
associations as soon as possible!
It's a great Way to network
as well as giving back to the
organization that has helped you
develop into the well-rounded
person you are today!
Also, consider advising a
chapter! This is the best way
to keep up on your ritual
and to make an impact in an
undergraduate's life!

The Greek community also
suffered due to the passing of
lambda Chi Alpha president,
Tom Hayn.
Our thoughts and prayers go
out to the brothers of Lambda
Chi Alpha and Tom's family and
friends. You will be truly missed,
but your impact and your
determination to make your
chapter and Greek life reach it's
fullest potential will never be
forgotten.
Congratulations to everyone
who participated in this year's
Dance Marathon!
The event was an incredible
success and you all should feel
very rewarded for your hard
work and efforts.
Another congratulations goes
out to Bernard Little, Alpha
Sigma Phi, and Kristen Kulbis,
Alpha Chi Omega, for being
elected as USG president and
vice president for the 20062007 school year. Represent us
well and good luck!
Congratulations to the new
initiates of the recolinized
Kappa Delta. We look forward to
seeing you take your chapter far.
Also! Congratulations again
to IFC, NPHC and Panhel for
sweeping house at MGCA!
In closing, remember to take
time to reflect on this year and
brainstorm ideas to build on
your strengths and improve
your not-so-strong points. Take
pride and who you are and good
luck on exams!
Relax, and come back amped
up for an amazing recruitment!
It's been an amazing year and
thank you so much for allowing
me to be your Gavel editor
In Greek Unity and Love,
Chelci
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The 2005-2006 school year
has gone by quite quickly, and
it is now time to say goodbye to
some of our graduating seniors.
Each chapter has their own
rules and regulations of alumni
statuses. Whatever the case may
be though, Greeks value their
alumni greatly and rely heavily
on them for networking and
mentoring.
Some Greeks who are
graduating are looking into
Graduate school and can be
directly involved with their own
chapter or a chapter on another
campus.
Other Greeks will take the
more traditional route of
letting a job and just reading
the alumni newsletter every so
often.
But while there are different

paths, Greeks still have the
opportunity to include their
sorority or fraternity in their
life.
These possibilities include
joining ahrmni associations,
helping out their current
chapter in the future, becoming
a traveling consultant, working
on a chapter advisory board
or even possibly becoming a
national officer.
Many have mixed feelings
about leaving their chapter and
the University. Renee Rambeau,
Chi Omega, shares these
feelings.
"It's exciting yet sad at the
same time," Rambeau said.
"It will be a new experience
and I will be participating in
my chapter in a new way. I am
going to be sad that I can't be
surrounded by some of my best
friends any moreWhile it is difficult for
seniors to graduate, many do

BYE, BYE BETA: Kim Lovilt poses with the resl of her senior sisters ot Gamma Phi
Beta alter recruitment

I'm
a graduating senior!
You think you know, but you have no idea!

look forward to being done with
school. That is what Jessica
Mocilnikar, Sigma Kappa, felt
about becoming alumnae.
"It's cool to be done with
school," Mocilnikar said.
"I'm excited to be a part of an
alumni chapter and comeback
to help my chapter with formal
recruitment and initiation."
While some members will
be sticking around to help their
own chapters at certain events,
others will be moving far away,
joining alumni associations, and
help out other chapters at other
colleges.
Kim Lovitt, Gamma
Phi Beta, plans to attend
Emory University to obtain a
master's degree in ophthalmic
technologies. She also hopes to
work with the newly established
Gamma Phi Beta chapter at that
university.
Rambeau also is attending
graduate school in Tallahassee,
Fla. to study student affairs.
She plans to get involved in an
alumni association and wants
to meet the chapter at that
university as well.
While these members will be
leaving their chapters, they will
always remember their favorite
memories while being part of
their sorority or fraternity at
BGSU.
Lovitt enjoys the times where
her chapter was sitting around
and just talking. Rambeau
enjoyed everything during
Greek week and support of
her chapter during the event,
especially when she was the
Greek week chair.
"My favorite memory was
meeting great girls that I
will always be friends with,"
Mocilnikar said.

HOME IS WHERE YOUR SISTERS ARE: .

on the couch ot her Sigma Kappa house

But many seniors wish the
best of luck to their chapter and
leave them with words of advice.
Lovitt sends a message to her
chapter.
"Good luck next year and
keep working hard," Ixivitt said.
"Make the most of the time you

have together and remember
you're sisters."
On behalf of the Gavel, we
wish many of those seniors
graduating the best of luck on
wliatever you chose to do after
college!

kkl" kkl" kkl kkl" kkl kkl kkf kkl" kkf kkl" KKT KKT
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DELTA ZETA'S ANNUAL PHILANTHROPY

Apollo, god of the arts, and
Aphrodite, goddess of love
and beauty are the names that
typically come to mind when
we think of Greek gods and
goddesses.
However, to the ladies of
Delta Zeta, Greek gods and
goddesses can be found right
here on campus.
Each year Delta Zeta hosts
their Greek God and Goddess
philanthropy to raise money for
the speech and hearing impaired
and for such organizations as
Sound Beginnings Program,
which educates new parents
on testing the hearing of their
children, according to Delta
Zeta's philanthropy chair,
Michelle Thomas.
The money comes from
each contestant paying $20 to
participate m the event.
The first of the three sections

of the contest involves all the
participants, dressed up in
the traditional white toga,
providing answers to a variety
of questions that pertain to the
Greek community.
"What is your favorite Greek
memory?" and "Why do you
want to be a Greek god or
goddess?" are some questions
that contestants can expect to
be asked.
In round two, participants
are required to belt out their
favorite tune, bust out their
smoothest moves or showcase
their skills in various ways.
One contestant in the past
re-enacted the scene from
the popular movie, "Miss
Congeniality" where Sandra
Bullock creates music by
tracing her finger around the
rims of wine glasses, according
to Thomas.

GREEK GOD AND GODDESS

To wrap things up, round
three consists of the sharing of
personalized togas.
"The third round is when the
contestant creates their own
personal toga that represents
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SHOWING THE DZ SPIRIT: The ladies ol Delta Zeta huddle together belore putting on their imfamous philanthropy, "Greek
God and Goddess' The Philanthropy has been a staple ot Greek week ever since it was created and provfdes memories and
fun tor all who attended

Domino's Pizza

Student Special

KICKS OFF GREEK WEEK

their chapter and how they feel
about their chapter. They then
explain why they put what they
did on their toga," Thomas said.
"A contestant could put pictures
of every member of their

chapter on their toga, meaning
that these people are close to
their hearts."
Besides being simple
entertainment for the audience,
the event also gives the
contestants a chance to be
creative and show off their
skills. But the main aim of the
Greek God and Goddess event
is to raise money to benefit the
speech and hearing impaired.
As their national philanthropy
is assistance to the speech
and hearing impaired through
service and gifts, Delta Zeta
supports the work being done
by Gallaudet University in
Washington, D.C. and the
House Ear Institute in Los
Angeles, Calif.
Gallaudet University is the
only college in the world
devoted exclusively to the needs,
instruction and training of the
speech and hearing impaired.
The House Ear Institute is one
of the world's foremost research,
teaching and treatment centers
in the field of hearing, according
to the Delta Zeta Web site.
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JEMEMBERING TOM HAYN;
A LEADER, FRIEND, BROTHER
SHARED MEMORIES OF TOM HAYN BY THOSE WHO KNEW HIM BEST; HIS LAMBDA CHI BROTHERS
The most recent quote would
have to be "Satin Sheets,"
courtesy of our very own Tom
Hayn!
Tom was one of the funniest
guys you would ever meet, he
would make a joke, laugh with
you, then finish it off with "the
'look."
In every picture and memory
of Tom, he is always smiling as
he is today.
Tom's smile brightened every
room he walked into, because
with his presence always came a
good laugh or giggle.
Tom was the life of the party,
people navigated towards him
in all social settings. Wherever
Tom was, was where you wanted
to be for entertainment and fun.
Tom was also a very kindhearted and caring person,
while he led a very busy
schedule he would always make
time to talk with people if they
were having problems.
Tom was also a great leader,
campus wide his presence will
be missed. Tommy Boy, we will
all miss you greatly but know
you will always be with us (most
of the time laughing at us,
sometimes with us, or possibly
playing pranks on us); but you
will be here ALWAYS!
The Brothers of
Lambda Chi
"Tommy Boy was...Cunning
and clever when it came to
pranks, hardworking and loyal
when it came to school, kindhearted and caring with his
friends.
He was funny, goofy, and
comical when you were down.
General adjectives to
describe Tom would have
been: Charismatic, honest,
honorable, charming, loyal,
kind, generous.funny, and was
always smiling."
Myles Bechtel

That is the hardest part for
me- not being able to sec what
Tom wouldpaint on the rest
of his canvas because it would
most certainly have touched the
lives of many more.
Will Roegge
"I didn't know Tom very well
bm he seemed very funny and
was always looking to please."
Ross Whitaker
"One thing that torn could
always do is put things in
perspective. When someone
came to Tom with a problem he
could always put it into a very
simple solution. Tom was verj
level headed."
Matt Magby

'Tom was always a leader
in my eyes. I looked up to that
guymore than anyone 1 have
ever before. He was the most
genuine person and always
could make me laugh no matter
the time of day .especially the
late nights in the triple.
However, I feel really bad that
I still owe the man $5 (haha.)"
Justin Cioppa
"I have a story about Tom.
I remember when 1 took him
flying, it was his first time in
an airplane. On the way to the
airport he was nervous, excited
and inquisitive.
When we were flying he was
speechless, he just sat there
and took in the view. After we
landed he was just as excited
and just kept talking about the
flight.
Now I feel bad since wanted
me to take him and Steph flying
and I never had the chance to
do so.

That's really the story, some
of it 1 can't remember but it was
nice to take him up for his first
time in an airplane."
Jim Trubisky
" I remember how Tom at any
time could make you laugh no
matter what kind of mood you
were in. He had a special talent
for sure and he was an awesome
guy.
By knowing him he made us
all better friends, brothers, and
students."
Andrew Duffy
"I'm sure that many people
will say "satin sheets" because
that was Tom's most current
catch phrase.
Satin
Sheets was so popular
that even intramural sports
teams got the name too.
That's really how Tom was
though- he was a motivator
and entertainer- there are few
memories of Tom that don't
involve smiles.

Tom was much more than
a comedian. Kven though I
wouldn't consider myself one
of his closest friends.I quickly
realized through being his
neighbor- that he valued his
education.
Tom would spend countless
hours studying with Joe and
Kevin for their classes. Few
individuals have that kind of
dedicationto any cause.
Hearing stories about how
thrilled and proud the Hayn's
were of Rich when he graduated
made perfect sense why Tom
worked so hard.
Personally, Tom and I started
to talk about hanging out at
home during the summer;
something we both admitted we
should have done earlier.
One day after map questing
our houses- we both were
surprised exactly how close
in proximity we did actually
live to one another. It was the
realization of closer friendship
that would never reach fruition.

'Tom was passionate, loving,
a leader, a friend, a brother
andt he kindest person I know.
He would do anything for
anyone. A helper.
Matt Malinak
"Tom cared for his brothers,
and for the fraternity.
"Tom had the ability to
make a negative situation,
into a positive one. He was
determined.
Tom and I would always
discuss ways to help improve
various aspects of the fraternity.
Tom was the motivating force
in what has become a strong
fraternity here at the University.
Lambda Chi Alpha has been
privileged to have Tom Hayn as
a President and a friend.
I will always remember how
Tom could make light of
most any situation. Tom and
I would walk to IFC meetings
every Tuesday and we always
spoke about everything from
the state of the chapter to
relationships in our lives.
I will always miss these talks
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MEMBERING TOM HAYN, CONTINUED
that he and I shared.
Tom was not only a great
brother; he was also a great
friend."
Kevin Stevens
"All I can keep thinking about
Tom is that he was just the life
of the
party, and when I say party
I don't mean beer, wild party
(well those too I guess ). But
just Tom was so much fun. I le
was so funny.
Nobody could make you laugh
like Tom. I le was the life of the
party because if Tom was in the
room he was almost always the
center of what was going on.
Tom also wanted to do
well, he was at college with a
purpose.
He was just one of those
guys you wanted to be around,
everyone was proud to be his
friend.
My Tom words: Hysterical,

Kramer, Receptive, Genuine,
Fun Ixiving, Bo Kessler. Best
Friend."
Joe Koval
"Tom was like my adopted kid
brother."
Damian Thorkelson
"I really don't have one word
in describe Tom.
He did so many good things,
and was such a great man
that I couldn't do him justice
bydcscribing him in one word.
I don't have any bad
memories of Tom, and not once
do I remember him making fun
of me, or tearing me down.
If you said something stupid
he would simply state the
obvious.
He was loyal, trustworthy,
honest, caring, true and of
course funny.
WhenTom would enter a
room everyone would expect

him to make them smile.
I le would always be doing
something entertaining,
whether it be throwing a
water bottle up in the air and
miraculously catching it behind
his back.or just being Tom.
Tom was the perfect image of
what a good person should be."
lirad Breitenstein
"1 remember Tom when he
first joined the chapter.
1 le became Vice President
of the chapter when 1 was
President, and I was proud to
see him become President soon
after.
Since that time, he has grown
into a courageous leader that I
am proud to call my friend.
Everyone who has ever
met him has had their life
brightened by the experience.
We will never forget you."
Anthony Calabrese
"One morning on spring
break we all decided to have egg
sandwiches and oh how great
they were.
Well, that night I had too
much to drink and was hung
over the next morning.
After complaining about it
Tom asked "Hey, you know
what you need don't you?"
Thinking that he was saying
that 1 should drink a beer
I made a comment about
drinking what bit you in the
butt. His response was 'An egg
sangy.'
That was one of the funniest
things that I heard all spring
break.
Just how random it was. I
think about it and I still laugh."
Matt Hyden
'Tom put his heart into
whatever he did. He truly made
a difference in life.
He was a great leader, a great
friend, and a great person.
I know he will always be
remembered as such by
everyone who knew him."
Andy Crockett

"Tom Hayn was a best friend,
son, brother, a president, a
leader, the go-to guy, always
looking to help out, an
optimistic man, who was caring,
loving, and passionate.
Tom Hayn was a comic, a
happy person, who wanted
nothing but to make people
smile.
I miss and love my buddy
Tom Hayn.
Tom, you will be missed by
all."
Kevin Schmit
"I'm not sure that I knew it
then but I know it now, I loved
Tom as brother would love
another brother.
Tom Hayn's humor and
presence was an addiction that
few could deny.
Tom's dedication and passion
for all he did was to be admired.
I can speak honestly and say,
one of the proudest moments
in my life was to hear from my
girlfriend that Tom said, 'I don't
know what I would do without
Cable.'
Those who knew him will

miss Tom; as for those who
never got the chance, they will
feel at a loss for a friendship
that could have been...unlike
any other.
Tom Hayn...leader, lover, lifegiver."
Matt Cable
"I will really miss playing
guitar with Tom the most,
because those werethe times we
had with just him and I.
I will never forget teaching
himevery John Mayer song that
I know how to play, and above
all I will never forget the careful
balance that he kept between
being one of themost ambitious
people I have ever met and just
being the guy that youwanted to
hang out with and talk about all
the little nothings that makeup
our everyday lives.
Tom you were an inspiration
to me and everyone that had the
privilege of knowing you.
I love you and I know I will
seeyou again, in a better place,
in a better time.
Your Friend and Brother
Forever."
Christopher Adams

Bowling Green State University
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EMEMBER1NG TOM HAYN, CONTINUED
that he and I shared.
Tom was not only a great
brother; he was also a great
friend."
Kevin Stevens
"All I can keep thinking about
Tom is that he was just the life
of the
party, and when I say party

1 don'l mean beer, wild party
(well those too I guess ). But
just Tom was go much fun. I Ifi
was so funny.
Nobody could make you laugh
like Tom. I le was the life of the
party because if Tom was in the
room he was almost always the
center of what was going on.
Tom also wanted to do
well, he was at college with a
purpose.
He was just one of those
guys you wanted to be around,
everyone was proud to be his
friend.
My Tom wordsrHysterical,

Kramer, Receptive, Genuine,
Fun I/wing, Bo Kessler. Best

Friend."
Joe Koval
Tom was like my adopted kid
brother."
Damian Thorkelson
"I really don'l have one word
to describe Tom.
I le did so many good things,
and was such a great man
that I couldn't do him justice
bydescribing him in one word.
I don't have any bad
memories of Tom, and not once
do I remember him making fun
of me, or tearing me down.
If you said something stupid
he would simply state the
obvious.
He was loyal, trustworthy,
honest, caring, true and of
course funny.
WhenTom would enter a
room everyone would expect

him to make them smile.
He would always be doing
something entertaining,
whether it be throwing a
water bottle up in the air and
miraculously catching it behind
his back.or just being Tom.
Tom was the perfect image of
what a good person should be."
Brad Brcitcnstein
"I remember Tom when he
first joined the chapter.
lie became Vice President
of the chapter when I was
President, and I was proud to
see him become President soon
after.
Since that time, he has grown
into a courageous leader that I
am proud to call my friend.
Everyone who has ever
met him has had their life
brightened by the experience.
We will never forget you."
Anthony Calabrese
"One morning on spring
break we all decided to have egg
sandwiches and oh how great
they were.
Well, that night I had too
much to drink and was hung
over the next morning.
After complaining about it
Tom asked "Hey, you know
what you need don't you?"
Thinking that he was saying
that I should drink a beer
I made a comment about
drinking what bit you in the
butt. His response was 'An egg
sangy.'
That was one of the funniest
things that I heard all spring
break.
Just how random it was. I
think about it and I still laugh."
Matt Hyden
'Tom put his heart into
whatever he did. He truly made
a difference in life.
He was a great leader, a great
friend, and a great person.
I know he will always be
remembered as such by
everyone who knew him."
Andy Crockett

"Tom Hayn was a best friend,
son, brother, a president, a
leader, the go-to guy, always
looking to help out, an
optimistic man, who was caring,
loving, and passionate.
Tom Hayn was a comic, a
happy person, who wanted
nothing but to make people
smile.
I miss and love my buddy
Tom Hayn.
Tom, you will be missed by
all."
Kevin Schmit
"I'm not sure that I knew it
then but I know it now, I loved
Tom as brother would love
another brother.
Tom Hayn's humor and
presence was an addiction that
few could deny.
Tom's dedication and passion
for all he did was to be admired.
I can speak honestly and say,
one of the proudest moments
in my life was to hear from my
girlfriend that Tom said, 'I don't
know what I would do without
Cable.'
Those who knew him will

miss Tom; as for those who
never got the chance, they will
feel at a loss for a friendship
that could have been...unlike
any other.
Tom Hayn...leader, lover, lifegiver."
Matt Cable
"I will really miss playing
guitar with Tom the most,
because those werethe times we
had with just him and I.
I will never forget teaching
himevery John Mayer song that
I know how to play, and above
all I will never forget the careful
balance that he kept between
being one of themost ambitious
people I have ever met and just
being the guy that youwanted to
hang out with and talk about all
the little nothings that makeup
our everyday lives.
Tom you were an inspiration
to me and everyone that had the
privilege of knowing you.
I love you and I know I will
seeyou again, in a better place,
in a better time.
Your Friend and Brother
Forever."
Christopher Adams
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GMA NU RECEIVES OFFICIAL CHARTER

REPORTER

It has been almost four years
since Sigma Nu first appeared
on this campus as a colony and
as of March 25, the chapter was
chartered at Prout Chapel.
Their chartering banquet
followed this ceremony with 90
plus alumni attending, making
a total of 200 people at the

banquet.
Sigma Nu is currently a 25member chapter and was labeled
as a colony that started out in
2002. What has been a great
challenge for this chapter is now
u feeling of relief.
"It has been a long ride," said
Rick Acker. "I feel relief and
excitement. It is a great test to
achieve, but getting chartered
does not mean finish achieving
goals."
The current president, Matt
Kederico was relieved that the

CHELCI HOWARD
EDITOR

We all, at some point or
another, have put fake plastic
crowns on our heads, cupped
our hands like a light bulb and
sung the infamous theme song,
"Here she is, Miss America."
However, one Alpha Phi
sophomore is much closer than
most of us will ever get.
Her name is Kristen Haas
and she is competing in the
upcoming Miss Ohio pageant,
which will take place in
Mansfield, Ohio on July 5-8.
Haas is one of the four women
who attend Bowling Green
competing in the pageant. She
feels that this says a lot about
the makeup of our campus,
considering one-sixth of the
contestants are attending BGSU.
"I think that it says a lot about
the quality of the students on
this campus," Haas said. "It's
something we should definitely
be proud of."
Haas received a spot in the
Miss Ohio competition after she
won the title of Miss Chillicothe

chartering requirements were
fulfilled.
"It takes a lot of pressure off
the chapter," Kederico said.
But while it seems that some
chapters get chartered quicker
than most, Sigma Nu had a
challenge with it. Bashir BouAsssi explains that there is a
reason for the challenge; it was a
strategy by their nationals.
"It took us so long because
they were trying different
chartering strategies with
each colony." Bou-Asssi said.
"Nationals basically gave us the
essentials and then set us on our
own. It took longer than expected
and it was harder on our own."
It has been a frustrating
process for Sigma Nu as some
members did not even see the
chapter being chartered as a
possibility. But many were happy

"PROUT" DAY: The brolhers of Sigma Nu celebrate receiving their charter with many ot the chapter's alumi. The event was held
on March 25 at Prout Chapel with over 200 guests in attendance

to see the outcome of their bard
work and efforts in order to be
recognized.
"I was glad to stick with it,"
said Matt Endres, "I had seen

guys go in the past, but I was glad
to just be a part of it."
Now that Sigma Nu is an
official chapter at the University,
Kederico plans to continue the

success of his chapter.
"I want to bring Sigma Nu
back to a strong chapter that it
was before leaving campus." he
concluded.

EEK GOES FOR THE CROWN
on Dec. 3 of last year. Since
then, she has made numerous
appearances and has made
strides in watching her platform
come to fruition.
Haas' platform deals with
preventing heart disease in
women by maintaining life long
fitness and encouraging active
lifestyles.
"Heart disease is the number
one killer of women and obesity
rates are rising to incredibly
high amounts," Haas said. "I
want to make sure that I am
personally doing things to help
fight this."
Haas herself maintains a very
healthy lifestyle, even though
she is taking 19 credits, teaching
a dance class in Perrysburg,
teaching a Sunday school class
and getting everything ready for
the Miss Ohio pageant.
She is a member of the BGSU
Dance Team and has been since
she auditioned before she came
to Bowling Green. The women of
the Dance team have provided

a huge support system for her
during her hectic lifestyle.
However, Haas has two other
core groups she pulls support
from. The one she credits as
being the most supportive is her
family.
Haas also finds support in her
sisters, who are always asking
her about any developments
with her pageantry success.
"I waited until a formal
chapter to tell them all that I
had won Miss Chillicothe. They
all screamed and were so excited
for me," Haas said.
Haas has been competing
since one month after her 18
birthday. Even though she has
more than 20 pageants full of
experiences under her belt,
Haas will be one of the youngest
contestants at the competition,
as she is only 20 and most of
the women are approximately
22-24.
But Haas is unfazed by this
notion and is looking forward to
the experience of the Miss Ohio

pageant more than anything.
"I'm not going to go into this
pageant with the idea in my
head that I am going to win,"
Haas said. "I'm going down
there knowing that this is an
amazing opportunity that will
make me a stronger person."
However, in most people's
eyes, Haas can already be
considered a strong woman.
She attributes one of the main
factors that helped her decide to
do pageants to the opportunities
from the contests.
"The Miss America Pageant
is not a beauty pageant; it is
a scholarship pageant. The
foundation gives away over
45 million dollars a year in
scholarships, which makes it
one of the biggest scholarship
program for women," Haas said.
"Some pageants, you receive
a $100 or $200 scholarship
just for competing and then
are rewarded more money the
higher you rank."
This has proved to be very

beneficial for Haas who comes
from a family of four and whose
mother is a teacher and whose
father is a fireman.
"College is very expensive.
I know that by winning these
pageants, it can lessen the
burden financially for me to
attend college, which is another
reason I do these pageants. Miss
Ohio last year won a $14,000
scholarship, so that would
definitely help," Haas said.
Through all of her experience.
Haas has this piece of advice;
learn how to take constructive
criticism.
"If anyone is interested in
getting into pageants, I say 'Go
for it.' However, don't always
anticipate a win; there is a
lot to be learned," Haas said.
"I've gone through my share cf
horrible interviews. You just
have to remember that the
judges are trying to help and
you need to learn from your
mistakes. You can do anything
you set your mind to."
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IORS CREDIT UNIVERSITY FOR SUCCESS

JENNA GABLE
REPORTER

Bowling Green State
University is preparing its
students tor life after their
graduation on May 6, 2006.
Seniors are gearing up to
transition from undergraduate
school to the "real world", but
do they feel ready to enter it?
There arc many different
paths that these graduating
seniors will travel; some are
going to graduate school, others
will enter the work force, and
several arc still undecided.
Amber Browning, a Kappa
Kappa Gamma senior Applied
Health Science major, will be
attending graduate school at
Chatham College in Pittsburgh.
Browning is very excited to
begin her program, but knows
that her graduate curriculum
will be much different than her
undergraduate experience.
"I will be basing class
everyday from 8 a.m. until
6 p.m. followed by hours of
homework. In grad school you
can't just skip class, everyone
is moving through the program
at the same pace and you don't
want to get behind," commented
Browning.

Although the course load
and time commitment will be
greater for graduate students,
Bowling Green State University
offers standard courses that are
required for most professional
schools, which will help future
graduate students with their
programs.
Browning also commented
that she fears she has forgotten
some of the material she
was tested on years ago, but
"because I loved so many of my
classes, I think I'll recall the
information better when I study
it again in grad school."
While others like Browning
can look forward to a couple
more years of college, a majority
of the graduating class will be
looking for their first jobs.
The University has a career
center located on campus to
help Students look for jobs and
internships, write resumes
and practice interviewing. The
BGSU Career Center helps
hundreds of students each year
through their job fairs and other
services.
Matt Maurer, an Alpha
Sigma Phi senior Business
Administration major, has

already lined up his first job.
Me was offered a sales position
in Chicago with S.C. Johnson.
Maurer had an internship with
the company last summer which
he learned about through the
BGSU Career Center.
Maurer shares the same
concerns with many graduating
seniors about not knowing what
to expect from their first jobs.
Many students wonder how
their classroom learning will be
applied to their new positions.
Many students entering the
workforce have similar concerns
to those attending graduate
school about retaining past
classroom material. However,
practical application of the
material will be more important
than the specific details in the
workplace.
"I am confident that my
employer will not ask me for
business definitions, they will
be more concerned with my
application of the material.
Class presentations and
reports have helped to practice
putting theories into action,"
commented Maurer.
While classroom learning
is essential, many students

feel that they have gained
valuable experiences from
their extracurricular activities,
such as academic and social
organizations.
Maurer feels that his student
organization experience
has prepared him for his
position. "My organizational
experiences at BGSU have given
me leadership opportunities
and chances to do valuable
networking that will help me in
the future," Maurer said.
While some seniors have
already lined up jobs like
Maurer, others are still waiting
to hear back from potential
employers. Many have sent out
numerous resumes and applied
for several positions, but are
having trouble closing the deal.
Sharonda Glover, a Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
senior telecommunication
major, is keeping her options
open. Glover has already been
accepted into graduate school
in Chicago for Integrated
Marketing Communications, but
she has also applied for several
jobs.
Glover wants to make sure
that she makes the right

decision; therefore, she took
the initiative to look at different
avenues after college. Glover
used the BGSU Career Center in
the past for help on her resume,
look for summer internships,
and to help with getting
interviews.
Regardless of where the
members of the senior class
are moving or what they will be
doing, the general consensus is
that they feel properly equipped
to move on from BGSU.
"BGSU has helped me prepare
mentally and spiritually and
I am excited to begin a new
chapter in my life," reported
Glover.
Browning echoed this notion.
"I feel that after four years
at BGSU, I am more mature,
responsible, and ready for the
next step in my life."
Maurer stated, "BGSU has
been an incremental part of my
life, it will be hard to leave my
friends, but I am prepared to
graduate and begin my career."

IS GRAD SCHOOL RIGHT FOR YOU?
JANE KINO
REPORTER

With the school year coming
to an end, future career plans
may be on the minds of most
juniors and seniors.
Some may be contemplating
a long, grueling job search
and some may be considering
continuing their education in
graduate school.
If the latter is in the plan, it
is vital to start preparing early,
as the process is not as simple as
it may seem.
This complicated process
involves things like deciding
what to study, where to study
and how to pay for it and not to
mention applying.
Graduate school is not cheap
and there are no federal loans,
according to assistant director
at the Career Center, Celeste
Robertson.

"Some schools are $1,000
per credit and other schools I've
talked to say it's $30,000 a year
for tuition."
Though it is an expensive
investment, the benefits can be
rewarding.
As the bachelor's degree
is almost as common as the
high school diploma, going to
graduate school can only be a
plus, according to Robertson.
"The best thing is to have
an advanced degree because
it opens up more doors
professionally and career-wise."
Sure, the benefits are good
but to ensure that the money is
not being wasted and the degree
is useful, Robertson suggests
taking a few baby steps before
applying.
Research the anticipated
area of study. Students must
have a full understanding of
what they want to study.

"Last year one student
was finishing up a Ph.D. in
chemistry and said she didn't .
want the degree. She thought
chemistry was boring,"
Robertson said.
To avoid this outcome,
graduating senior Anne Marie
Meiers did her research.
Meiers, a psychology major,
was recently accepted into
the guidance and counseling
master's program at BGSU.
"I went to the Career Center
and I contacted the director
of guidance and counseling. I
researched the field as well as
shadowed counselors at the
elementary through high school
levels," Meiers said. "I realized
guidance and counseling is
what I really wanted to do. I
like being able to work with
kids but I don't want to be a
teacher."
Once decided on a specific

area of study as well as a school
that offers the best program,
Robertson said it is imperative
to visit the school.
"I've had some students
who want to go to Columbia
University and then they go to
New York and decide they can't
live in the city," Robertson said.
And then there's the issue of
money or lack thereof.
Though the cost of obtaining
an advanced degree is steep,
there are ways to get assistance
that will not put a student
in debt. All programs offer
assistantships, which are
financial aids that require a
graduate student to teach or do
research.
However, assistantships are
not handed over to students
and a very select few receive
them. So, it is necessary that
students are positive that there
will be a job opportunity in the

field they study.
Robertson said researching
the job market is a very
important step in preparing to
go to graduate school.
"Some students who are in
the master's and Ph.D. program
in American Culture Studies
find that there aren't that many
teaching positions."
A big mistake some students
make is choosing to go to
graduate school to avoid the job
market, according to Robertson.
"They forget that even if they
go to graduate school, when
they come out, they still have to
deal with the job market."
For those who anticipate
going to graduate school, the
Career Center is a great place
to visit. There, students can
receive guidance as well as
handouts to aid them in the
application process.
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TTCHA GREEK ON
RECOGNIZING GREEKS IN EXCELLENCE

D.J. JOHNSON
REPORTER

STEVE KOVACH

DEBORAH FRATER

LEAH SHAW

ANTHONY CALABRESE

GREEK INDEPENDENT BOARD

PANHEUENIC COUNCIL

NATICMAL PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL

FRATERNITY:

SORORITY:

SORORITY:

FRATERNITY:

Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity
Zeta Kappa Chapter

Gamma Phi Beta Sorority
Beta Gamma Chapter

Alpha Kappa Alpha, Inc.
lota Iota Chapter

ZODIAC: Virgo

ZODIAC: Libra

ZODIAC:

FAVORITE MOMENT:

FAVORITE MOMENT:

FAVORITE MOMENT:

Steve's favorite moment is when he
tried to take a picture of the troops
by standing on a table The table
couldn't hold 35 people and broke
underneath them. He also enjoyed
his family dinners with his littles.

All of the Wednesday nights she
spent at B-Dub's with her sisters
back in the day.

After the initiation process was over and
someone referred to her as "Soror." She
had waited so long to receive that title
that it brought tears to her eyes.

He wanted to be involved on campus
and do community service.

Debbie credits the fact that she felt
so comfortable around the women
of her chapter to the reason that she
joined.

WHYAKAT:
It runs in her family, so she considered it
first After doing research, AKA stood out
to her and seemed to be the best fit

IF I RAN THE GREEK COMMUNITY, I
WOULD...:

IF I RAN THE GREEK COMMUNITY, I
WOULD...:

IF I RAN THE GREEK COMMUNITY, I
WOULD-:

He would make sure that Greeks
were respected more by the BGSU
community.

Debbie would bring back Beta 500.

WHY THE A PHI OT:

SOMETHING PEOPLE DON'T
KNOW ABOUT STEVE:

1

THE
TANNING
CENTER

•snttj so s«io» MM

32 Rooms fluailable!!

THE HEAT
904EWooster r419-352-3588 L

S kadi, 1 booth
closest to campus

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. Main
419-353-882$

r

L

S beds, 2 booths
appt. available

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main
419-354-1559

r
L

17 bads, 2 booths
no appt. naadad

WHY GAMMA PHI?:

Pisces

He is an extremely superstitious
person. He has been known to
literally run out of the way of black
cats, is constantly knocking on wood
and never changes the route he
walks to class.
FAVORITE ACTRESS:

Jennifer Aniston
FAVORITE GROUP:

SOMETHING PEOPLE DON'T KNOW
ABOUT DEBBIE:

She would create a Greek council with
representatives from all four councils
that meets regularly and discusses issues
in Greek life.

Her dream job is to be the lead in a
Metropolitan Opera.

SOMETHING PEOPLE DONT KNOW
ABOUT LEAK

WHY LAMBDA CHI:

He joined Lambda Chi because he
learned quickly that Lambda Chi
Alpha was a place where he could
become the man that he wanted to
be. He credits his brothers and his
fraternity for making the most out
of his four years at BGSU.
IF I RAN THE GREEK COMMUNITY,
I WOULD...:

Get the Greek villiage built quickly.
He looks forward to the day that all
Greeks can live in the same area.
SOMETHING PEOPLE DON'T KNOW
ABOUT ANTHONY:

FAVORITE ACTOR:

Something Corporate

Denzel Washington, Samuel L Jackson
and Tom Hanks. (Three way tie!)

FAVORITE ACTOR:

"Philosophy" by Ben Folds

FAVORITE BAND:

FAVORITE BAND:

FAVORITE MOVIE:

She really likes musk and says it's too
hard to pick just one.

FAVORITE MOVIE:

FAVORITE SONG:

FAVORITE ICE CREAM FLAVOR:

FAVORITE MOVIE:

Clue

Mint Chocolate Chip

The Color Purple

FAVORITE ICE CREAM FLAVOR:

FAVORITE QUOTE:

FAVORITE ICE CREAM FLAVOR:

Chocolate Peanut Butter

"Shoot for the moon and if you miss,
you'll land amoung stars." (Les
Brown)

Cookies and Cream

Steve hopes to be teaching English
grades 7-12 hopefully in the
Columbus area.

Kicking some major butt during
Greek Week every year!

FAVORITE BAND:

FAVORITE MOVIE:

PLANS AFTER GRADUATION:

Saggitarius

FAVORITE MOMENT:

Jack Nicholson

The Black Eyed Peas

"The secret of happiness is not in
doing what one likes, but in liking
what one does." (Unknown)

ZODIAC:

She is sometimes not as organized as she
appears to be.

FAVORITE ACTOR:

Mall Rats

FAVORITE QUOTE:

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
Phi Mu Chapter

PLANS AFTER GRADUATION:

Debbie's plans after graduation
include finally getting out of Bowling
Green. She is considered a Townie."

FAVORITE QUOTE:

"Don't be afraid to let them hear you
coming." (Sh/vester Small, Akron Public
Schools Superintendent)
PLANS AFTER GRADUATION:

Leah will be a Residence Hall Director at
Kent State while getting her Master's in
higher education administration.

He has a birthmark in the shape of a
dollar sign.
Liam Neeson
Incubus
Boondock Saints
FAVORITE ICE CREAM FLAVOR:

Cookies and Cream
FAVORITE QUOTE:

"How about that for Satin Sheets?"
(Tom Hayn)
PLANS AFTER GRADUATION:

Anthony will be working for a year
and then he plans to attend law
school once he can afford it.
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PER SENIORS

THE VOTES ARE IN. DID YOUR FAVORITE SENIOR MAKE OUR SPECIAL LIST OF SENIOR SUPERLATIVES?

MosuieayTosucceo)

MOST

SQ SPIRIT

Sara Moore (A<1>) & Alex Wriqhl (AX)

MOST (MVOICMOJT OK) CAMPUS

Bridget Ridal (A«l» 8. Rocco Sciarabba f ASM

MOST CIVIC

Mwoeo

^heJse^^mbdjn^A*^^teveJ<ovacJ^A^ji^

teAMI£ST€/€S

NoraSolomo^AEA^^MattMaurer(A2<l>2

6€STSMIL€

&4TI€STSaOIOKCO(4R€

Aaron Shumaker (AX<I» & Fav Coleman (XQ)

MOST PO-PIMK OKI

ftesooe

^anVrhoma^A^^uJ^roc^et^AXA^

A^ley

H

^prr (AfiB) fr frgfl K9hlrW (KA)

MOST imy TO

sreie£ o pose

Renee Rambeau (XQ) & Matt Huntoj^AljK
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JANE KINO
REPORTER

Summer is just around the
corner and while many students
may be scurrying to find a
mundane job doing factory work
or waiting on or bussing tables at
a restaurant this summer, three
certain students have plans of a
different sort.
Things like dancing in Disney
World, counseling kids in Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii and snorkeling in
the Great Barrier Reef are on their
to-do lists.
K.it Fish, Caitlin Jones and
Greg Kohlrieser are three Greeks
who are taking advantage of their
summer break in a similar way.
However, each one's plan
differs.
Senior and president of the
Panhellenic Council, Kat Fish,
plans on spending a week in
Disney World, performing dance
pieces at Disney's annual Magic
Music Days event.
After Disney sent her home
dance studio. Dance Etc., an
invitation to audition, she and 20
fellow dancers from home jumped
on the opportunity.
"My dance studio at home took
several video recorded dances
from our past performances
and collaborated them onto one
video to send as our audition,"

LAMBDA

^>AKE A BREAK, GREEK STYLE!
Fish said. The panel was very
complimentary of our dancers."
Disney then extended the
invitation to Fish and fellow
dancers from Dance Etc. to
perform at Magic Music Days,
according to Fish.
Fish will be performing eight
dance pieces as well as taking
workshop classes with Disney
performers. Two of the pieces
she will be performing in are,
"Chorus Line," a kick-line dance
and Michael Jackson's "Smooth
Criminal," a jazz and hip-hop
number.
"I am used to performing in
recitals, small performances and
the football field, but this is the
first opportunity that I have had to
perform on a much bigger scale,"
Fish said.
But dancing is not exactly what
is on the mind of Caitlin Jones,
junior and member of Delta Zeta
sorority.
And Florida is not where she will
be spending her break from school
work.
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii is the
summer hot spot for Jones. But

taking a break is not exactly what
she will be doing.
Instead, Jones will be working
at Camp Adventure, a non-profit
organization, based out of the
University of Northern Iowa.
About 900 to 1,000 college
students from all across the
United States are sent out to
different military bases or U.S.
Embassies to work with U.S.
military children, according to
Jones.
After some training at the
University of Toledo, Jones will
fly to Pearl Harbor for eight weeks
where she will team up with two
other counselors to work with the
children, take them on trips to the
Dole Pineapple Plantation, hang
out at the beach and go on many
field trips with them.
Though it sounds like fun and
games, the job is exhausting,
according to Jones.
"We don't ever watch TV. We
always keep them busy. They
wear me out. I would sometimes
go to bed at 5 a.m. wake up the
next day, just in time for work."
She started participating

• KAPPA • Til ETA • ETA • ZETA • EPISILON
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DANCE, DANCE, DANCE: Panhellenic President Kal Fish performs with lhe
company lhal she will dance with al Disney World

in Camp Adventure last
summer, after hearing about
the opportunity by her mother
and decided to go for it. Jones
started in New Orleans, La.,
where she spent 12 weeks
working with 5-to-i2-year-olds.
"It was an emotional
experience. The kids grow on
you so much because they're
going through so much with
their parents overseas or out of
the country," Jones said.
It was especially hard coming
back from New Orleans since
two weeks after returning to
Bowling Green, Jones learned
that New Orleans had been hit
by Hurricane Katrina.
"It was so hard knowing that
all of our kids and families were
down there and there was no
way we could get hold of them.
But a lot of the families are back
in New Orleans now and doing
fine," she says.
Though she keeps in touch
with some of the families, she
will be meeting a new group of
children in Hawaii.
Jones will be working with
5-to-i2-year-olds again at Camp
Catlin in the Pearl Harbor area.
"The kids are so amazing. You
get the overall feeling that you
made a difference and it's a good
feeling," she says.
But, yet a different
opportunity fell into the hands of
senior member of Kappa Alpha
Order, Greg Kohlrieser.
As he is gearing up for
graduation and looking for a job,
Australia is his main focus.
Kohlrieser received
information in the mail from
the Golden Key Honor Society,
in which he is involved with,
about taking the trip with the

Delegation on Diplomacy. He
had the choice of going to China,
Europe, South Africa or Australia.
"I've always had this fascination
with weird animals, like koalas
and kangaroos and all those
•
marsupials. So when I saw that I
would get an up close encounter
with them and that I'd get to talk
to Aborigine tribes, I figured if I
don't go now, III probably never
go," he said.
"It was a big financial
commitment, but right away I
knew I had to do it."
After talking the idea over with
his family, he applied and got
accepted.
"It's also a learning
opportunity. I'll get to go to the
U.S. Embassy and talk to foreign
affairs people, which actually, in
the back of my mind, I've thought
about maybe eventually being a
foreign diplomat or doing some
type of foreign affairs for the
government," Kohlrieser said.
"So it will have a learning impact
as well as being a lot of fun."
Kohlrieser will take off
from Los Angeles on June 2 to
Canberra, Australia's capital. He
will stay there for three or four
days, then it is off to Sydney. In
Sydney, he will hang out with the
wildlife and go to the zoo.
v
"I've always wanted to see a
duck-billed platypus, so I'm pretty
excited about that," he says.
Though it will be winter in
Australia, he estimates the
weather to be about 60 degrees.
Whether it is dancing in
Disney, hanging out in Hawaii or
traveling through Australia, each
Greek will be gaining knowledge
as well as exploring opportunities .,
over their summer break—not to
mention, having some fun.
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Grad planning vital
Students, administration
put months into process
before the ceremony
By Meaghan Geragtrty
rtEPomn

lulie DiFranco

BGNCTB

ALMOST HAT TOSSING TIME: The University Bookstore's Peregrine Shop
prepares tor graduation with shelves stocked full of caps, gowns and tassels.

As the sun warms our faces we are
reminded spring has arrived — and
with that, so loo has graduation.
But seniors, before you begin your
pomp and circumstance and welldeserved parties, know that the process behind planning each graduation ceremony is as tedious as your
general education requirements.
The planning process is filled with
lots of paperwork and details, said
Rachel Schaeffer. director of transfer,
evaluation, and graduation.
Hut that process can't begin until
the student files an application for
graduation through their online
Blackboard account.
Although this application process is straight-forward, Schaeffer
yields caution to those who don't
keep a copy of their personal confirmation page.
"It is extremely important for students to print off a copy of their personal confirmation which appears
at the end of the application, By
going back and checking the details,
it saves on the many phone calls to
clear name and address mistakes,
she said.
While Schaeffer directs the student
graduation process, the ceremony
process itself is managed by Terry
Carver, an administrative secretary in
the department of Student Affairs.
(Carver said she's impressed by the
CEREMONY. PAGE 8

Turning degrees into jobs a challenge
By Dave Herrera
RE PORK R

Haven't found a job yet?
You could try thinkinglikeabaseball player.
"The major national companies are the big leagues," said
Randy Seidletz, the owner of The
National Register, a local employment agency.
"Most kids don't go straight to
the major leagues," he said, "they
... have to go to work for one of the

minor league companies."
Starting small and focusing
on skills are just two pieces of
advice for students who are getting ready to graduate — but sill
are unemployed.
Still, for soon-to-be graduates
without jobs, it can be a stressful time.
"I don't think all hope is lost," said
Christie McKenzie, branch manager
for Supplemental Staffing, an agency in Bowling Green. "I think it'll be

a little bit more difficult for them.
"They may have to utilize more
resources, like employment services
and the Internet," McKenzie said.
The University's Career Center is
also open to both current students
and alumni, said loAnne Kroll,
director of the career center.
"The best source I think ol opportunities for recent college graduates is through the career center at
EMPLOYMENT, PAGE 4
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To the Graduating Seniors
of Delta Sigma Pi
Thank you so much for all of your hard work
and dedication to our organization.
You will be missed! Best of luck
with all of your future endeavors!

4

0

Allen Allred
Jessica Becker
Emily Bonath
Faye Coutinho
Katy Denison
Jackie Fatica

Rich Griffith
Jenny Myers
Joanna Podsiadlo
Matt Richard
Jake Roberts
Amy Schraff

Rachel Weber
Phil Wichman
Matt Banaszak
Jessie Tantardini
Jess Reynolds
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Try to avoid becoming
a geezer immediately
GEORGE
VALK0

Columnist
What does gradual ion mean? It
means no more microwaveable
Mac n Cheese, It means saying
goodbye lo Nally Light and hello
in high-quality beers, likeCoors
or Miller Light, or dare I say
lindweiser. It means big-bottom
women and penthouse apartments tilled with exotic fruits.

Graduation unfortunately also
means moving away from home,
finding your own plan'to stay,
getting a job and working your
way up to middle management
and a crappy Christmas bonus.
Sound bleak? It is. To borrow a line from "Light Club,"
Advertising has us chasing
cars ,ind clothes, working jobs
we hate so we can buy sh' & we
don't need."
Basically, that's what life has
to offer from now on: a job most
students will end up hating, a
mortgage, a sub-par marriage
and possibly kids and the bills
that they bring. Some of us
have already experienced the
awfulness that is the workplace
during summer, spring, or fall

Internships.
I lowever, what's even worse
than all the potential stress thai
comes with graduating and getting a job. is graduating and not
being able to find a job. I-'or those
students, here is one piece of
simple but very useful advice:
Think of some quick quip to say
to people that ask what you're up
to now that you've graduated.
Lor example, working on your
master's degree or curing cancer.
My favorite is to say "Hey look,

what's that behind you!" And
when they turn, run and bide like
a little girl.
So how can graduates deal
with all of this stress? Try to stay
as young as you can for as long
as you possibly can. This doesn't
mean suckling off the teets of
your parents for as long as possible. It just means don't he in
any hurry to grow up.
Take a look at your parents.
Do you really want to take on
[he furrows of worry thai your
mother and father have? Does a
mortgage sound fun?
Graduates should stick with
their hobbies. Keep exercising.
Enjoy your freedom and economical independence before someone starts depending on you. And
perhaps most important: Stay in
contact with your friends.
Once again, students should
take a look at their parents. How
often do they get to hangout
with their friends? Do they still
have friends left? Unfortunately,
growing old is only a race to
l.onelytown. So why try to hurry
down that path as quickly as possible? Students should take their
time growing up.
My last piece of advice to
graduates is this: Do what
makes you happy. If that means
working a lot, a mortgage and a
home in the suburbs so be it. If
it means staying single the rest
of your life, go for it. If it means
a lucrative career as a male
adult film star please inform me
of your manager, because I got
some mad skills I gotta show off
in front of a camera.
l-'rom now on, there are no
people left to please. Students'
parents no longer have a say in

Xcmgratidations
Autumn Dalton
on graduating.

Good Luck finding the love of your life
(a fantastic teaching job).
We will miss seeing you.
Love.
Geneva & Debi ■ Instructional Media Services

ADVICE, PAGE 5

JulM Dtfranco BGNews
A LITTLE HELP: JoAnn Kroll, the director of the Career Center offers Jon Halverstadt, a graduating senior, advice on how
to improve his resume. The career center is located in the Saddlemire building.

Great job hunt can start small
EMPLOYMENT, FROM PAGE 3

good that they could help somebody out."
their institution and through their
Kroll said students should also
professional associations," she said. keep in touch with the contacts stu"We spend a great deal of time an dents gained through internships
energy producing resources,"
they've already had.
I he Career Search Guide is one
"I would reconnect with my
such resource. The free booklet intern supervisor going, rememprovides information on topics like ber, I'm graduating, is there anyresume and cover letter develop- thing going on in the organizament, negotiations, and transitions tion, because I've got a track record
to new jobs.
there,'" she said, "and if they're not
"lob hunting has gotten easier for hiring, they're in an industry and
students," Kroll said, "but I think so they know other people."
it lulls some people into the false
McKenzie said her group focusillusion that 'well, I uploaded my es on filling short term positions,
resume ... Inowl I sit back and wait especially labor. The company has
for the offers to role in."
contracted with the University to
Kroll said recent graduates should provide temporary staff needs.
spend five to six hours each day on
Kroll said temporary employment
their job search.
agencies can be very helpful if stuStudents should be finding other dents are moving somewhere new.
professionals in their field, she said,
"You don't know who the major
"going out and interviewing those players are, but the temp agencies
people to get a sense of, 'how do 1 do," she said.
gain entry into this field?,'" she said.
Interviews are still key in the
They should ask "'If you had an process.
opening and this resume! came
"We can help them with interacross your desk, would it catch view skills — sometimes it's the
your attention? What else could I do first time they've interviewed,"
to enhance that?'" Kroll said.
McKenzie said.
McKenzie said internships or coKroll said Seidletz's baseball analops could also be a solution for job- ogy doesn't always hold true.
less students, one that "(isn't! really
"I think it depends on the discias il i il'icu It as it would seem."
pline that you're in, because if you're
"It's really helpful as a student to in a high demand field, you can play
call the company," McKenzie said, in the big leagues," she said.
"a lot of times it makes them feel
Brcnda Vogel, a nursing major,

MONDAY MORNING.
TURNING BACK
Here are some local resources to
help in your job hunt:
■ Career Center — 360
Saddlemire, (419) 372-2356
■ Job 1 USA Staffing —312 N.
Main St., (419) 352-3510
■ Manpower — 1616 E. Woosfer
St.. 1-877-589-5434
■ The National Register — 67
Back Bay Road, (419) 823-3334
■ Supplemental Staffing — 1616
E. Wooster St.. (419) 353-8367
■ Wood Co. Department Of Job
& Family Services — 1928 E.
Gypsy Lane Rd., (419) 352-4172

seems to fit the bill.
Vogel said she would probably
end up living at home if her recent
job interviews don't pan out.
She's optimistic about the process, however.
"I've been getting a lot of offers,"
Vogel said.
No matter where they end up,
though, students need to keep a
positive attitude, Kroll said.
"If you haven't done all the prep
work, you're going to spend some
time in the minors. There's nothing
we can do about that," she said.
"1 want you to feel bad for about
five minutes, and then to take a look
at 'OK, how do I overcome this?"'

GRADUATION 2006
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Students have big dreams, audience
A future speech pathologist and a New Orleans rebuilder will give addresses
achieved as an undergrad, including
being named to the Dean's List all
Attending commencement is the four years.
final step in a college career — one
She received the Albert F.. Dyckes
which entails wearing a cap and Scholarship this year and was feagown and receiving a diploma.
tured in the 2006 edition of Who's
What it does not usually include Who Among Students in American
is the chance to address the entire Universities and Colleges.
graduating student body with your
Despite her many honors, Beam
own speech.
said her favorite memory of BGSU
remains the time spent "livBut for seniors Kent
Truckor and Julie Beam,
ing in the dorms with all
graduation comes with
my friends freshman and
this extra responsibility
sophomore year."
Beam will attend Miami
attached.
University in the fall to
Truckor and Beam are
pursue a master's degree
slated to be speakers at
the May 6 ceremony, and
in speech pathology. After
that, she hopes to work in
according to Beam, acceptJULIE BEAM
a children's hospital as a
ing the offer to give a speech
was one she could not pass
SENIOR
speech therapist.
up — despite her initial
Beam said she will spend
time reflecting on her own
hesitation.
"My first reaction was to say no time at BGSU during her speech at
because there are going to be so commencement.
"I'll miss die people and memomany people there," she said. "But I
knew if I did, I'd regret it."
ries but I'm excited to move onto the
Beam, a speech pathology major, next step in life," she said.
Kent Truckor, who will receive a
was selected by the chair of the communication disorders department bachelor of science in technology
to be the speaker for the College degree for construction manageof I Icalth and I luman Services for ment, will deliver a similar mesher list of accomplishments she sage in his commencement speech
By Megan Schmidt

R EPORTER

— though he is still in the process of
When he returns stateside,Truckor
writing it.
said he isn't sure what direction a
"I'm going to stress the impor- career might take him, but one thing
tance of following your passions and is clear to him.
continuing to learn," he said.
"1 always want to take on positions
As an undergrad, Truckor that allow me to facilitate change
received seven scholarships from in the community around me," he
building and construction com- said.
In addition to Truckor and
panies, placed third in design/ Beam, Amanda Szabo, bachelor
build for the Associated Schools of of science in business administraConstruction Competition
tion candidate, will be the
and served as president of
commencement speaker
the Student Construction
for the College of Business
Management Association.
Administration.
As president of that group,
As an undergrad,
Truckor said he experienced
Szabo was named to
his most memorable moment
the Dean's List every
of his four years at BGSU —
semester,
received
working to rebuild homes hit
the
GlaxoSmithKline
KENT
by hurricanes in Mobile, Ala.
Outstanding
Senior
TRUCKOR
Award for Excellence in
during spring break this year.
SENIOR
Procurement and served
"To spearhead that effort
as an officer for the
was great," he said. "We really
got our hands in a lot down there."
Institute for Supply Management
Following graduation, Truckor and the Association for Operations
plans to move to Valencia, Spain, Management on campus.
where he will study Spanish intenShe was also a member of Phi
sively at a language school for six Fta Sigma and Alpha lambda Delta
months. He said he was inspired honor societies, was recognized
to become bilingual to better com- in Who's Who Among Students in
municate with employees of differ- American Universities and Colleges
ent backgrounds when working on and participated in BGSU's Dance
Marathon.
construction sites.

BGSU,BU
-study says
they're all
just letters
By Mary Vitale
II

WIRE

last week, the University of
Michigan published the results of
a study diat reported diat gradu
ates from "elite" and "high prestige'
universities, including universities
typically categorized with Boston
University, do not fair any better
in the job market than graduates
from public or lowlier colleges.
The study followed the college
and career paths of high school
graduates from the last 35 years.
According to the results, elite college students showed no significant gains in their early, mid or late
careers when compared to college
graduates from other less-prestigious schools
Career Services Director Richard
l£ger said it is difficult to say how
BU graduates compare against the
study because the office does not
track graduates' career growth in
the long run, bin he said employers
always appreciate BU graduates.
"I can't answer (if BIT graduates
fair better], but employers always
UNIVERSITIES. PAGE 6

Adult film career
may not be out
of the question

Students don t get here all by themselves

ADVICE, FROM PAGE 4

U-Wire columnist

what they should or should not
do. Students don't have to answer
to their parents anymore. In fact,
you're not even students after May
6, you're grown-ups.
Cheesy as it may sound, pursue
your dreams and don't look back.
Nothing is worse than being old
and grey and thinking about what
you could have or should have
done as a college graduate ready to
lake on the world.
Enjoy your life. That's really
all you have to do from now on.
Personally, I plan to track down
Jimmy I'allon and make him apologize for all his stupid SNL skits
he did and for "Taxi Driver," damn
that was an awful movie.

DANIELLE
COULTER

As the end of the semester — and
for many of us the end of our undergraduate experiences—draws near, I
begin to Uiink about how far we students have come in our educations
Having recently learned that one of
my former principals is retiring this
year, I am reminded of how much
teachers and administrators touch
our lives.
I still relish the lessons taught by
my former teachers — not lessons in
academics but lessons in life. Aside
from family and friends, of course,
they were the ones who inspired me.
motivated me and gave me the confidence and interest to pursue a variety
of experiences through school.

During elementary school, students can feel stress fron i being separated from their families for long periods of time each day, so they begin
close relationships with dieir peers.
However, the prevalence of caring
and reassuring individuals at school
allows them lo grow and lean) to mist,
as well as become independent. My
kindergarten and first grade teachers
were gentle and kind, allowing their
students to demonstrate creativity
through self-written plays and other
projects And our principals destroyed
the myths of being "scary" and always
ready to discipline snidents; instead,
they celebrated our birdidays with
new pencils and bookmarks, and
they were eager to eat lunch with us
and tell a gcxxl story.
My fifth-grade teacher is another
individual who springs to mind when
I think about those who have moved

me, Although she was only with us for
one semester before going on maternity leave, my precious experiences
in her class have stayed with me. It
says a lot about a teacher when, seven
years after being in her class, I receive
a letter applauding me on my graduation from high school — a letter thai
also noted some of the memories we
shared as a class. A select group from
that same class was fortunate to work
with another teacher in fifth grade
who demonstrated that learning was
more about life, cultures and people
than about simple textbooks. With
my diverse interests from dial point
through die present time, I know
I have these teachers to thank for
expanding my horizons.
Middle school brought an entirely new set of characters into our
lives. Ii>r me, there was "The Three
Stooges," as we called diem — diree

teachers who could instantly perk up
the class with a joke about one of
the others, and they would often use
their humor to teach us My IJiglish
readier became close to many of us
— not only because his classes were
interactive and entertaining but also
because he coached our academic
teams
While 1 have shared mcni\ nn
own recollections of diose who have
touched my life as a student, I hope
they ignite memories of your own
— stories about teachers who were
real-life heroes then and might even
continue to be. College will soon be
another set of memories for some "I
us. but the guidance we have received
from our teachers and professors will
live on.
For all they have given us, we should
return the favor to our teachers — by
saying thanks.
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Names lack effect
UNIVERSITIES, FROM PAGE 5
tliink very highly of our graduates,"
he said. "I cannot necessarily prove
that we do better, but employers
have told ine that they really like
what they see in graduates from BU."
U'ger said BU has become
more prominent in recent years
because of the good press the
university receives.
"BU is very well known," College of
Arts and Sciences freshman Megan
Hiley said, "so I think it will |help in
the job market]."
Many students said in addition
to the prestigious name that goes
along with a university, preparation
aids students even more throughout their career upon graduation.
Students said alumni status did not
draw them to BU, and main- said
they had never even looked into
that factor.
"I didn't look at the alumni status,"
Kiliy taid. "I think your choice of
college should be more about what
you do for yourself and not what the
college has done for other people."
College of Communication
sophomore
Andrew
l.ugren
said it is up to students to apply
themselves to be motivated and

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

GOODBYE BGSU

successftrl in the job market.
"It is just as likely for a graduate
from a low prestige community college to land a grvat job than it is for
a student from an elite school like
BU," he said, "if the graduate from
the lower prestigious school applied
himself more and took more away
from what his school had to offer
than the BU graduate did."
Some students said they felt the
study was flawed because it is impossible to determine what kind of graduates do better in their careers when
each school is different.
"All those stirdies about these
things never make any sense to me,"
CAS sophomore Stephen Corgan
said. "I think it is impossible for
researchers to even detennine what
schools should be considered elite
and how much success graduates
have, because students from one
paitinihr elite school could have
a great job placement statistic arid
another equally elite school could
have a terrible one."
leger said job placement for BU
graduates still remains positive.
"The job prospects for our graduates are decent." he said. "As long as
Students have a good job strategy
and work hard, they sliould be okay."

lulls DiFnnco BG News
THE POWER OF THE SEAL: The fate of graduating seniors could be decided by how they walk around the
seal before taking their last exams. According to the myth, seniors who walk to the left of the seal could do
poorly on their upcoming exams and not graduate.

Congratulations Graduating Seniors!
Trying to Get Rid of Everything?

Remember «>#ECVCt£f
• Books
• Junk Mail
• Mixed Office Paper
• Magazines/Catalogs
• Newspaper

• Phone books
• Cardboard
• Brown Bags
• Plastic Bottles
• Green-Bar Computer Paper

• Glass
. Steel Cans
. Aluminum Cans
. Aluminum Foil
• Scrap Metal

1040 N. College Drive • For more information, go to: www.bgrecycling.com

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Congratulations to the
BG News Graduating Seniors!
We Appreciate Your Committment and Wish You Good Luck In the Future.
"»i Tim Eisenmann
"•i GinaArdner
•i John Barkhimer Jr. "•i Matt Finkhausen
"•i Megen Gajewski
~*i Courtney Bell
"•i Miranda Bond
"•i James Hartman
*1 ErinBzymek
"•i Sonya Ives
"*i Nikki Jardine
~»i Zac Clark
"•* Nicole Kosier
~*i Laura Collins
"•i Lance Leibold
"•i Sean Corp
"*i Ben Morales
^i Julie DiFranco
"•i Bob Moser
•i Meghan Durbak

"•i Brian Pauline
^i Scott Porter
"•r Jacqueline Rabe
-»i Zach Richards
~m Kelly Rini
*»i Kevin Shields
"•i Cassandra Shofar
"•i Jess Wagner
"m Danielle Winters
"•i Bridget Tharp
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LET THE HUNT BEGIN
How do you plan to look for z job when you' re ready to graduate?
PLAN
Send out resumes
Internship
Talk to someone 1 know
Internet/Online service
School's Placement office
On campus recruiters
Networking with alumni
Already have a job
Writing to the organization
Plan to be in grad school
National / Local Newspaper

TOTAL % MALE% FEMALE%

40
35
26
21
19
16
14
13
12
12
12

40
34
28
21
16
16
13
16
11
8
12

39
35
25
22
23
16
14
11
13
16
11

Commencement is a labor of love
the flow of graduates and guests moving smoothly," Carver said.
As for the selection process for
speakers, Carver said each respective college delegates their featured
speaker for each of the seven ceremonies. Final decisions are based
on predetermined formulas which
include ceremony speakers thai have
shown lo l«' outstanding alumnae.
A final component to the graduation process which is unique lo die
University is a reception for all guests
and graduates held prior to the ceremony. Michael Ginsbiirg, assistant
dean of students, is responsible for
suing (his process of graduation day
completed.

CEREMONY, FROM PAGE 3
amount of work and detail accomplished each year, especially since die
budget she lias to work with is limited.
The graduation ceremony budget
is only $106,000 for the entire year
which Includes spring, summer, and

winter ceremonies," Carver said.

Source: Student Monitor publishes nationally syndicated market research
studies of the college student market. For this survey 1.200 full-time undergraduates at four-year colleges and universities were interviewed.

5ft^

A blue whale's heart is the &
size of a Volkswagen Beetle!

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Working within the budget for the
upcoming spring ceremony, Carver
has maintained reservations for
Anderson Arena, in which all ceremonies are held (except for summer which is held outside on the
University Hall lawn), hooked the
lower llrass Quintet, and organized
both student and faculty marshals to
aide iii the ceremony
(arver added while it is Important
lo maintain ceremonial traditions at
BCSlMl'salsoessential to make room
for Improvements. Therefore, alter
each ceremony she holds a committee to discuss possible changes,
"New this year is die option io
have handicapped guests come in
through the Commons area to keep

^GW*^TIONS T° ™E
IN MAY

May Graduates
Steve Barber
Ahmad Bleik
Melissa Bolduan
Kevin Booth
Paul Cinquina
Jalpa Desai "
Allison Eckhardt
Kalie Fitzgibboh
Joe Gerwin
Neal Hammersmith
Reagan Henry
Christian Hilmer

Bryan Hines
Brian Knaupe
Ty Long
Keith Mayer
Stephen Merrill
Art Pietrangelo
Jose Ramirez
Emily Ream
Tina Saitova
Rudy Sutton
JarretTobin

FRIDAY, MAY 5TH:
■ 7 p.m. Graduate student
ceremony
SATURDAY, MAY 6TH
Undergraduate ceremonies
■ 9:30 a.m. — Arts and Sciences
■ 1 p.m.
Business
Administration, Health and Human
Services. Technology
■ 4:30 p.m. — Musical Arts,
Education and Human Development

"Receptions ate flee and open real
guests and graduates. I his \ ear we are
serving a wide array of leverages as
well as sheet cake, puff pastries, fruii
and vegetable trays, Tuscany artichoke
dip and mini pizzas," he said
1-astly. as graduation ceremonies
are completed, Untversitj Material
Handling, led in Mark Anderson and
Hob Smith, works hard lo lear down all

the chairs, i isers and stages (hey spcnl
many hours setting up just a day ago.
Finally. Ginsburg provides words
of encouragement for future graduates: "You may he uncertain what
tile Inline- holds, however embrace ii,
and have as much fun in (he process
as possible."

STVDENT f

O* THE <*HCE OF THE CIO WHO
GRM>UATING

GRADUATION
CEREMONIES IN
ANDERSON ARENA:

*

*«>£ov

Wtll

^ ****

Av

GVST 2006

August Graduates
D. Robert Banister
Carrie Blackwell
Mark Czajkowski
Bruno Drummond
Brian Farrell
Steve Kaufman
Thomas Kim
Zac Molnar
Amanda Webster
Shawn Winhoven

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Jaclyn A. Andrzejczyk

Kelly Brinkman

Molly E. Bryant

Major: Psychology | Mayfield Village, OH

Major: English | Rancho Santa Margarita, CA

Major: Interior Design | Columbus, OH

Congratulations on
completion of the four
year plan.

ladd,
Proud doesn't begin to
express how we feel.
You are our shining star!

Molly,
We're so proud!
Congratulations my
"cheese and mud "girl!
Go design the world!

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Chris

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Steve too!

Love,
Mom, Dad, & Jeff

Meghan Campbell

Ryan M. Davis

Lesley A. Dawson

Major: Education | Madison, OH

Major: Graphic Design | Arlington, OH

Major: Nursing | Lima, OH

M *
Meghan,
Congratulations!
We are so proud of all
your accomplishments.
You will be a wonderful
teacher! Good Luck!
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Kevin
Congratulations on a job well done. We are very
proud of you. Your future holds infinite possibilities!

From nursery school to college, we are so proud
of you Lesley. Congratulations and best wishes.

Love Always, Mom & Dad

Love, Mom & Dad

Michelle L. Ducat

Allison K.Failor

Julie Godfray

Major: Nursing j Pemberville, OH

Major: Physical Therapy | Perrysburg, OH

Major: Marketing | Bay Village, OH

Michelle,
Congratulations!
We are so very proud
of your hard work,
determination, and
achievements. Best
wishes as you begin
your career.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Congratulations on your
graduation Allie. We are
so proud of you. May
your life be blessed with
success and happiness
in all you do.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Julie,
Happy Birthday and
congratulations. We
love you and are very
proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Laura

GRADUATION 2006
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Maria S. Gomes
Major: International Studies | Westlake, OH
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Jessie Guinness

Angela Harting

Major: Biology | Sylvania, OH

Major: Education | Coldwater, OH

Maria,
Your dream has come
true. We are proud and
congratulate you for
your achievement.

Angie,
We are proud of you.
We wish you much
success in your future.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Matt, Gina,
Jim, & Roxy

Love,
Uncle & Aunty
Jessie,
May you approach the next phase of your life with the same
confidence and curiosity you first showed 21 years ago.
Congratulations & Love Always, Your Family

Ashlee Hite

Jessica Eileen Huryn

Nicole LJardine

Major: Early Childhood Education | Findlay, OH

Major: International Business/Economics | Rocky River, OH

Major: Journalism | Maumee, OH

Nikki,
We are so proud of our
little girl! Congratulations
to our graduate. We love
you kiddo!
Mom & Tom
Dad & Brenda

Ashlee,
We couldn't be more proud of you!
Congratulations, your hard work paid off!

Jessica,
We are very proud of you and what you have achieved. We
couldn't ask for a better daughter. You'll always be our princess.

We love you, Mom, Dad, Ryan, Leslie, Kyle, & Aaron

Love, Mom & Dad

Jonathan King

Jenna Lynne Kocin

Greg Robert Kohlrieser

Major: ROTC, Political Science | North Baltimore, OH

Major: Education | Rocky River, OH

Major: Public Relations | Wapakoneta, OH

We're so proud of the
fine young man you've
become and all that
you have accomplished.
Congratulations son!

Greg,
We're proud of you and
all your achievements,
you have given your
best! Congratulations
on your graduation!

Love,
Mom & Dad

Love,
Dad, Mom, & Family
We are proud to be the parents of a future teacher of America.
Our hearts swell with pride, you make us so proud. Congrats!
Love, Mom & Mike
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Jennifer Kopcak

Christopher A. Kucherak

Andre' Emil Lemerand

Major: Early Childhood Education | Fremont, OH

Major: Digital Animation | Parma, OH

Major: Interior Design | Toledo, OH

Chris,
We're so proud of you for
going after your dream.
Your hard work will pay
off with a great future!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Brian, Kevin,
STuffy!

Andre;
YOU DID IT! Congratulations!
We are extremely proud of
what you have achieved.
Just stay focused and you
will make it to the top.

Jennifer,
Congratulations! We are very proud of you!
You will be an excellent teacher.
Love, Mom & Dad

David Delano Marotta

Matthew T. Momyer

Amy Jo Narcavish

Major: Telecommunications | Toledo, OH

Major: Sport Management | West Unity, OH

Major: French | East Liverpool, OH

David,
Congratulations! We are
very proud of you and
what you have achieved.
Always have faith in
yourself and in God.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Matt,
Congratulations, we
are very proud of who
you are and what you
have achieved.

Amy Jo,
Congratulations! We
are very proud of you
for what you've done.
Good luck in the future.

Love,
Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom & Dad

Janelle M. Oliger

Justin Ray Parker

Christopher Powell

Major: Health : Columbus, OH

Major: Supply Chain Management | Strongsville.OH

Major: Business | Lima, OH

Congratulations Janelle!
The key to your future
is now in your hands.
We know many doors of
opportunity await you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Ready to cruise into the
world! Justin, no parents
could be prouder than
weareofyouandall
you've accomplished!
Congratulations!
Love,
Mom( Dad

Congratulations! We are
so very proud of you and
all your accomplishments.
Good luck in all your
future endeavours.
Love,
Mom, Dad, & Jenn
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Ryan Alan Reiter

Lori Rethman

Major: Education | Avon Lake, OH

Major: Education | Fort Loramie, OH

Lura Anne,
Congratulations! We are
so very proud of what
you have accomplished
and who you are.

Ryan,
Congratulations! You
have made me so very
proud of what you
have accomplished and
achieved.

Love,
Mom & Dad

\ ♦

Congratulations on all
your achievements, we
are very proud of you.
Love,
Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom

Colleen P. Sadie / Kimberly A. Sadie

Aaron Shumaker

Ediz Z. Tasan

Majors: Nursing/Biology | North Royalton, OH

Major: Applied Health science | inestenand, On

Major: Bio-Chemistry | Strongsville, OH

^^& * * ^^^V^^l

Dear Ediz,
Congratulations! We are
very proud of who you
are and what you have
achieved.

Aaron,
Congratulations! We're so
proud of you and all that
you've accomplished.
May your future be filled
with happiness and
success.

love,
Mom, Dad, Sister, &
Grandparents

Love,
Mom & Dad
We have enjoyed watching you both grow up in so many
beautiful and wonderful ways. We are blessed to have you both
enhancing our lives. Always remember, you are loved and adored.

Kristi L. Vince

Lindsey Walborn

Jennifer Paigeann Wenger

Major: Graphic Design | Washington C.H., OH

Major: Secondary Math Education 1 Avon Lake, OH

Major: Interpersonal Communications | Elida, OH

Kristi,
Congratulations! We
are so proud of your
accomplishments and
look forward to watching
you do great things in
the future
Love,
Mom & Dad

v.

as*
We're so proud of you.
Keep your wonderful
smile and positive
attitude.
We love you,
Grandmas, Grandpas,
Aunts, Uncles, Cousins,
Dad & Mom too!!

Lindsey,
Congratulations! We are so proud of you. We know
you will be a great gift to your students.
We love you, Mom and Dad
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BGSU retention rates
remain steady, average
Jniversity loses third of
rash class to early grads,
Iropouts and transfers
y Cassandra Shotar
iPomtR

Vilh so many freshmen enrolled al
rie University pursuing the American
)ream, it's hard to believe a chunk of
hem decide to cut it short.
While the reasons for students dropling out of college vary, the trend itself
ontinues to prosper.
The number of full-time freshiien enrolled at the University's main
ampus in Pall of 2000 was 3,599, an
npnssivc number.
And while 1,777 of those students
nduated l>y I'all of 2005, only 986 of
tern continued on to year five.
This leaves 1,436 students, almost a
lird of the student body, to students
,1KI either dropped out or transferred
) another institution, a portion the
Iniversity isn't happy about losing.
'Naturally, we would like as
nany students as possible to stay,"
aid Al Gonzalez, Vice Provost for
•cademic Services.
The biggest drop in the number
■f continuing students occurs after
ear three, according to the student
ow model from the office of instituinnal research.

One reason for this drop is that a
lot of students graduate early, but the
other reason is that students decide to
either drop out or traasfer.
Gonzalez said that this is a nationwide trend and there isn't any overriding reason why smdents drop out, but
a variety of reasons.
"Sometimes they will decide to
transfer to another institution, sometimes it's a financial reason, sometimes it's not having a good roommate
... or they say 'I'm just not feeling it,'"
Gonzalez said, adding that some students may even get married and leave
early or leave and then come back.
"livery student comes with a different set of complexities," Gonzalez said,
adding that they try to adjust to each
of those issues.
In agreement with Gonzalez about
the reasons students may drop out,
is Assistant Vice Provost Connie RuhlSmitli. director of the Office of Student
Academic Achievement.
"Students realize they can't afford
it ... they see that it's longer than
they envisioned," Ruhl-Smith said.
"They don't see that light at the end
of the tunnel."
Gonzalez said that he believes their
cohort rates are "going in the right
direction," but that they always want
to Ix.' able to do more, whether by
gathering information so that they can

intervene when smdents arc thinking
about dropping out or offering outreach to students who have already
left the institution.
"There's outreach done by the Office
of Student Academic Achievement...
we make sure that Istudents who have
leftl are in contact with their academic
advisers," Gonzalez said.
One of their main goals is to give
students as much information about
their progress at the University, their
adviser and other options and aid
available to them, (Jonzalez said.
"We're trying to make sure students
have as much information as possible
so they can try to fix any problem
that they have," (ionzalez said, adding
that the Division of Academic Affairs
and the Office of Student Academic
Achievement also try to gather as
much information about the students
and any issues they may have so that
everyone "can be on the same track."
Being able to create a variety of solu tions for students is also a main goal,
Gonzalez said.
Some of these solutions include a
new loan program called the BGSU
signature loan, with the "lowest interest rates available," discretionary
funds, emergency funds and the outreach program that tries to solve issues
RETENTION, PAGE 15

CONGRATULATIONS SENIORS AND
GOOD LUCK IN THE FUTURE!
THE ENTIRE STAFF AT THE DEPARTMENT OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS
Ashley Allomong
Troy Alt
Teresa Batterson
Renee Bergman
Jaclyn Bible
Kelly Birsen
Dan Black
Amy Busser
Erin Bzymek
Stacey Coulter
Pat Curran
Sarah DeLaat

Ashley Digby
Tiffany Evans
Justin Fahncke
Allie Failor
Vicki Fariello
Debbie Frater
Ashley Gonzalez
Chris Gordon
Andrew Henitz
Hector Hernandez
Katie Hoyng
Nikki Huffman

Jason Izor
Jessica Juda
Mack Lemmon
Mark Lindsey
Nick Kolderman
Megan McCuiston
Matt McGary
Valerie Melson
Carissa Nowak
Chris Plttman
Jesse Plotz
Lauren Robinson

Mike Robles
Kristen Ross
Lyndsey Samson
Jessica Snyder
Erica Stone
Aaron Sule
Scott Tester
LeannaVanAuken
Elisa vlttoria
Jenn Wenger
Brian Wygant

a, V
Recreational Sports
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Big changes ahead for
formerly insulated grads
Challenges can include
finding space to live, a
job that will pay for it
By Kelly Day
Rt P-ORtE R

As if final projects and exams weren't
enough to deal with, spring 2006
graduates must face the inevitable
— lifp, as they know it, is over.
Say goodbye to Dad's wallet, and
hello to working for the man. With
rent, utilities, insurance and car
payments, it's time to get serious.
And of course, money isn't the
only problem. You want to enjoy
your job, right?
The good news — where there's a
will, there's a way.
At least that's what BGSU alumnus Sara Anderson thinks.
When Anderson moved out to
I.A. last year, she didn't know how
she would pay the bills.
But her determination landed
her a dream job — working in the
wardrobe department on the set of
"General Hospital".
"I knew 1 wanted to do fashion
for TV shows," she said.
So she took matters into her own
hands and called ABC
"I told them I was working for
a designer and said I wanted to
speak to someone in wardrobe,"
Anderson said.
To her surprise, the head designer
answered her call, and many calls

after that.
Anderson was able to develop a
relationship with the designer, and
persistently sent thank you notes
for any advice she gave.
"You really have to get out there
and network." Anderson said.
Soon Anderson was invited to
the set of General I lospital and got
to see the designer's job first hand.
The designer was so impressed
by Anderson's passion for fashion
and TV that she offered her a job in
the wardrobe department.
But as perfect as Anderson's life
sounds, her I lollywood lifestyle isn't
all fun and fashion; she still has to
pay the bills.
"I literally am living month to
month," she said. "You have to
budget before you move and know
what you can afford."
And with a little budgeting and
a lot of self-control, most can
scrape by during their first year in
the real world.
BGSU Alumnus Brad Cusu's, who
graduated with a degree in interpersonal communications in Dec.
2005, says to avoid credit cards if at
all possible.
"If I don't have it, I don't spend
it," he said.
Senior Jeremy DuBois, a film
studies major, dreams of living by
the ocean, like Anderson.
But the high cost of living is a
CHANGES, PAGE 16

Thank you for giving us your H3© spirit!
Congratulations on your graduation.
You are •fteJDff"rific
Andrea Brew
Ellen Brcitfeller
Diana Burbante
Audrey Gasser
Sharonda Glover
Amy Kirk
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Brad J. Kogut ^^ JM
Steve Kuvach Vv^Js^B
Megan McCuiston a^^F
Jimmy Myers
^r
Janelle Oliger
Meg Peters
Emily Schnur
Julie Hi than It
Alex Wright
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Many grads take more than 4 years
RETENTION. FROM PAGE 14

including residency problems, financial problems or family issues.
Another issue brought up by both
Gonzalez and Ruhl-Smith, is that
today's students are taking longer
than four years to graduate.
Students are taking fewer classes
each semester, changing majors, getting out of sync or missing courses
that have certain semester availability,
Ruhl-Smith said.
This may be one way of understanding part of the large drop after
the third year, however Ruhl-Smith
and those in OSM work hard to get
some of those students back
"We employ grad students ... one
of their big responsibilities is to call
students |who have dropped out] and
do outreach." Ruhl-Smith said. "We try
to find out why they left, try to find out
what we. as an institution, can do to
get them liack"
Some of the ways the)' do this is
'liasic legwork." such as making calls
to students, sending e-mails or postcards and then walking them through
die process and giving iln-in die tools
they need to get back on board.
"We try to find a mechanism to
motivate them to return," Ruhl-Smith
said, adding that sometimes it's just
enough for students to know that

someone at the University really cares
if they're dicre or not and really wants
them to come back
She also mentioned some students
may find it a daunting task to try and
find out who they need to talk to about
their issue and the OSAA can set them
up with the exact person they need.
"We can get back to students widi
a name, so it doesn't seem so scary, so
they're not talking to the unknown"
she added.
While Ruhl-Smith's outreach does
make a difference, its impact usually
depends on the reason why the students left, Ruhl-Smith said.
Some of the situations they have
a hard time dealing with or can't do
much with at all are times when the
student left because of homesickness,
they wanted to transfer, was an out-ofstate student who realized the tuidon
was "way over their head" or if die
student is interested in a program that
the University doesn't offer.
And bodi Gonzalez and Ruhl-Smith
also emphasize that die success of
dlis outreach depends on die students
meeting diem hallway.
"We can tell them how to get it done,
we can tell diem where to get it done,
but we can't do it for them," RuhlSmith said, adding students should
at least ask questions and get those
answers before die)' decide it's not

worth staying there.
I lowever, while some students may
appreciate the attempts of encouragement by the University, students like
junior Static Miller would rather do
without them.
"I think I would almost be offended if they were like 'no, you can do it
all,'" said Miller, who took a semester
off from the University for personal
matters, but mainly because she was
planning on moving to Cincinnati
and transfering.
Miller decided not to return to the
I Iniversity for another semester before
her move because it wasn't worth it
to her.
"It's not easy to transfer from B(i
to another college," Miller said, adding most colleges are on quarters
not semesters, so credits are harder
to transfer.
And in Miller's case, because she was
probably transferring, the University
couldn't really do much about it and
she was happy dial they didn't ask her
a lot of questions as to why she was
leaving and was glad die process was
simple and easy.
So whether die students like the
encouragement or not, die University
believes their efforts show they
acknowledge the retention rate trend
and are trying to do what the)' can to
change it

CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES!
Get your car ready for your
next adventure!

2025 Victory Lane
Bowling Green, OH
419-352-0387
Service hours: Mon: 8-7
Tues - Fri: 8-5
24 Hour Towing
All major credit cards accepted

<S&7
^Northwest Ohio
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Uncle Jim offers
a few words of
friendly advice
JIM
LEVASSEUR
n

Not News Editor

On behalf of the thousands of students still stuck at BGSU, I'd just
like to say congratulations to all our
graduating seniors.
And when I say congratulations.
I don't mean like when your uncle
George gets his girlfriend pregnant
—AGAIN— and you have to go to
the baby shower and mumble "congratulations" as you hand him yet
anothcr'Tand Before lime"pacifier.
No, I mean it in a much different
sense. Why? Because your college
graduation is a very special time.
I mean, think about it: What other
time in your life will people congratulate you for leaving behind a place
filled with comfort, laziness and parties and entering a new world full of
uncertainty, homelessness and, oh
yeah, fierce competition for jobs?
Enjoy it while you can (another
semester is sounding better and bet ter, isn't it?). "But I can live at home,"
you say. "My family loves me."
Aha! Don't be so sure. Sec, what
you don't know is your parents have
been planning for this day ever since
they dropped you at the curb.
Not only do they have a four-year
headstart on you, but they also have
greater motivation. The last thing
your parents want is for you to move
back in. because they know you too
well — and chances are you'll be
there for the next twenty-five years.
Don't despair, though. With die
help of ray foolproof strategy, your
future is secure, lust follow my ItiurStep Plan and you'll be set for the rest
of your life:
STEP 1: Are you a girl?
IfYES,movetoSTEP2.
If NO, you're screwed. Sorry, guys
-1 didn't make the rules.
STEP 2: Find a rich older guy. Is
he hot?
IfYES, marry him.
If NO, marry him anyway.
STEP 4: Repeat until satisfied,
finding a richer (and likely older)
man each time.

Sounds like a plan to me. But for
those of you who happen to be male,
or are female but haw no interest in
men with money (in which case I
might question your sanity), it looks
like you'll have to trick your parents
into letting you back into the house.
(II Course, this is easier said than
done, but I have confidence in youi
abilities, lust keep a few things in
mind and you'll tic fine.
for example, your parents may be
sympathetic to your plight of homelessness and lake you in, but they will
probably demand "proof that you
arc "searching" for a place to stay
This is easily accomplished liy
spending five minutes a day looking
in the classifieds. Alternatively, if you
cannot afford that much time away
from your Xbox 3B0, just glance out
die window at die neighbor's house.
Gome to diink of it, your parents will likely be annoyed widi the
amount of time you spend playing
video games every day. Use your
uncanny knowledge of statistics
and recent psychological studies to
assure them that most employers are
looking for people with above-average hand-eye coordination.
Telling them you know someone
who got a job based solely on die fad
diat they beat Super Mario Brothers
in 17 minutes can't hurt, cither.
The employment issue is bound
to be the major topic of discussion,
though, and in today's crowded job
market your chances ride almost
entirely upon your major.
If you sold your soul and majored
in business, you're in luck! You're
already well on your way to a house
in the suburbs, a nice car, 2.5 children, and a mid-life crisis.
If you were one of those sappy
people who "went widi dieir bean"
and Studied something because it
was "interesting," you'll quickly find
that your heart's fervent desire for
knowledge of ancient Etruscan ruins
is worth approximately zero dollars
in the real world.
But if 1 were you, I wouldn't worry
too much. There's always grad
school, right?
lim (jkiass@bgsu.edu) Is wing to
gnuiiuite sometime this lieixuk.
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Bad resumes
are a source
of laughter
for recruiters

Students plan grad parties
After graduation comes celebration, trips, family get-togethers
!y Megan Yodzis
EPORIEH

.iradualion. Time for family, friends,
larties and trips.
The typical high school graduition party will not cut it for these
naturing seniors as they walk down
he aisle May 5 and 6 to receive their
legrees and move up in the world.
Ashley Sciorc, graduating with
I Bachelor of Science, fits into
his category.
"We are switching it up from my
ligh school graduation and we are
laving more of an adult cocktail party.
l's going to be more sophisticated
nd classy with my closest friends
nd family," she said "It goes along
vilh the whole theme of maturing
hrough the past four years."
However, other people may opt
"or a more laid back environment
o signal their transformation into
idulthood.
To avoid long waits at restaurants
nd bars. Ijnily Murphy chose to
elebrate in a different way.
"We arc having a cnok-out with
rimily at my house because all of

the restaurants will be packed full,
and then I'm leaving for a wedding
shortly after." she said.
Renting out bars for graduation
parties can also be a very popular
way to celebrate. Not all bars will
rent out a space for these seniors
to use, but the ones that do may
sometimes run into problems with
double-booking.
Mike llanhold, the person in
charge of renting out Junction for
birthday and graduation parties,
said they ran into that exact problem
last year.
"This year we only have one graduation party planed, because last year
we had the problem with double and
triple booking," he said.
Also, this year llanhold pointed out that it will be more open
to the public because the upstairs
could be rented out from 8 p.m. to
II p.m. and only 10 people would
be upstairs. In that case, (unction
would allow the people downstairs
who aren't guests at the party to go
up to the rented space.
Ziggy's, another popular bar

among college students, also has a
space for outgoing seniors-to rent
out. Bob Everhart, owner, said that
they have a specific room —the
deck area— for seniors to use for
private parlies.
The date and time can be set by
the customers to fit around their
schedule, instead of having set hours,
rverhart pointed out.
Graduating seniors may also have
trips planned to take some time off
before they have to either start their
jobs or start looking for one.
"I am going to Panama City Beach,
I tin i<ia the day after my graduation
party to see my brother graduate
from the Army," Murphy said.
Trips out of the country is also a
choice seniors have as a way to celebrate their own going out into the
world. I lowever, for one senior, his
trip came early.
"I already went to Ireland with
the rugby team last summer as an
early graduation present from my
parents," Allen Allred said.
Spending time with the family is also a choice among many

seniors, especially the ones who
have jobs that are far away from
their home town.
"I am going to spend the summer
in Columbus to visit with my family, then in September I'm moving to
Chicago to begin working full time as
a designer," Sciorc said.
While seniors may be plagued
with senior-itis and feelings of
wanting to break free of the college
lifestyles, there will still be some
feelings of remorse. After all, they
are leaving behind four or more
years of memories.
"I'm very excited to graduate,
but of course it is sad to leave my
friends and crazy nights at the
bars," Sciore said.
While the feeling of moving on
into the real world can be overwhelming and a little scary, it is time
to move on and have bigger and
better experiences.
"It's going to be rough and sad
leaving things I grew to love such as
Brathaus and good friends, but it's
time to move on and not be broke,"
Allred said.

By Lore Croghan
HH YORK DAIU NEWS IKRtl
NEW YORK — A resume is not an
ad for the personals section of the
newspaper.
But the guy who sent this
resume to job recruiter Ion
Reed didn't seem to know the
difference:
"Makesastrong and commanding presence — tall (6-feet-4, 235
pounds), athletic, sophisticated
and mature." he wrote.
"Engaging personality with
quick wit. warm smile, happy
demeanor, high energy level and
enthusiasm. Effervescent and fun
to be around."
Reed and his colleague Rachel
Meyers have seen mountains
of bad resumes in their work as
recruiters — so bad they're funny,
except to the sorry souls who are
trying to use them to get jobs.

Over theyears. Reed and Meyers
RESUME, PAGE 17
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Many move for dreams
CHANGES, FROM PAGE 14
! iscouraging reality.
"If you go to go to the East or West
vhere living expenses arc ridicunisly high it's going lo be difficult,"
ic said.
But Anderson says the work makes
ip for it.
"The price of living is so much
lore," she said. "But you get paid a
it more."
And to Anderson, following your
reams is more valuable than a well
'aying job.
"Don't go to work just for a payheck," she said. "(Jo became you
we what you do."
Sounds simple enough, but for
lany seniors, finances are a nunier one priority.
Senior Diana Burbantc, a comninications major, is coming to
:rms with the idea of paying bills
>r the first time.
- "I've lived on campus since my

freshman year, so I never had to
worry about money," she said.
And to make matters worse,
Burbante's mom wants her to come
home to Texas so bad she constantly
reminds Burbante of the expenses
that lurk in her future.
"I really think she's just doing it
as a scare tactic because I know she
doesn't want me to stay in Ohio,"
Burbante said. "She wants me to
come home."
But. like Anderson, Burbante is
moving where she wants to live
whether she has a job or not.
"I just snapped one day and said
'forget it, I'm moving to Columbus',"
she said.
And even though Burbante has
been offered a job that would give
her financial security, she'd rather
look for a job she'd enjoy.
"Why should I just settle for
something when I can find something that will make me happier?"
she said.
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LAST SHOT

Signs of senioritis
visible on campus
Seniors wait impatiently
to receive their diplomas
DIANA
CR0WS0N

U-Wire Gihmmist

I never truly knew the meaning
of senioritis until I became a college senior.
Sure. I got impatient and restless
when 1 was a senior in high school.
Inn life was fairly simple then compared to the unceasing whirlwind it
has become,
I am alternately so stressed out,
tired, bored, excited, nervous, lethargic, etc., that sometimes I feel like
standing in the middle of my room
and sc reaming at the top of my lungs.
Dramatic, huh?
But that's what it is to be a graduating senior. All of your past struggles
and worries seem unimportant as
you begin to realize just how quickly
your life is flying by.
lirst off, I have to graduate.
Kvery semester, I've worked and
struggled to make good grades
and have so far survived without repeating any classes. It just
wasn't a big deal. Now, however,
1 have to pass every single class 1
am taking in order to graduate.
The invitations have been ordered,
the dorky cap and gown are hanging
in my closet and the cards from distant relatives are already pouring in.
1 can't imagine how utterly humiliat-
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ing it would be to gel this close only
to discover I have to come back for
one more semester.
"lX'ar Grandma, I am returning
your check because (whoops!) I'm
actually not graduating. I«vc, your
failure of a granddaughter." Not fun.
Then there's the job search. I'm on
so many job Web sites lhal when, by
some stroke of fate, I actually receive
an interview offer it's a struggle just
to remember the job description.
1 never realized it could IK: this
hard to find employment. I also
never knew what a huge decision
accepting a job is. This position will
provide me with the money I need
to survive in the world and the security of knowing that I can provide for
myself. Scary.
So, for all of you pending graduates, here are some signs of senioritis
to look for:
■ Classy, unfocused eyes
■ Trouble concentrating
■ Sudden sense of terror upon walking into a classroom
■ Not caring about your final project
grade because you're never going to
need this skill in your future
■ Voice messages from parents
Inquiring about your health and
safely, all unanswered because
you were too listless to pick up the
phone
■ Piles of dirty dishes beside your
favorite chair
■ Going to class in the same clothes
for more than one day in a row
■ Partying all night and only slop-

Ionian Flower BGNews
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FLASHING FORWARD: Andre Marqs, a senior graduating in May, has his free portrait taken. The photgrapher
Jim McAdams, says he will travel to 20 different colleges this spring for photography.

• Bridal and Founalwear

Funny resumes placed in 'joke file'
RESUME, FROM PAGE 16

■ Sleamirlg ond Pressing
• Custom Clothing
CAtl FOR APPOWTIMNT:

(419)353-5611

kept the worst ones in their "joke file"
— which they broke open to write a
new humor book called "Resumes
from Hell."
It's filled with excerpts from real
resumes, with the names changed to
keep the job applicants from dying of
embarrassment.
Beyond all the funny stuff, there
arc serious lessons to be learned.
The authors offered up their own
Dirty Dozen — the of the biggest
mistakes people make with their

resumes.
Avoid them at all costs.
■ Using distracting fonts, formats or
graphics.
■ Taking an overly informal, conversational tone. This is wrong whether
it's in the resume itself or your cover
letter, your e-mail correspondence
with your potential employer — or
the e-mail address you use.
E-mail addresses are free
— get a new one for your job
search that gives you a professional identity, Reed said. You
can do better than the job appli-

cants who sent him resumes from
kissme@unstoppable.com and
daaaaave@weirddudes.com.
■ Including your salary requirements. It's too soon to bring up the
subject of money when you haven't
even landed a job interview.
"You need to obtain as many iob
offers as possible — then attack the
issue of money from a position of
strength," Reed said.
■ Dissing your past and present
employers. 'This makes you look
bad," Meyers said. "It signals yoi.
aren't part of the team.
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Honorary Donations of $50 or More
Made to "Believe in BG" Campaign
In honor of the experiences that the
President's Leadership Academy has
enabled me to have.
- Dan Stypa
In honor of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity.
- Aaron Shumaker
In honor of the Student Athlete Advisory
Committee.
- Teddy Piepkow
In honor of Dance Marathon for the
dedication of all students working for
miracles.
- Katie CraH
In honor of Jennifer Koder.
- Tim Koder
In honor of Alex Wright. Thank you Alex
for all you have done for BGSU! You are a
true Falcon!
- Paul Pawlaczyk
In honor of Karian Knepper. One of the
bravest and caring freshmen I have met!
- Ken Mclntyre
In honor of Dr. Lee Meserve.
- Jessica Guyer

In honor of Dr. Lee Meserve.
-Jessica Guiness
In honor of Alaina Kantner.
- Casey Zamier
In honor of all the senior telefund
students and Alex Wright. Thanks for all
your hard work.
- Marcia Latta
In honor of Katie Crall.
- Mom and Dad
In honor of Partners in Context and
Community. Thank you for giving me
the opportunity to participate in PCC and
attend BGSU.
- Nathan Wiedenhoft
In honor of McDonald Hall. MAC
believes in BG!
- Mike Freyaldenhoven
In honor of Janna Blais.
- Student Athlete
Advisory Committee
In honor of the BGSU Gymnastics Team.
- Jillian Stranges

"Believe in BG" is the student sponsored Senior Gift Campaign.
Donations to this campaign will financially assist a BGSU student.
If you would like to leave your mark by supporting a student visit:
http://giving.bgsu.edu/development/fundingopps/onlinegiving.isp
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Almost-grads
show symptoms
of senioritis
SENIORITIS, FROM PAGE 17

ping when you realize it's time to
catch the bus for class
■ Addiction to employment Web
sites and checking them every hour
■ Searching for old newspapers on
the floors of classrooms because
you've already finished today's.
Senioritis is a very dangerous disease and should be treated immediately by application of large amounts
of cold water to the head.
For diagnosis, call your parents or
nearest relative today.

Sites can influence jobs
Web profiles can
be factors in hiring,
learning about students
By Julie Forster

III
ST. PAUL Minn. — Worried that
potential employers might peruse
online postings at Facebook, Steve
Lindgren used privacy settings to
shut off access to his profile, pictures and musings to all but a limited circle of friends.
His friends will see that his
favorite quote comes from Homer
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Simpson, that he makes a mean
PB&J sandwich and they'll see
photos of his travels and "random
partying." All college humor type
of stuff, Lindgren says, acknowledging that it's still not anything
he'd want an employer to see.
"I'm not ashamed of anything
but it would be easy to get a different perspective of who I am,"
said the 22-year-old St. Cloud
State University senior who is
interviewing for finance jobs.
"If I am directing it towards my
friends, employers are probably
not going to be too impressed
with the profile."
As more students and young job
seekers turn to social networking
sites such as MySpace, Friendster
and Facebook to connect with
friends and write about their personal lives, employers and recruiters are following right behind.
They are tapping into Internet
search engines to cull information
about job candidates.
Job seekers have reason to
worry: In some cases employers
and recruiters are using the information to weed out candidates.
Three quarters of 102 executive recruiters surveyed last fall
by FxecuNet, of Norwalk, Conn,
said they use search engines as
part of the process to uncover
information about job candidates.
More than one-in-four said they
have eliminated candidates due to
what they found about the person
on the Internet.
There's an explosion in the
amount of personal material
being launched into cyberspace
by people who seemingly have no
qualms about revealing details of
their sexual escapades or not-sohidden desires.
They'll carry cameras to bars
and parties and post photos of
drunken friends. On one MySpace
posting, a 19-year-old Wisconsin
girl writes about her pastimes: "1
def. like to party ... I don't smoke
but I drink a lot... like a lot."
In a few years, Internet searches
on job candidates will become
even more commonplace, predicts Minneapolis employment
attorney Tamara Olsen. She advises those who bare their souls and,
um, other things online should
consider the consequences.
"Thelntemetislikeabillboardor
painting on the side of a building,"
said Olsen, who advises companies on electronic communication
issues. "But because people are

doing the communicating from a
computer in their bedroom, they
think of the Internet as private.
Right now we are in a funny place
where people are posting private
things and they have no idea how
public it really is."
In Minnesota, it is generally not
unlawful for an employer to take
into account personal information found on the Internet in making hiring decisions. Of course, it's
illegal to make hiring decisions
based on sex, race, color, religion,
or national origin.
Morgan
Kinross-Wright,
director of the undergraduate
career center at the University
of Minnesota's Carlson School
of Managcmenl, said there is
so much buzz about recruiters
reading Facebook postings that
she is considering a "town hall"
meeting with students to drive
home the point that what they
post online could affect their
future.
"Recruiters are using what is
on their personal space to make
professional decisions," she said.
To Ryan Schunk's point of view,
what he does in his personal life
is not an employer's business.
He's not swayed by warnings
from professors and isn't about
to change what is posted on his
Facebook page.
For one, Schunk's friend posted a picture of Schunk dancing
on the stage at a bar after having too much to drink. While
the University of Minnesota
Duluth junior admits that it's
not a flattering photo, he's not
about to be cowed by the specter of employers peeking in on
his personal life.
"Whether or not they are going
to or not, that's fine but 1 don't
think it's any of their business,"
Schunk said. "You get to the point
where, then you have to start
watching what you are doing in
your private life. It just seems
ridiculous."
Schunk's 18-year-old sister
Reyanna, is more cautious. She
edits her entries on MySpace,
asking herself what the managers would think at the restaurant
where she works. Reyanna, who
attends Century College in White
Bear Lake, says she doesn't want to
give the impression that she only
has a party side. "MySpace can
really give out the wrong image of
someone," she said. "It all depends
what you put up there."

Students
concerned
about postgrad life
Poll reveals Princeton
University students
worry about survival
By Tatiana Lau
U-KltE

If a recent survey is to be believed,
only a slim majority of University
students could survive today
outside the Princeton University
bubble.
On a Point poll, students were
asked, "Are you prepared for
the real world [taxes, insurance,
food, etcl?"
Forty-four percent of the
836 students polled replied
"Possibly," while 37 percent
answered "Absolutely Not."
Fourteen percent confidently
replied "Absolutely." while five
percent were unsure, choosing a
response of "Never really thought
about it."
Several freshmen agreed that
they would not be able to survive outside of campus if they
graduated today.
Sophomores were more skeptical about the necessity of "life
skills" classes.
"This isn't home-(economics]. The point of Princeton is to
secure a career and understand
the importance of maturity,"
Amy Maletz '08 said.
On the other hand, juniors
and seniors seemed more confident about their chances ot
survival in terms of networking, filing (axes and other "life
skills." Some jokingly stated that
Princeton had taught them to
do laundry, while others cited
Princeton as ihe source of their
maturity.
"I cook my own food, do
my taxes and laundry," Carl
Boettiger '07 said. "I wouldn't»
say IPrincetonl has failed me by
holding my hand too much, but
it has not gone out of its way to
teach you life skills."
"I feel like [Princeton hasl
helped me figure out who I am,
how I deal with people, what my
strengths and weaknesses are,"
Lee added. "IPeopIc herel may
not have learned skills other than
schmoozing and networking, btr*
it's something that initiates you."
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Almost-grads
show symptoms
of senioritis
SENIORITIS, FROM PAGE 17

ping when you realize it's lime to
catch the bus for class
■ Addiction to employment Web
sites and checking them every hour
■ Searching for old newspapers on
the Doors of classrooms because
you've already finished today's.
Senioritis is a very dangerous disease and should be treated immediately by application of large amounts
of cold water to the head.
for diagnosis, call your parents or
nearest relative today.
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Web profiles can
be factors in hiring,
learning about students
S Julie Forster
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potential employers might peruse
online postings at I'accbook, Steve
lindgren used privacy settings to
shut off access to his profile, piclures and musings to all hut a limited circle of friends
His friends will see that his
favorite quote comes from Homer
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Simpson, that he makes a mean
PB&) sandwich and they'll see
photos of his travels and "random
partying." All college humor type
of stuff, Lindgren says, acknowledging that it's still not anything
he'd want an employer to see.
"I'm not ashamed of anything
but it would be easy to get a different perspective of who I am,"
said the 22-year-old St. Cloud
State University senior who is
interviewing for finance jobs.
"If I am directing it towards my
friends, employers are probably
not going to be too impressed
with the profile."
As more students and young job
seekers turn to social networking
siles such as MySpace, Friendster
and I'acebook to connect with
friends and write about their personal lives, employers and recruiters are following right behind.
They are tapping into Internet
search engines to cull information
about job candidates.
lob seekers have reason to
worry: In some cases employers
and recruiters are using the information to weed out candidates.
Three quarters of 102 executive recruiters surveyed last fall
by ExecuNet, of Norwalk, Conn.
said they use search engines as
part of the process to uncover
information about job candidates.
More than one-in-four said they
have eliminated candidates due to
what they found about the person
on the Internet.
There's an explosion in the
amount of personal material
being launched into cyberspace
by people who seemingiy have no
qualms about revealing details of
their sexual escapades or not-sohidden desires.
They'll cany cameras to bars
and parties and post photos ol
drunken friends. On one MySpace
posting, a 19-year-old Wisconsin
girl writes about her pastimes: "I
def. like to party ... I don't smoke
but I drink a lot ...like a lot."
In a few years, Internet searches
on job candidates will become
even more commonplace, predicts Minneapolis employment
attorney Tamara Olsen. She advises those who bare their souls and,
urn, other things online should
consider the consequences.
"Thelntemetislikeabillboardor
painting on the side of a building,"
said Olsen, who advises companies on electronic communication
issues. "But because people are

doing the communicating from a
computer in their bedroom, they
think of the Internet as private.
Right now we are in a funny place
where people are posting private
things and they have no idea how
public it really is.'
In Minnesota, it is generally not
unlawful for an employer to lake
into account personal information found on the Internet in making hiring decisions. Of course, it's
illegal to make luring decisions
based on sex, race, color, religion,
or national origin.
Morgan
Kinross-Wright,
director of the undergraduate
career center at the University
of Minnesota's Carlson School
of Management, said there is
so much buzz about recruiters
reading lacebook postings that
she is considering a "town hall"
meeting with students to drive
Inline the point that what they
post online could affect their
tuture.
"Recruiters are using what is
on their personal space to make
professional decisions," she said.
To Ryan Schunk's point ofview.
what he does in his personal life
is not an employer's business.
He's not swayed by warnings
from professors and isn't about
to change what is posted on his

Facebook page.
lor one, Schunk's friend posted a picture of Schunk dancing
on the stage at a bar after having too much to drink. While
the University of Minnesota
Dtiluth junior admits that it's
not a flattering photo, he's not
about to he cowed by the specter of employers peeking in on
his personal life.
"Whether or not they are going
to or not. that's fine but I don't
think it's any of their business,"
Schunk said. "You gel to the point
where, then you have to start
watching what you are doing in
your private life. It just seems
ridiculous."
Schunk's 18-year-old sister
Reyanna, is more cautious. She
edits her entries on MySpace,
asking herself what the managers would think at the restaurant
where she works. Reyanna, who
attends Century College in White
Bear Lake, says she doesn't want to
give the impression thai she only
has a party side. "MySpace can
really give out the wrong image of
someone," she said. "It all depends
what you put up there."

Students
concerned
about postgrad life
Poll reveals Princeton
University students
worry about survival
By Tatiana Lau
u WIRE

If a recent survey is 10 lx> believed,
1111K a slim majority of University
students could survive today
outside the Princeton University

bubble
On a Point poll, students were
asked, "Are you prepared for
the real world [taxes, insurance,
food, etc.l?"
Forty-four percent of the
836 students polled replied
"Possibly." while :t7 pencil"
answered "Absolutely Not."
fourteen percent confidently
replietl "Absolutely," while five
percent were unsure, choosing a
response ul "Never really thought
about it."
Several freshmen agreed that
they would not be able to sur-

vive outside of campus ii they
graduated today.

Sophomores were more skep
lical about the necessity of "life
skills" classes.
"This isn't home [economies!. The point of Princeton is to
secure a career and understand
the importance of maturity,"
\111y Male)/"(IK said.
On the other hand, juniors
and seniors seemed more confident about their chances of
survival in terms of networking, filing taxes and other "life
skills." Some jokingly stated that
Princeton had taught them to
do laundry, while others cited
Princeton as the source of their
maturity.
"I cook my own food, do
my taxes and laundry,'' Carl

Boettigei '07 said. "I wouldn't»
say IPrinceton] has failed me by
holding my hand too much, but
11 has not gone out of its waj to
teach you life skills."
"I feel like IPrinceton liasl
helped me figure out who I am.
how 1 deal with people, what my
strengths and weaknesses are,"
[JX added. "[People here] may
not have learned skills other than
schmoozing and networking. IIIIB>
it's something that initiates you."
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Your Graduation Headquarters

There is still time to purchase your cap & gown, diploma frame
and announcements in the Peregrine Shop.
Don't forget your BGSU Alumni wear!

Congratulations to our Graduates
Nikki Moore - Parma, OH
Early Childhood Education

Lindsey Willson - Van Buren, OH
Early Childhood Education

Candace Link - Maria Stein, Ohio
Recreation: Event Planning & Program Development

Stephanie Walther - Pickerington, OH
International Studies

Michael Deardorff - Sharonville, OH
Management Information Systems

Michael Detling - Fairview Park, OH
Master in Business Administration

Julie Godfray - Bay Villiage, OH
Marketing

Ashley Harper - Massillon, OH
Journalism

Megan Weinheimer - Cincinnati, OH
Marketing

Jon Halverstadt - Salem, OH
History

Pat Robinson - Brunswick, OH
Marketing

Stevie Killmer - Loveland, OH
Apparel Merchandising and Product Development

Rachel King - Wilmington, OH
Fine Arts - Metals & Jewelry

Sarah Dutton - Marion, OH
Interpersonal Communication

